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Three related, inseparable, and primary difficulties
of the arts curricula (visual art, language art, music, movement) in
schools are addressed in this dissertation. First, the creative pro-
cess is the common method of thinking in the arts yet this process is
not commonly used in teaching the arts. Second, the arts curricula
have no common content. Third, the arts need a rationale for a
common method and a common content.
The rationale for integrated-arts considers theories
of Noverre, Mosel and Wagner concerning combined arts works.
The com-
bined arts practice is summarized in perception theory
by Moles. Cur-
rent experimentation tacitly acknowledges the
existence of only vague
or incompletely identified common elements of the
arts. But the pos-
Bible physiological explanation of the
perceived relationship between
the arts is found in the convergent
neuron theory of Jean Ayres.
The rationale for a creative-arts
program cites the alienation
of people from themselves in work
and school-both designed to fulfill
viii
the economic needs of society over other needs. However, a number of
creative-arts experiments in a variety of settings illustrates that par-
ticipants found a new sense of worth and esteem in themselves and
others during the experiment. The positive self awareness, self esteem
I
and self image were among a few of the desirable characteristics which
Frank Barron found in creative artists. Barron suggests that the rea-
son for the positive state in creative artists is that they are able
to integrate primary and secondary process thought. Therefore ,this
dissertation proposes that students and participants experience the
integrated-arts elements while using the creative process.
Dewey’s thoughts on the common substance of the
arts begins the search for the common elements of the arts. Dewey
considers a number of common substances. They are space, time, form,
matter, and intensified expression. Miriam Gelvin discerns the common
elements of pattern and rhythm, line, expressive quality, density and
form. After a consideration of Gelvin 's elements and the elements of
the separate arts discerned by authorities in the fields, this disser-
tation arrives at a new set of six common elements of the arts. They
are rhythm-line, melody-shape, expressive quality, dynamics-size,
density, and form.
Recognizing the initial need to avoid the insurmount-
able frustration caused by asking participants to create without
pro-
viding a suitable framework, introductory, intermediate, ana
aavanced
problem-solving activities are considered suitable experiences
m
method and content before the independent level. On
the first three
ix
levels, participants individually solve problems, present solutions,
discuss solutions, combine solutions in small groups, present group
solutions and discuss group solutions.
A creative environment is defined for activities.
,
After a consideration of warm-up activities, problem-
solving activities for each of the common elements (rhythm-line,
melody-shape, expressive quality, dynamics-size, density, and form),
and for each art area (integrated-arts, visual art, language art, music,
movement) are included. The activities generally are prefaced with a
statement of objectives, concepts, suggested vocabulary, preparatory
work, and materials needed. Comments on possible results, discussion,
group activities, presentations and supplementary activities are
provided.
Suggestions for classroom management, facilitation,
discipline and evaluation are discussed. Two guiding principles
are that the participants make their own choices and that they are
responsible for judging and evaluating themselves
.
A program management section includes suggestions for
in-service teacher training, program establishment, and evaluation.
The last chapter summarizes the dissertation and
suggests areas for further research.
x
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM AND PURPOSE
Introduction
Problems of personnel, time, money, space and curriculum ever
attend the formal educational process. These problems are dealt
with day to day, year in and year out by school committees, admin-
istrators and teachers. Many notables such as Rickover, Conant and
Herndon have criticized the formal system and each critic has argued
for a goal he highly valued. These critics come from varied walks
of life, and their professions belie the problems that they see and
the solutions that they proffer. Many readers may still remember
Admiral Hyman Rickover* s concern about the relationship of schools to
national defense-*- or the concern of James Conant, former president
p
of Harvard, about adequate academic preparation in the high schools.
More recently, James Herndon, a former teacher of students with special
needs, poignantly described the schools* roughshod treatment of
stu-
dents' emotions.
3
Those involved in the daily formal educational process often
find it difficult to deal with these and similar criticisms
by trans-
lating the goals suggested into new instructional
programs or by adapt-
ing the goals into existing programs partly
because the critics them-
selves provide few specific ways to implement
their criticism. As a
critic, I will try to avoid the Scylla and
Charybdis of critical
1
journeys which illustrate the problems without providing solutions or
which provide limited, temporary, cosmetic solutions to the problems.
This chapter sketches the problems involved in the arts curricu-
la of the schools and the succeeding chapters offer solutions to the
perceived problems.
The Problem
No common method in the arts . In comparing school programs in
the sciences with programs in the arts, Leon C. Karel sees the follow-
ing distinctions. The sciences "base their work on a scientific
method" or "a way of thinking that enables the student to deal with
the phenomena in the manner demanded by the discipline."
14 No such
method or way of thinking is provided by the arts. The sciences of-
fer a general course to acquaint the student with the broad spectrum
of the field and with the common method of thinking. No such course
is offered in the arts. 5
Art, music, [movement] ,6 drama and literature go their
separate ways. The student who gets into one of these
is often scheduled out of participation in the others,
and the student who cannot or will not perform finds no
place in any of them. Instructors in the several arts
know little about the others, having been trained in
a
rigidly specialized curriculum through college.
^
Hence
any cooperation among them which might help unify^an..
strengthen the arts in the curriculum is missing.
A comparable method of knowing in the arts,
common to all of
them. Just as the scientific method is to
science, is the creative
process. The creative process is the method
through which each of
It is the process through which newthe arts comes into existence.
3artistic realities are discovered. But, as Karel states, the arts are
used primarily as a performance medium rather than a medium for student
creation. My investigation on one local level generally verifies Karel’s
observations. In the visual arts, physical education, music and language
arts, only the visual arts specialists expected students to create their
own art works in the classroom. Almost all the other arts specialists
expected the students to perform or appreciate the works of others. 1^
By ignoring the creative process in the classroom, these arts
specialists lose an important common bond and the common source of
art, music, movement and language art. By ignoring the creative pro-
cess in the classroom, these arts specialists promote division, dis-
unity and haphazardness. In so doing, they make it unlikely or impos-
sible for students to experience another way of knowing--a way of
knowing which can be at least as accessible, rewarding and valuable
to the individual and eventually to society as is the scientific
method
.
No common content and varied rationales . Even if all the arts
specialists adopted the creative process for use in their classroom
tomorrow, this step would provide only the first step toward unifying
the arts under one roof. Karel, who has written a textbook on the
related arts, states that there is no common arts course from
which
students may branch out into the various specialities. Paru
of the
reason for this lack of a common arts course he
attributes to the
rigid college preparation of the arts specialists
which would make
such a course in the public schools unlikely .
9 This reasoning is not
14
entirely true. There are compiled reports10 of courses given through-
out Massachusetts on various grade levels which try to relate the arts.
Some of these are courses of historical development. Some are topical.
>
Some are based on stylistic periods. Some are courses in which a
couple of the arts are related through individual creations of the
students. But Karel’s criticism still seems to apply.
This proliferation of different kinds of contents seems to
indicate much activity and little direction. Moreover, this prolif-
eration is a surface manifestation of the widely differing rationales
for related arts courses. Instead of predicting stillbirths, Karel’s
acute observation about the rigid professional training of specialists
was the harbinger of some bizarre and yet predictable consequences in
the great diversity of courses which tried to relate the arts.
Karel's personal attempts to provide an umbrella under which the
arts might unite in basic ways provide partial answers to the problem.
Karel’s works11 separate the arts with examples of the elements of
each art and provide a place for the creative process at the end of
each chapter. This is still a juxtaposition of the arts with a dual
learning process: the creative process and the more traditional pro-
cess of the student memorizing truths.
In summary, the problem is that there is as yet no text for
use
by the classroom teacher and specialist alike which
a) provides a suitable method or "way of thinking that
enables
the student to deal with the phenomena in the manner
demanded
by the discipline..
5b) provides a course of study integrating the elements of the
arts
.
c) provides a rationale for the above.
The Purpose of the Study
Many authors have been concerned about the same problems in in-
tegrating and creating the arts that Karel expressed. Authors like
Spolin, Schaeffer, Montgomery, Mettler and others^ have recognized
that active participation in the creative process is necessary from
the very beginning of a person's experience with the arts. However,
exploration of the creative process has usually remained outside the
curriculum developed by both specialists and classroom teachers. While
most of these authors deal with creation in one or two of the arts and
notable works like Dimondstein ' s and Karel's-^ juxtapose visual, liter-
ary, movement and musical arts, no author currently employs an inte-
grated arts (arts based on common, analogous elements which manilest
themselves differently in visual image, word image, movement image and
sound image) to be experienced by the active, creative participation
of students.
In my opinion, integrated-creative-arts should be at the core
of the curriculum because research has demonstrated that the
skills
developed through participation in the creative process also
are many
.15 Therefore it is the
of the same skills needed for academic success
purpose of this work to provide a unifying rationale, a method and con-
tent for an integrated-creative-arts program which may he used by any
combination of arts specialists and classroom teachers.
Definitions
Aesthetic education: learning through the arts involving
focusing of attention and enrgies, sensory perception
and intellectual awareness within the value systems of
a given society.
Aesthetic play: play in which enjoyment of the means rather
than the end (as in winning athletic games) is emphasized.
Art: a process by which man creates a visual and/or aural
product, usually not of a utilitarian nature and considered
by some to be intuitive or symbolic
.
Artificial man: man as all reason, all rationality, pure
thought, emotionless.
Bisociation: the carrying together of two unrelated parts of
the same personality in one person at one time.
Centering: to bring together diverse elements of the personality.
Craft: a personal production of a complete object usually of a
utilitarian nature.
Creative process: divergence; preparation, incubation, illumination,
and elaboration.
Dissociation: "the splitting of the personality into disunited
parts." 18
Elements: basic components without which the thing in question
would not exist.
Integrated-Arts: arts based on common, analogous elements
which
manifest themselves differently in visual image, word
image,
movement image , and sound image
.
Natural man: man as a completely emotional, non-rat
lonal
,
intuitive, instinctive being.
Primary-process thinking: non-rational
,
intuitive, instinctive
emotional knowledge.
Secondary-process thinking: rational, reasonable, consciously
arrived at thought.
FOOTNOTES
8
1Hyman Rickover, Education and Freedom
. (New York: E. P. Dutton
1959).
^James B. Conant
,
The American High School Today
. (New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1959).
3James Herndon, How to Survive in Your Native Land
,
(New York,
Bantam Books, 1972).
^Leon C. Karel, Avenues to the Arts
,
(Kirksville, Mo.; Simpson Pub.
Co.\ 1969, p. iv (hereafter cited as Karel, Avenues )
.
5lbid.
6while Karel includes a chapter on movement in the body of the text,
he omits mention of movement in this critical paragraph. This omis-
sion illustrates . the extent of the problem he is criticizing.
7 Ibid. A similar criticism of the arts is made by the Chairman, De-
partment of Art Education, Penn. State U. at University Park, Harlan
Hoffa, "On Education
s
" High Fidelity and Musical America 2*4 (Septem-
ber 197*0: MA-15; and Ray H. Barsch, "The Concept of Multidisciplin-
ariness
s
" Academic Therapy 6 (Winter 1972): 187-191*
®Harry Semerjian, "An Inventory of the Arts in Northern Worcester
County." An independent study project submitted to the University
of Massachusetts ^School of Education, Amherst, Mass., August 1972,
pp. ^8-50. (Typewritten.)
9Karel, Avenues
,
p. iv.
lOBeverly W. Lydiard and Natalie Norton, eds., Kaleidoscope 12 ,
Special Issue: Arts and Humanities , (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Curriculum and Instruction Bur-
eau of Curriculum Services, Late Fall 197*+); and Massachusetts Music
Educators Association Tanglewood Symposium Project Topic I: Human-
ities
,
"Humanities Courses of Study," n .p. , 1971. (Mimeo-
graphed.) For a general verification of the same trend on the
national level, see William D. Gaver , "A Study of the Integrated
Arts Concept in the High School Curricula of Missouri with a Sur-
vey of the Integrated Arts in Secondary Education of the United
States." D.M.A. dissertation, University of Missouri, 1971.
llKarel, Avenues; and Ira P. Schwarz and Leon C. Karel, Teaching the_
Related Arts , (Kirksville, Mo.: Simpson Publishing Company, 1973
(hereafter cited as Schwarz and Karel, Teaching Related Art s ) .
12Karel, Avenues , p. iv
.
9l^See Appendix for a more complete listing.
l^Geraldine Dimondstein, Exploring the Arts with Children
,
(New York:
the Macmillan Company, 197*0 ; Karel, Avenues ; and Schwarz and Karel,
Teaching Related Arts .
^Henriette L. Fletcher, "Getting Results From Movement Exploration "
*
Academic Therapy 8 (Fall 1972); James H. Humphrey, "Teaching Reading '
Through Creative Movement," Academic Therapy 9 (Summer 197*0; Shaun
A. McNiff "Organizing Visual Perception Through Art Academic Thera-
py 9 (Summer 197*0; Sophie Freeman & Elizabeth Pyle, "How We Use Art
to Ready Them for Reading Grade Teacher 83 (December 1965 ); Sara
Smilansky, The Effect of Sociodramatic Play on Preschool Disadvan-
taged Children , (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968); see also Herbert
Read's summary of A. L. Stone's Story of a School in Redemption of
the Robot
,
(New York: Simon Schuster, 1966), pp. 85-87. The vener-
able work in this area has been Hughes Mearns , Creative Power: The
Education of Youth in the Creative Arts (New York: Dover, 1958).
l^Gerard l. Knieter, "The Nature of Aesthetic Education," in Toward
and Education , (Washington, D.C.: Music Educators National Confer-
ence, 1972), pp. 3-6.
^Leonard B. Meyer, Music, Art and Ideas , (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1967 ) > P* 60.
-*-
^Webster ' s New Collegiate Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. "Dissociation,"
CHAPTER II
>
INTEGRATED-CREATIVE-ARTS RATIONALE
Integrated-Art s
There have been many historical calls for a unification or
integration of the arts. The most famous of these has been Richard
Wagner's view of music drama. Wagner viewed music drama as an oppor-
tunity for a Gesamtkunstwerk (a total unification of the arts). He
did not consider the unification as limiting any particular art but
rather a way of realizing the full potential of each. 1
While Wagner may be the most famous or infamous voice calling
for an integration of the arts, he was only one in an historical
tradition that can be traced back a couple of hundred years. In
1760, in a work entitled Lettres sur la danse et sur les ballets ,
Jean-Georges Noverre "prophetically envisions the musical theater
as a unity of all forces. . . . Noverre coordinates all the features
of music and stage - performers, decor, costumes
- in an effort to
create a total drama. 2
Another percursor of Wagner with an idea of Gesamtkunswerk
was the musicologist Franz Ignaz Mosel.
3 Ernest Newman says of Mosel's
work
:
Mosel expresses more clearly perhaps than any
previous
writer that conception or th
Wagner so strongly insisted.
10
combination, on practically equal terms, of poetry, music,
acting, singing and the art of the stage: the plastic,
arts, however, play a smaller part in his theory than
they do in Wagner's.^
The precursors of Wagner advocating a unified art were not
limited to music and dance. Lessing and Herder preceded Wagner in
>
philosophy with ideas of music drama.
5
I
For any one who has ever enjoyed an opera, musical, ballet,
television program, sound movie, or lieder
,
it comes as no surprise
that there is a distinguished tradition of those who advocate and
practice the integration of the arts.
Considering the practice of the arts within the counter-culture
of the late ’60's and early 'TO’s, Meridith Tax describes three import-
ant trends. The first trend is that some art comes from group efforts.
The second is that some art requires audience participation. The
third is that "many of these new art expressions mix media and genres
to a new extent. [They] combine posters, slides, light shows, music,
poetry, dance and special effects. [They] break down old divisions
of labor [and are] a hopeful sign of our growing ability to integrate
,,/T
different kinds of experience. °
Tax’s third observation of current art works mixing the arts is
substantiated by contemporary critical reviews of such integrated art
works. John Rockwell has reviewed two such works in New York alone
within the past year. One was Robert Wilson’s "The Life and
Times of
Joseph Stalin" which took almost twelve hours for each
performance. 7
Another was LaMonte Young's and Marian Zazeela's mixed
media production
12
entitled "Dream House."®
Just as no one would dare refute the fact that there has been a
distinguished tradition of art works within any single art specialty,
>
certainly no one would dare ignore an equally distinguished group of
historical and contemporary works which combine the arts. But it
would be an understatement to call the attempts at unifying the arts
less than systematic. No attempt has ever been made by visual artists,
composers, writers and poets or choreographers to systematize the basis
on which the arts might be used at the same time. Even the philosophers
and critics give little help on the matter. 9 Given the unsystematized
historical state of combined media, one can assume that those individ-
uals and groups who have created combined media works have done so with
their instincts and tastes as their guide.
The author who best summarizes the general theory of a Gesamtkuns-
werk from the historical and current works is Abraham Moles. Calling a
combined art work "multiple messages," Moles says the following:
General aesthetics teaches us however, that . . .
there are multiple messages in which several channels,
[visual art, music, movement, language] or several
modes of using a channel [choral and instrumental music!
in communication, are used simultaneously in an aesthetic
or preceptual synthesis Here we no longer have interfer-
ence, [one art blotting out the meaning of the other] but
correspondence and agreement [one art helping another]
between logical meanings transmitted by the several modes.
Moles sees that a combined art work can achieve a "correspondence
and
agreement" between the individual arts in the combined work
to convey
a desired meaning. Moles's summary of the traditional,
instinctive
leaves only the well hidden clues of "correspon-combined arts practice
13
dence and agreement” on which to build a basis for integrated-arts.
In our day when some systematized way of conceptualizing the arts is
needed, as Karel has indicated, there seems to be very little to serve
as a basis of an integrated arts curriculum other than the combined
art products themselves.
Karel tries to fill the void by providing an imaginative survey
of the arts. He begins with the human physiology through which each
art is produced or understood and then proceeds to the elements of each
art . 11 But this juxtaposition still falls short of integrating the
arts
.
Contemporary Experimental Work in Multi-sensory Learning
In spite of Munro's remarks calling the comparison of elements
of the arts ”vague metaphors ," 12 a growing body of theoretical and
experimental study seems to indicate the existence of elemental links
between the arts. In one such study Peter Peretti finds that music
students (particularly female music students) were able to identify
the pieces of music that served as inspirations for six paintings of
Paul Klee. 1^ Peretti says that the reason for the correlation between
the paintings and music works still must be scientifically deteimined,
but he provides the reader with some probable clues. He postulates
that since Klee was
"both an accomplished musician and artist, some cf his
paintings have been interpreted as graphic transcription
of musical rhythm ... in the . . • concrete sense
translating a musical ideogram into a pictorial form.
If a relationship exists between a painting's color
and
form and the mood of a piece of music, this relationship
should be especially noticeable in his paintings.
lU
He concludes that the consistency of the findings indicates that
there are "cues" in the auditory and visual stimuli which enable in-
dividuals to associate the proper music with the proper painting.
Peretti's conclusions immediately remind one of Polanyi's con-
«
cept of "tacit knowing" which seems to function in much the same
manner as the results- of Peretti's experiment indicate' that
the music students did. Polanyi defines this functional relation as
"we know the first term only by relying on our awareness of it for
attending to the second.
The music students relied on their awareness of the musical
content (combinations of rhythm, melody, harmony, dynamics, and
timbre or form) and then applied this "knowledge" to picking the
correct paintings. At another point Polanyi sums up the process as
"we can know more than we can tell and we can tell nothing without
relying on our awareness of things we may not be able to tell." 1?
Both Peretti's experiment and Polanyi's definition are excellent
examples of how people have approached the whole field of integrated
arts on an almost intuitive level.
Recently, Kubovy, Cutting and McGuire experimented with a
method of producing melodic sound (a succession of distinct pitches)
that was musically analogous to a successful visual method of present-
ing a stereoscopic pattern in dots not visible to either eye by
itself
They say "the analogies are fairly straightforward. . . .
Auditory
localization corresponds to visual depth perception, and
melodic con-
tour corresponds to visual form."l8 For these
experimenters there is
15
no doubt about the analogous quality of melody in music and shape in
visual art.
Peretti and Kubovy et al provide some indication that there
are analogous links between music and art. On a less scientific level,
I
Leonard Bernstein recently attempted to draw "parallels between music
and language in three domains: poetic analysis, grammatical theory,
and innateness. . . . They [music and language] involve manipulation
of elements over a structured time span. . . . They are primarily
aural arts." 1^ These attempts came in the form of lectures at Harvard
and were not met with an overly sanguine reception, according to Ray
Jackendorff
,
reviewing the lectures for High Fidelity and Musical
America. But the relationship between music and language in Bernstein's
theorizing is not far fetched and is supported by more systematic re-
search as in the account which follows.
Marilyn Pirtle and Kay P. Seaton attempted to aid neurologically
handicapped children in the use of language by exposing them to an in-
tensive music training . 20 This musical training was centered around
the musical concepts (elements) of melody, rhythm, harmony, expression
(timbre, tempo, dynamics) and form. In the design of the training,
Pirtle and Seaton determined that language had similar properties
(components, elements) as music. The gains in "vocal integration"
and "verbal comprehension" of the experimental group were many times
more than that of the control group .
21 The researchers modestly con-
cluded
'that intensive musical experiences designed for specific
levels of understanding can affect positively a child
s growth
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in musical conceptualization and in related temporal,
ordinal, and spatial concepts.
. . and that there may
he a direct and beneficial relationship between musical
growth and growth in associated language."22
The links, the pivot, the connection between music and language as
was the connection in the examples dealing with music and art were
the common analogous elements.
One possible explanation for both the success of the Pirtle-
Seaton experiment and the seeming existence of "cues" in the Piretti
experiment is the "convergent neuron" theory. Jean Ayres states that
each of the sensory neurons at the brain stem level is capable of re-
ceiving auditory, vestibular, and visual stimuli in discrete channels
and stimulation of one mode through one channel can affect the other
channels
.
2 3
To the clinician these data suggest that the best way to en-
hance audition may not be through auditory stimuli alone and
the best way to develop visual perception may not be through
vision alone. . . . It is no longer appropriate to think in
terms of isolated sensory modality development or function.
That is not the major means by which the brain functions.
It functions as a whole, and one of its attributes leading
to wholeness is its manner of converging sensory input. It
operates through intersensory integration....
The implications of such a theory will have a far reaching effect
in teaching children with special needs. At the same time, the theoiy
helps to explain the perceived existence of common elements. Further-
more, it provides a physiological explanation for synasthesia
as well
as opening up tremendous possibilities in teaching the
arts. Beginning
from the theoretical base of the convergent neuron theory,
the unmusical
could be helped through visual arts and movement. The
non-visually
oriented could be helped through music and movement.
The non-physical
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could be helped through art and music. If students had these music,
art, and movement skills, they most likely would have all the aural,
visual and physical prerequisites for the development of reading,
writing and speaking.
Conclusion
. There can be little doubt that there is a large
body of art works which combine more than one art. There is a grow-
ing amount of theoretical literature concerning the existence of
analogous or common elements of the arts. There is a growing body
of scientific evidence of the existence of common elements of the
arts. What is needed is an investigation of the common analogous
elements of the arts to serve as one leg for, not a juxtaposed, not
a partially combined, but an integrated-arts curriculum.
An integrated-arts curriculum would certainly serve part of the
need for the kind of introductory course earlier outlined by Karel.
But it might also serve as a beginning for a co-equal training in all
of the arts for students. Students with such a training would be able
to create in visual art, movement, language and music, and thereby
have the ultimate means for personal expression.
At the same time, a whole range of possibilities opens up when
the arts are integrated on an elemental level. Music becomes compre-
hensible for the "non-musical." Visual art becomes accessible for
the non-visual. Movement becomes accessible for the non-physical.
Language becomes accessible for the non—reader , non—writer, non-
speaker.
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The Importance of Creative Arts in a School Curriculum
ffork
- Ml. alienation. In our country most people are faced with
the prospect of going to work or going to school. Industrial, blue
collar work is the fundamental mode of labor in an industrial society.
It is the blue collar laborer's view of his work that Robert Blaumer
has poignantly defined. Blaumer established that, for the most part,
blue collar workers have a feeling of powerlessness from being con-
trolled by others . The workers found their work meaningless because
the individual's role seemed unconnected to a meaningful process.
The workers were left normless, socially aliented and rootless by
the destruction of the previously cohesive, rural, agrarian society.
The workers were self-estranged
,
becoming "alienated from [their]
inner [selves] in the activity of work. "25
Blaumer found the exception, to the personal and emotional
wasteland generated in blue collar workers by their work, among
craft printers. Craft printers are faced daily with a number of
variations of the same problems in composing and setting a page.
They have to apply their extensive skills to a new set of conditions
with each job. Their process is much like the process which the crea-
tor in any art faces. The creator has skills and knowledge of a medium
which the creator applies to new problems in order to achieve solutions."
These craft printers provided the exception to the alienation generally
found in the other blue collar workers. The similarity between crait
printers and creative artists might become apparent if the reader sub-
stitutes the words creative artist in place of craft printer^ in Blaume;
s
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summation of the craft printer's view of his work. The summation
reads
:
Work for craft printers [creative artists] is a source
of involvement and commitment. It is not chiefly a means of
lif®» I’U't an expression of their selfhood and identity. For
craftsmen [creative artists], work is almost the expression
of an inner need, rather than the grudging payment of a debt
imposed by external sources. 27
Compare Blaumer's conclusion with Jung's view of art and artists.
Art is a kind of .innate drive that seizes a human being and
makes him its instrument. The artist is not a person endowed
with a free will who seeks his own ends, but one who allows
art to realize its purposes through him. 28
Compare expressions like "involvement and commitment" with "innate
drive" or "work is the expression of an inner need" with "the artist
is not a person endowed with a free will. . . but one who allows art
to realize its purposes through him." These comparisons should indi-
cate clearly that the lack of a feeling of alienation and the lack of
the de-humanization connected with alienation in craft printers comes
from the kind of work done by craft printers, a kind of work patently
similar to the process of a creator in the arts.
Industrial influence in education . While Blaumer enumerated
the disastrous personal effect of most industrial work on its workers,
Raymond C. Callahan has traced the historical development of the enor-
mous scientific-technological-industrial-business-impersonal influence
in American education. Callahan illustrates that schools have been
modelled intentionally on a factory system in order to run efficiently
and to promote savings in costs per pupil. In such a setting, education
becomes an industrial enterprise concerned with production and costs
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per unit30
,
rather than encouraging personal growth and human values.
With schools thinking of students as products and manifesting an im-
personal, industrial-business syndrome, one might assume that students
would have similar feelings toward school that the workers had toward
*
work. This assumption is borne out by the works of Edgar Z. Frieden-
berg. Friedenberg notes that the powerlessness of students in being
controlled by others is all pervasive in schools . 31 He illustrates
that even in such an area of school life which might overtly meet
students’ emotional needs, like "student activities, the process of
alienation proceeds with even greater vigor than in the guidance of-
fice. " 3^
Friedenberg identifies a kind of adolescent who has qualities
of "inwardness" or "subjectiveness" which he defines as "the capacity
to attend to and respond to one’s inner life and feelings, to the
uniquely personal in experience, to personal relationships ." 33 He
adds that the school is ill-equipped to handle these adolescents be-
cause the adolescents:
are trying to realize and clarify their identity. The
school, acting as a mobility ladder, assumes instead the
function of inducing them to change or alter it. They
want to discover who they are; the school wants to help
them 'make something out of themselves.' They want to
know where they are; the school wants to help them get
somewhere. They want to learn how to live with them-
selves; the school wants to teach them how to get along
with others. They want to learn how to tell what is right
for them; the school wants to teach them to give the re-
sponses that will earn them rewards in the classroom and
in social institutions. 3)4
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Students searching for a means of discovering and developing
individuality and self within the educational machine would be like
a monkey-wrench in a factory machine. The students' subjectivity,
therefore, is labeled as "poor socialization or illness; as immatur-
ity or . . . underachievement"35 by school authorities. These labels
are convenient masks used to cover the varied surface evidence of
the alienation which results when subject matter is more important
than people, when people become products manufactured by an impersonal,
business-industry
.
Carl Rogers . Many contemporary critics of industry and education
have seen the problems stated above by Blaumer, Callahan and Frieden-
berg and have attempted to suggest the general outlines of some solu-
tions to these problems. One important critic is Carl Rogers. Rogers
pinpoints the problem as a lack of creativity in work, leisure and
school. In his own words, Rogers says the following:
Many of the serious criticisms of our culture and its
trends may best be formulated in terms of a dearth of crea-
tivity .... In education we tend to turn out conformists,
stereotypes, individuals whose education is 'completed,' rat-
her than freely creative and original thinkers.
In our leisure-time activities, passive entertainment
and regimented group action are overwhelmingly predominant,
whereas creative activities are much less in evidence ....
In industry creation is reserved for the few—the manager,
the designer, the head of the research department—whereas
for the many life is devoid of original or creative endeavor . . .
. . . to be original or different is felt to be "danger-
ous." 36
He feels that such a lack of creative experiences and creative
outlets in a scientific-industrial society might be disastrous:
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With scientific discovery and invention proceeding, we
are told, at a geometric rate of progression, a generally
passive and culture-hound people cannot cope with the multi-plying issues and problems. 37
Thus, Rogers sees creativity as a fundamental tool for survival*
and the lack of creativity as an Achilles' heel of a scientific-
industrial society. For Rogers, the development of our creative
potential becomes the development of an important survival skill for
society and the individual.
Herbert Read . Herbert Read sees the same problems in twentieth
century industrial work and education. Addressing himself to the prob
lems of industrial work. Read says:
Work in a technological civilization ... no longer
provides an education of the five senses, on which . . .
depends a development of our understanding of the objec-
tive world.
Read's remarks provide an insight into the educational function
of work in a pre-industrial age as a means of understanding reality
through the senses. At the same time, his words are an indictment
of the meaninglessness of work in our civilization.
His remarks on education in our society are equally damning and
seem to underscore Rogers' and Friedenberg ' s observations. Read says
... an education that ignores the mental process which
leads to the creation of the most permanent achievements
of mankind can be no true education. Our whole concep-
tion of education has become functional .... conceived
as serving the provisional interests of a social economy
and not as the conquest of reality.
Education today is a system exactly corresponding to
the technological organization of our society, and instead
of realizing and regretting the enormous limitations that
such a system imposes . . . we take pride in the inhuman
efficiency of such a machine. 39
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With work uncoupled from the senses (thereby meaningless as a
way of perceiving reality) and education uncoupled from the senses
(again, thereby meaningless as a way of perceiving reality). Read
>
sees the alienation of modern man completed. However, just as Rogers
called for the general cultivation of creativity in our society to
help it survive. Read has a similar but more specific solution.
In his summary. Read states that knowledge through the senses
is minimized in an industrial-technological society. But even worse,
. . . those repressed instincts upon which our civilization
is built lack all constructive outlet. This negation inher-
ent to our technological civilization must be resolved; and
since it cannot now be resolved in work, it must be resolved
in the development of the only impulse that is left undeveloped
in our civilization, aesthetic play. The only development of
the play impulse that is adequate for this task of reconcilia-
tion and reconstruction is its development into creative art. ^
For some, terms like "aesthetic play" and "creative art" may not seem
like recondite or responsible solutions to the problem of alienation
in school and work. However, Read's suggestion should be investigated
carefully before being discarded too hastily as the raving of an im-
practical partisan.
Aesthetic play . Aesthetic play has been defined as play in
which enjoyment of the means rather than the end (winning a game,
getting paid) is emphasized. 141 Blauraer's description of the craft
printer's attitude toward their work certainly fits into this category
(viz. "involvement . . . commitment . . . expression of selfhood . . .
identity . . . inner need" rather than just working for the money re-
ward. 142 The craft printer's work is a form of aesthetic play and a
source of deep satisfaction and identity. This form of aesthetic
2h
play differentiates this unalienated group from the groups of
alienated blue collar workers. In a technological society there are
few jobs like those of the craft printers.
With technological changes rapidly automating the printer's
trade, Blaumer foresees the day when even the remaining craft printer's,
overseeing machines rather than actively composing and setting, will
lose the identity and pride presently gained from their work.*43 Craft
printers would become alienated as other blue collar workers have. If
this process of alienation from one's senses in one's work continued,
as it has, work would become totally meaningless in an industrial
society and technologically oriented education. This would be a bleak
picture indeed, but Read provides the further safety valve of creative
art
.
Creative art . Creative art, a person creating an art work for
the sake of creating art or for personal expression, is Read's ulti-
mate solution for people in an industrial-technological society to
regain contact with their senses and emotions, a contact rarely found
in school or work. The arts*4 *4 deal with the senses. They provide the
vehicle for a person to experiment with the senses through various art
media with little threat to others and with the probable gain of some
self knowledge, feeling of identity, expression of self.
Friederick Schiller . Herbert Read has not been the first to
express the idea that a person can come to know himself through art.
Friederick Schiller came to similar conclusions in the late eighteenth
century. Since very few people in Schiller's day had the
wherewithal
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in leisure time or money to create in art, his functional definition
of an aesthetic education as the contemplation of art or beauty is
hardly surprising. It is the function of Schiller's aesthetic educa-
>
tion which is of interest to this text.
Living in the age of the excesses of the French Revolution,
Schiller quickly understood that the external force with which the
French monarchy had maintained control of the populace did nothing
to foster the growth of a moral, civilized self in the populace. As
soon as the external controls were removed, the populace acted like
pound animals who had been freed -- amoral , uncivilized, non-rational.^5
Schiller's comparison between such a natural, animal state in man and
the civilized, rational artificial state led him to investigate the
transition in man from the purely physical state to a rational, moral
state. He concluded that beginning in a physical state man would pass
through an aesthetic state, in which he would make of himself what he
would by the use of his senses, thereby moving to a rational state.
In an aesthetic state, art would serve both the physical and spiritual
well-being of man and an aesthetic education would ...
pave the way for the transition from sensation to thoughts:
as living shape she will furnish abstract form with sensuous
power, and lead back conception to contemplation and law to
feeling. The first service she renders to the natural man,
the second to the artificial man.
4b
For Schiller an aesthetic education through aesthetic play was
a bridge that enabled man to connect impulse and instinct
with feel-
ing. An aesthetic education was a means by which
man would gam con-
trol over his own person and yet have a vay of
expressing all that he
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felt. This feeling of identity, although passively gained, approxi
mates Read's view of the function of creative art in an alienated
industrial-technological society.
In a typically abtruse, cryptic manner, John Dewey obliquely
supports the points made by Read and Schiller. Dewey's basic point
is that "art product is formed substance
. This short sentence
needs considerable translation. An art product is any personal ex-
pression in the arts (painting, poem, musical composition, movement
composition). To form a work is to give it structure, to apply reason
to it, to plan, to design. Substance is the emotional, personal con-
tent of a work expressed through the elements (components) of an art.
With these definitions, a new translation of Dewey might read:
An art work results when
art
.
Both the new and the old statement contain a process advocated
in active and passive styles by Read and Schiller. The process is
that structure is imposed on the senses through elements of the art
to compose an art work (personal expression). This is the process
of expressing through the senses yet imposing on that expression a
personal, willful, purposeful control.
Some creative arts experiments . In reworking and adapting the
ideas of Schiller for our age, Herbert Read has claimed that if the
arts^® are used for personal creation, then the creators will renew
one structures,
applies reason to,
plans
,
designs
the - emotional personal
content expressed
through elements
(components) of an
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contact with and expand and develop an understanding of their senses.
Furthermore, Read postulates that this renewed learning through the
senses by creating will diminish the sense of alienation and the de-
humanization caused by the industrial-technological domination of
work and school. While Read's claim may seem to be unfounded, un-
proven or overly hopeful, there are numerous indications that his
hypothesis is correct.
Read uses the work of A. L. Stone as one example of the success
of the creative arts approach in the schools. ^9 Under poor conditions
in a junior school in Birmingham, England, Stone "tried to give the
children opportunities to move and to express themselves . "50 Arts
became the basis of all teaching with plays and drama and "with all
the arts as ancillary to these activities and the result was not merely
a reform in education, but a transformation of life itself. "51 The
children developed the qualities of "interest, concentration and im-
agination'^ 2 as well as discipline which "was the outcome of the
child’s absorption in his experience and not a thing imposed by the
teacher. "53 There is no mention of alienation or feeling powerless
or underachieving for these students.
The conclusion is obvious. These students from a formerly
"discouraging" school discovered a new meaning in education and
themselves through creative arts. Creative arts helped the student
mold a positive identity of himself through his senses. The visions
of Schiller and Read materialized into reality.
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Another study which Read cites^ i s Henry Schaeffer-Simmern'
s
The Unfolding of Artistic Activity . In this work Schaeffer-Simmern
reports the results of a creative art program with a group of insti-
tutionalized mental defectives, institutionalized juvenile delinquents,
business-professionals, and refugees. For the mental defectives he
says that the creative art program
Irrespective of the modest accomplishments it may produce,
when applied in special education. . .not only releases re-
pressed inner forces, but brings into intimate coordination
all essential aspects of human functioning. It organizes
and forms in an all embracing normal operation the total
entity of the patient. He witnesses his own spontaneous
development. Step by step he masters more extended tasks.
His belief in himself and his self respect increase grad-
ually. In this way artistic activity attains the meaning
of a psychotherapy . 55
In speaking about the results of a creative art program with
juvenile delinquents, Schaeffer-Simmern says...
The New Hampton experiment, in which the majority of
participants were below the average in mentality,
throws light on the fundamental relationship of artis-
tic activity to the nature of man. The fact that all
the boys could be led to develop their creative exis-
tence may open new ways for the education, adjustment
and rehabilitation of institutionalized delinquents .
5°
Schaeffer-Simmern' s report of the business-professional group
and the refugee group runs along similar lines.
The devotion with which these persons participated in
the experiments may throw some light upon the deep sat-
isfaction that they received from their activity. Then
satisfaction came from their awareness of the unfolding of
their creative potentialities of which they know nothing
before. It was further increased by the fact that they
gradually became conscious—as frequently stated by them-
selves—of a unique cultivation of disciplined feeling and
thinking, .. .They felt a formative effect which genuine
artistic activity had upon them as assisting toward a
more
harmonized, more balanced personality.
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These similar findings seem to reveal an innate, universal
effect that the creative process through the arts has on greatly
diverse people. This effect is not imposed on the participants
but grows by itself through the creative activity. The effect is
*
characterized by a heightened self awareness, a greater self dis-
cipline and a more positive self image and self respect. This is
a far cry from alienation.
Psychologists have provided some insights into the reasons for
the results of creative arts programs such as those of Stone and
Schaeffer-Simmern. For instance, Norman 0. Brown writes that...
The implication is that art has the function of making
public the contents of the unconscious . 5$
Art gives us this positive pleasure in so far as it at-
tains that goal which must always remain the goal of human-
ity—conscious play. 59
Brown sees art as a means of tapping the unconscious which is another
way of saying the non-rational or, using Schiller’s phrase, the
"natural man." On the face of it, this may seem like a threat to
man's rational stability but Brown places the art process in the
category of "conscious play." Brown's "conscious play" resembles
Rogers' "symbolic expression"^0 and Schiller's "aesthetic play" which
are anything but threats to man's stability. Rather, "conscious play"
seems to be the means of acknowledging and expressing the existence of
these forces and yet controlling them.
Brown's insights into Freud are based on an interpretation of
Freud's observations, but Frank Barron's knowledge of the creative
process and creative artists accrues from over a decade of firsb-hand
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research. In studies done with creative writers, art students and
mental patients, Barron found that the creative artist is.... "un-
usually open to non-rational experience [primary-process thinking]
but... by no means sacrifices secondary [rational] process activities.
In fact he utilizes both modes freely and to great effect. "6l His
findings immediately verify Freud's view of the art process and the
artist
.
Furthermore, Barron found that creative artists "seem to be
incorporate psychotic like experiences and tendencies [primary-
process thought, Schiller's natural man, Dewey's substance] in a matrix
of rationality, [secondary-process thought, Schiller's unnatural man,
Dewey's form] very high conceptual intelligence, honesty and personal
effectiveness . "62 Nor do Barron's findings stop there.
Barron also found certain common characteristics among creative
writers. These characteristics should be read with care by anyone
concerned about the goals or objectives of an education in a democracy.
They should be read carefully by those concerned about the character-
istics of citizens graduating from public schools in a democracy. The
characteristics of the creative writer, 63 which Barron uncovered, are...
1. Appears to have... high degree of intellectual capacity.
2. Genuinely values intellectual. . .cognitive matters.
3. Values. . .own independence . . .autonomy.
H. Is verbally fluent; can express ideas well.
5. Enjoys aesthetic impressions; is aesthetically re-
active
I. Is productive; gets things done.
2. Is concerned with philosophical problems, for example,
religion, values, the meaning of life, . . .
Has... high aspiration level for himself.3 .
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h. Has. .. wide range of interests.
5. Thinks and associates to ideas in unusual ways; has
unconventional thought processes.
6. Is ...interesting, arresting person.
7. Appears straightforward, forthright, candid in deal-
ings with others.
8. Behaves in an ethically consistent manner: is consis-
tent with his. . .personal standards .6U
It would be too much to hope that students in a creative arts
program (rather than a performing arts program) would acquire all the
characteristics which ^Barron discovered in the creative writers. The
degree to which one might acquire or retain such characteristics cer-
tainly would depend on the length of the exposure to creating in the
arts and whether or not one continued to create even after graduation,
among a list of variables. But there seems little doubt that a cre-
ative arts program would help a student develop a sense of identity,
self worth and self discipline currently lacking in a curriculum en-
gineered for efficiency and alienation even in the arts.
Barron says not one word about alienation, meaninglessness,
powerlessness, normlessness or self estrangement. Instead, all the
characteristics he lists indicate just the contrary. Barron indicates
that the creative artist does, in fact, harness the unconscious just as
Schiller previously indicated that man must in order to become self
disciplined and moral. Barron illustrates that the hope which Herbert
Read expressed for creative arts as a means of negating the various
manifestations of alienation in a society and education oriented to-
ward industry and technology was well founded. Barron's work also
indicates that the works of A. L. Stone and Henry Schaeffer-Simmern
were not historical accidents but rather signposts pointing the way out
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of the dilemma of man in a technologically dominated society and edu-
cation.
Summary
This chapter has established that creating in the arts helps to
develop some highly desirable personal characteristics^ in individuals
and that these characteristics may have societal implications. Fur-
thermore, this chapter has established the fact that if the arts are
used in a complimentary and integrated fashion, they might provide
"an aesthetic or perceptual synthesis"^ for the creator. Therefore,
the task of Chapter III is to describe the integrated, analogous
elements of the arts. The task of Chapter IV vill be to provide a
method for teaching the integrated, analogous elements.
Creative individuals retain qualities of freshness, spon-
taneity and joy, as well as a certain. . .openness to the
non-rational
,
if you will. They are in that sense child-
like. But this is not regression; it is progression with
courage. They bring their childhood along instead of
leaving it behind.
In the creative act we witness neither dissociation nor
mere bisocciation
,
but integration and synthesis. The ten-
dency toward centering goes hand in hand with the tendency
toward divergence.
The whole self creates.
If the process of creating in the arts eventually leads to the
gradual self realization of creative individuals in our society, we
might all look forward to the day when our children are provided the
opportunity to realize Barron's assessment of creative individuals.
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CHAPTER III
COMMON ELEMENTS OF THE ARTS
Introduction
As one may see in the Appendix of this work, there are many
authors who deal with an art as a creative activity. Although some
of these authors provide activities overlapping other arts, not one
of them suggests an integrated approach to the arts. In his hook,
however, Moles1 implied that an integrated art work (multiple messages)
had analogous, if not common, elements through which the various arts
might communicate in a synthesis of meaning. It is appropriate to
identify those analogous or common elements of the arts at this point.
Common Elements
In his discussion of "The Common Substance of the Arts,"^
John Dewey finds that space-time, matter, form and intensified expres-
sion are the qualities or properties of every art work. For Dewey,
the universal common bonds between the arts themselves and all matter
were "space and time - or rather space-time - [which] are found in the
matter of every art product. "3 Dewey's observation would be as true
and obvious as it would be useless if he stopped here because it applies
to everything known to man and not just to the arts.^
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Since Dewey considers space-time to be the matter and substance
of everything, he differentiates between art and other things by defin-
ing art as "matter adequately formed. "5 With this definition, he fur-*
ther adds the common properties of form and matter in the arts to the
property of space-time. Finally, Dewey states that art is "an act of
intensified expression." 6 It is an intensified expression of sound,
color, movement, worda, but Dewey stops short of saying that it is
possible for many of these intensified expressions to be created nearly
simultaneously through the different arts by one person to communicate
comparable or analogous meanings. It is as though Dewey never saw or
imagined a Siegfried .
If one were to judge any of Dewey’s specific contributions to
the common elements of the arts by the number of people who use or
refine any particular concept, the space-time concept would seem the
most popular. The literature on the arts is replete with references
to the space-time concept. Rudolph Laban expands the idea in movement
to "the motion factors of weight, space, time and flow. "7 Dimondstein,
while omitting the art of music completely and generally disclaiming
the relationship of time to painting and sculpture, lists the "Dis-
tinguishing Characteristics" of painting as line, color, and force;
the characteristics of sculpture as force and space; the characteristics
of dance as the elements of space, time and force; the characteristics
of poetry as force-time. 6
Karel divides the arts into the space structures of painting,
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sculpture and architecture and then the time structure of music and
literature. His classifications, like Dimondstein
’ s , leave no doubts
concerning his views of the arts as either belonging in a time category
or in a space category with one exception. Similar to Demondstein and
following Laban, Karel considers the elements of movement to be space,
time and force.
9
In attempting to redeline the common elements of the arts,
Miriam P. Gelvin does not insist on the inseparability of the space-time
idea as did Dewey.^ Instead, Gelvin states that the arts exist in
space or time and that movement exists in both, 11 thus following in the
mainstream of current thought. But Gelvin' s resemblance to Dimondstein
and Karel. ceases here.
While seeming to disagree with Dewey on the inseparability of the
space-time concept in all the arts, Gelvin obviously is attempting to
build on the separateness to find other common or analogous elements in
the arts. These common elements go far beyond the intensified expression,
matter and form discerned by Dewey. Gelvin begins by making some simple,
clear definitions.
Visual art is organized IMAGE, [spatial]
Dance is organized MOVEMENT
.
[spatial-temporal]
Music is organized SOUND, [temporal]
Language is organized WORD. [temporal]
Other art forms are considered multimedia formed by
combining two or more of the basic media. 1 ''
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By beginning with such a four-square base and not complicating the
landscape initially by too hastily considering multi-art works, such
as songs, opera, drama, etc., Gelvin provides herself the opportunity
to look at fundamental relationships. These fundamental relationships
may be applied to multi-art works after they have been identified
within each discrete art.
The common elements which Gelvin discerns are pattern and rhythm,
line, expressive quality, density, and form. 1 3 She considers pattern
to be a unit which can be identified and repeated: an image, a move-
ment, a sound, a word or more than one of these, including sets of
these. I*4
RHYTHM is thought of as periodicity, the flow of patterns
or units that create motion or the feeling of motion or
movement . ^5
Gelvin establishes in this first common element of pattern-rhythm that
a rhythm is established by the periodic recurrence of an identifiable
unit (pattern), whatever the particular composition of that unit may be.
Gelvin* s second analogous structural element is line which is
the result of an action that connects one point with another . . .
the record of the path of an activity or ... an idea. Line
has direction . . . can be straight or curved, thick or thin,
jagged or smooth . . . [have] a beginning and an end .16
The relationship of line to the visual arts is apparent. The relation-
ship of line to language is a thought or idea. 1^ In dance, the line
takes on the three dimensional aspects of up and down, front and back,
left and right. Line, in dance, describes spatial directions as well
as temporal sequence. In music, "line is rhythmic frame for patches of
melody.
Ul
The compound idea of expressive qualities constitutes Gelvin's
third analogous element
.
EXPRESSIVE QUALITIES
. . . directly affect the nature
of the perception of an art object—such qualities as
color and texture in visual art, timbre and loudness in
music, fluidity and dynamics in dance, and poetry and
rhythmic devices in language . 19
The difficulty with this definition is obvious in its description.
By its definition, Gelvin’s compound is not basic enough. It can be
broken down into other discrete elements in the separate arts. For
instance, in music there are two distinct physical qualities usually
identified as timbre (tone quality) and dynamics (degree of loudness,
amplitude of a wave) which are contained in Gelvin's element of expres-
sive qualities.
Density is Gelvin's fourth element and in each art it depends
on
the simplicity or complexity of the number and kinds
of events.
In visual arts . . . the number of lines, shapes,
sizes or textures used . . . the kinds of materials
utilized ....
In dance . . . floor patterns . . . number of
dancers . . . how they move.
In music . . . texture . . . the use of rhythmic
patterns and pitch . . . use of constant or diverse
timbres. In vertical structure . . . the number and
kinds of sounds, their use in chords or clusters . . .
the spread of pitches.
. . . in language . . . the simplicity or complexity
in terms of characters and events used in a story, or
the simplicity or complexity of the words. . . .20
The fifth and last element which Gelvin discerns is form.
"Form," she states, "is the result of the organization of the elements
..21
Elements within each art
. Gelvin' s terms which she uses as
the elements of the individual arts within her common elements are
found generally in the lists of elements of an art perceived by
authorities within an individual art.
Philip H. Phenix says of sound that
. . . each tone is characterized by "pitch" (measured by
its fundamental frequency of vibration), "tone color" (de-
pending on the distribution of subsidiary frequencies
,
or
harmonic vibrations), loudness" (measured by the ampli-
tude of vibration), and "duration."
The weaving together of different sound patterns yields
musical texture
.
22
Each element listed by Phenix for music is included by
Gelvin.
Marilyn P. Zimmerman lists the musical elements variously.
In terms of the physical characteristics of sound, she identifies
"pitch, duration, loudness, timbre and simultaneity." In musical
terms, she lists "melody, rhythm, harmony, form and dynamics" and,
in a previous section, timbre. 23
Bennett Reimer enumerates "melody, harmony, rhythm, tone
color, texture, form ... as elements of music.
"
2 ^
In the realm of visual arts the elements are listed variously,
but a representative example of a listing of visual art elements is
given by Donald Weisman as position, size, color (or hue), shape,
line, texture, and density. 2 5 Otto G. Ocvirk and others characterize
the elements of art as "line, shape, value, texture, color. Again,
these accounts generally verify Gelvin.
U3
In movement, Barbara Mettler considers the elements of force,
time and space. Force consists of impulse (similar to Gelvin's pat-
tern), poles of movement expression (containing Gelvin’s line and
expressive qualities) and dynamic qualities (containing Gelvin's density).
Mettler' s second element is time which contains Gelvin's element of
pattern-rhythm. Space for Mettler is defined by position, direction,
size and shape, and it corresponds to Gelvin's line. 27
Bonnie Gilliom's interpretation of the elements of movement
are similarly found in Gelvin. Space is a movement element for
Gilliom which has the dimensions of direction, level, range, planes
and pathways (Gelvin's line). Time contains speed and rhythm (Gelvin's
pattern-rhythm). Force has its degrees and qualities such as sudden
or sustained (Gelvin's density and expressive qualities). Finally,
flow can be free or bound (Gelvin's expressive qualities ). 28
Many authors have illustrated the relationship between music
and language, ^9 and Murray Schafer, a contemporary Canadian composer,
has used words as sounds for an informal compositional technique tested
in a school setting. 30 Philip Phenix defines the difference between
music and language: "the sounds of music are not formed into conceptual
symbols which communicate discursive meaning"31 while the sounds of
language are organized to communicate discursive meaning. Karel agrees
with Phenix 's comparison ^ 2 and goes on to remark that we also communi-
cate different denotative cues which temper the dictionary definitions
of the words which we use. Karel uses the example of the words "I do
and describes how a tailing pitch on the second word would have a
different meaning than if the pitch were higher in the second word
than in the first. 33
Karel appreciates the relationship between the phonetic struc-
ture of the work, its tone quality, as a suggestion of the meaning of
the word in a mood creating situation. In order to create a "windy"
feeling, he uses the following:
After father fastened the casement shutters, the strong
thrust of the signing breezes started lashing branches
along the sides of the house, scraping and feeling with
leafy fingers for some slight fissure to grasp and clutch
... a sinister scratchy sound. 3*+
Like the suggesting sounds above, Karel illustrates
sounds which imitate . . . sounds which rhyme . . .
sounds requiring certain speech mechanisms . . . sounds
repeated for a pattern effect. Sounds which set a "hey"
or "pitch" level . . . (assonance ). 35
Karel's comparison of music and language does not cease at this point.
Just as he had discussed previously in music, Karel discusses
the properties of duration in language as meter (the measuring of un-
stressed and stressed syllables), "rhythm (patterns of duration), and
tempo (the speed)." He also discusses the use of dynamics (loudness
and softness) in language and its effect. 00
Many of Karel's observations are reiterated by James R. Kreuzer
who verifies the elements of rhythm, tone quality and pitch in poetry.
Integrated Arts Elements
Both Dewey and Gelvin have provided important insights
into
the common elements of the arts, but both have their
shortcomings
^5
in defining the integrated art elements. The following chart out-
lines the elements of the arts as they relate to the integrated-
art elements of Gelvin and the integrated-art elements which I now
propose
.
If one were to investigate the elements of the arts, the im-
mediate impression which one would receive is that there is generally
a great deal of variance regarding these elements among the authorities
in each field. 38 The only art which provides an investigation with a
solid foundation on which to build is music.
The physical characteristics of sound are clearly established
as "pitch, duration, volume and timbre. "3 9 When these are used in a
musical sense, they are called melody (succession of pitches), rhythm,
dynamics and tone quality (the characteristic which enables a listener
to differentiate instruments playing the same pitch). To this list,
historical practice has added harmony, or simultaneity. Music, like
the other arts, also contains form. With these clearly discerned ele-
ments (rhythm, melody, dynamics, tone quality, harmony and form), one
may make comparisons with the other arts in order to delineate the
common, analogous elements of the arts.
At the same time that I recognize the validity of Dewey's space-
time concept for all of the arts, I have used Gelvin 's categories of
music as temporal, visual art as spatial, language art as temporal
and movement art as spacial-temporal in order to make the comparisons
stand out in relief. This conceptualization will also make the compari-
U6
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sons easily understood by specialists in an art vho conceive of their
art form in a single dimension.
Since language is further complicated by denotative meaning and
since Gelvin considers movement to exist in the two dimensions of time
and space, I will first compare the elements of music (time) with the
elements of visual art (space). Rhythm (sounds in succession - duration)
is the basic building block of music. Rhythm defines time. It is im-
possible to have a melody (pitches in succession) without the melody
having a rhythm.
The basic building block of visual art, which defines space,
as rhythm defined time, is line. It is possible to have a line with-
out closing it to make a recognizable shape, but it is impossible to
have shape without defining it with 'a closed line or lines. Thus, the
line-shape relationship in (space) visual arts is comparable to the
rhythm-melody relationship in (time) music.
Melody, as has already been stated, consists of a succession
of pitches. The very concept of melody is one that is based on rhythm
since it includes a succession of something in time. In visual art
(space), when the ends of a line are joined with itself or another line,
shapes are formed. The rhythm and melody relationship in music (time)
is analogous to the line and shape relationship in visual art (space).
In the Kubovy, Cutting and McGuire experiment, reported in chapter two,
this finding was verified: "melodic contour corresponds to visual form
." 40
Tone quality, frequently referred to as timbre or tone color, is
that quality in music which enables one to differentiate between two
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different instruments playing the same pitch at the same intensity.
This quality seems immediately analogous to one being able to differ-
entiate between a green apple or a red apple of the same size and shape.
Even though the shape (melody) is exactly the same, the color helps one
to differentiate.
If there is any element of music that suggests a spatial relation-
ship more than the others, dynamics (degree of loudness or softness de-
pendent on the amplitude of the sound wave) seems more likely than the
others to do so. This spatial quality inherent in dynamics seems to
relate it to the element of size in visual arts (largeness or smallness
of the shape).
The last musical element is characteristic of the Modern Western
musical tradition. Harmony or simultaneity of sounds (without the value
judgments generally implied in dissonant or consonant ) seems analogous
to the relative complexity of the color, lines, shapes and sizes in a
composition. This work concurs with Gelvin in calling this element
density.
Thus far, a brief chart of the analogous elemental relationships
would look as follows
:
Music (time) Visual Arts (space)
rhythm
melody
tone quality
dynamics
line
shape
color
size
harmony
form
relative complexity
form
Language, as stated earlier in this chapter, is similar to
music except that the symbols have both a denotative and connotative
meaning. The discipline of linguistics recognizes the rhythmic nature
of language in concepts like stress (thought of as accent in music but
which also contains a scientifically discernible change in pitch in
linguistics ) ^ and juncture in a sentence or line which has its counter-
parts in phrasing and in the silences (rests) frequently found between
sounds in music. 142 Linguistics also has established the existence of
rising and falling pitches in speech patterns called intonation. 1+3
Furthermore, linguistics establishes that the vowel sounds of language
contain harmonies which in turn determine the musical characteristic
of tone quality. 1414
The elements of rhythm (line), melody, tone quality (tone and
mood), and dynamics in language have already been discussed by Karel. *5
Literary works generally have not capitalized on the relationship of
music and language only in the area of density (harmony). One famous
work which harmonizes language is Ernst Toch's Geographical Fugue .
Murray Schafer uses all the usual musical-language elements which most
observers have discerned. But like Toch who used simultaneous language
and Karel who illustrates the use of dynamics in language, he does not
limit himself to the use of three or four in his teaching. Schafer uses
all of the elements including harmony and dynamics rarely thought of as
anything more than incidental or accidental to language. Schafer's
sound poems and adaptation of the Greek choros are good examples of his
U6broad view of the field.
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Terms in literature like plot, climax, falling action and
complication deal with the form of a work. These terms deal with how
the work is designed, constructed, ordered. They are a means of
ordering time, just like sonata, rondo or variations.
The elements of dance or movement art are harder to delineate
because they combine time and three-dimensional space simultaneously.
Movement art defines time, as did rhythm in music, and space, as did line
in visual art. Movement contains both rhythm and line, and rhythm-
line of dance closely resembles the pattern-rhythm of Gelvin. The
rhythm-lines are connected with one another into longer sequences,
larger time shapes, which are analogous to melody and shape. Like
melody or shape, melody-shape in movement cannot exist without rhythm-
line. As tone quality and color were the elements in music and art
that provided a differentiation between otherwise similar melodies
and shapes, so emotional expression or emotional quality provides the
same distinction in movement. The force and flow of a movement helps
define its emotional content. As an example, one need only imagine
the following scene. There are two couples behind one another walking
slowly in step. The people with smiles on their faces walk flowingly;
those with frowns walk at the same speed and direction but hesitatingly.
In couple A, the man is frowning and the woman is smiling. For couple
B, both man and woman are smiling. Put a prop, like flowers, in woman
A's hand and the meaning of the procession becomes more obvious. Keep-
ing the prop of flowers in woman A’s hand, have couple A smiling and
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couple B frowning and the meaning again changes. If one would wreak
comic havoc with the situation, put smiles on woman A and man B and
put frowns on man A and woman B or reverse the whole situation. With
such small emotional changes, the content changes.
Large to small motions are qualities of motion that relate to
size in visual arts. Just as in music, neither the tone quality
(emotional expression) nor the melody (shape) changed and yet a sound
could get louder and softer, so a large step or sweep of the arm is
different only in degree from a small step or small sweep of the arm.
The relative complexity, density, in dance is directly related
to the number of people involved and also to the intricacies, differences
and frequency of their motions.
In summary, through a consideration of the relation of the
elements of music with sound and time, analogous ways of dealing with
space and time were delineated for visual arts, language arts, and
movement
.
The common analogous elements so derived were the following:
RHYTHM-LINE: basic differentiation of time and space (pattern-
rhythm of Gelvin).
MELODY-SHAPE: adding another dimension to RHYTHM-LINE by
adding pitches to rhythm or closing lines for shape (line of Gelvin).
EXPRESSIVE QUALITY: the addition of a differentiating, personal-
izing quality to RHYTHM-LINE and MELODY-SHAPE such as tone quality in
music, color in visual arts, tone in language; force, flow and emotional
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quality in movement (part of expressive qualities in Gelvin).
DYNAMICS-SIZE: the degrees of loudness in music and language
and the degrees of size in visual art and movement (part of expressive
qualities in Gelvin).
DENSITY: depends on the number and frequency of rhythm-line,
melody-shapes, expressive qualities and dynamics-size used in a work
(density in Gelvin).
FORM: "the organization of the elements used in structuring
and designing.
7
Rhythm-line example . Say your name over and over until the
accented and unaccented syllables in your name become apparent to you.
Find some words which have the same rhythm as your name. Use these
words in place of your name. Experiment with some body movements
which last as long as the words you have just substituted for your
name. Find the body movements which you prefer for the rhythm-words
you have just chosen. Draw lines in succession which suggest the
duration, accented and unaccented syllables of the words that you have
chosen.
Melody-Shape . Re-arrange the words that you have chosen in a
line that appeals to you. Say that line you yourself many times in
many different ways. Change the emphasized word in the line. What
happens to your voice at the emphasized point? Listen to the melody
of the line, the places where your voice is higher or lower than the
other places. Exaggerate these high points and low points in the
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melody of your words. Combine the lines that you drew earlier to draw
shapes and patterns. Use these shapes and patterns as a floor plan
(map) of the movements which you figured out earlier for the rhythm
of the words.
Dynamics- size
. As you sing your melody of words, listen care-
fully to hear which sections should or actually do sound louder or
softer than others. Look at your drawing of shapes. Draw these shapes
again so that the sizes of these shapes correspond to the loudness and
softness of your melody-line. Go through your movements again, but
this time make the sizes of your movements correspond to the sizes of
the shapes that you have just re-drawn.
Expressive quality . Sing your melody-line to yourself again.
Is there a set of vowels or consonants which help create a mood that
the meanings of the words also impart? Emphasize these (change the
rhythm or dynamics or even melody to do so). Sing your new melody
line to yourself again. What color would be appropriate for the mood
or atmosphere which you are trying to establish? Take the color or
colors which you choose and draw your shapes and sizes again, but this
time with these colors. Look carefully at your drawing while you sing
your new line to yourself. How can you change the tension and the flow
or weight of your different body parts while you are moving in order
to create the same atmosphere or mood with your movements: Try your
ideas. When you have your integrated-art work perfected, perform
it for your friends. Sing your line while you move. A friend will hold
up your drawing behind you.
Density and form. Join with two of your classmates and try
to combine the words, sounds, color and lines, and movements of your
art works in a way that appeals to your group.
There are a variety of forms which appear at this point,
everything from a b c in succession to a b c a b c.
a b c a b
a b c a
Some will choose to try to unify their separate composition by making
a story of the words.
Summary
After stating that all of the arts must take place through a
space-time continuum, Dewey found three essentials that were common
in the arts: matter, form, and expressiveness, but he refrained
from taking the next step to the analogous elements of the arts.
Gelvin states that there are analogous and common elements
of the arts. They are pattern and rhythm, line, expressive qualities,
density, and form. Understanding that "...identification of analogous
structural elements is a difficult task because of the diverse semantic
usages among the arts ,"' 0 other analysts of the elements in a single
art seem to reinforce Gelvin* s choices of elements, but there are no
precedents for analogous groupings.
Considering analogous groupings of elements , I arrived at a
variation of Gelvin* s choices:
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THIS WORK GELVIN
rhythm-line pattern-rhythm
melody-shape line
expressive quality expressive qualities
dynamics-size expressive qualities
density density
form form
These six new, common, analogous elements will provide the basis
for the elemental and extension experiential lessons in chapter five
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CHAPTER IV
PEDAGOGICAL METHODS FOR
INTEGRATED-CREATIVE-ARTS
Introduction
The common elements of the arts delineated in Chapter III
( rhythm-xine
,
melody-shape, dynamics-size, expressive quality,
density, and form) are the theoretical basis for the substance of
the problems iound in Chapter V. This chapter attempts to establish
a pedagogical method which reflects the common creative aspect of
all the arts
.
In Chapter II great value was placed on the arts in the schools
becoming a source of personal, symbolic expression as a means of
counteracting the feelings of alienation illustrated by Friedenberg.
It was noted that the arts might become sources of personal, symbolic
expression if students were encouraged to create through them rather
than merely appreciate them, survey them or re-create them.
Having delineated the common substance of the arts and having
determined the value of the arts for personal expression in the cur-
riculum, the problem of determining a pedagogical strategy for encour-
aging personal expression through the common elements of the arts
still remains. It will be the task of this chapter to delineate a
pedagogical strategy which will unlock the creative potential of
students. Then Chapter V will present a series of problems based on
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the theoretical and pedagogical foundations established in this chapter
and the ones prior to it.
Divergent Thinking and Creativity
»
In an address before public school teachers, J. P. Guilford has .
pointed out that the aim of most education seems to be the development
of convergent rather than divergent thinking. He said the following:
We have attempted to teach students how to arrive at
correct answers that our civilization has taught us
are correct. This is convergent thinking. We have
also attempted to teach them critically, which means
evaluation. This has been done very often within the
limits of socially accepted standards, again with the
emphasis upon one right answer. Outside the arts we
have generally discouraged the development of diver-
gent thinking abilities unintentionally but effec-
tively.
. . .
1
While some teachers connected with the arts might take issue with his
implication that we in the arts have encouraged divergent thinking,
Guilford's statement stands as an indictment of the learn-the-right-
answers-for Monday ' s-test-syndrome. Guilford goes on to point out
that divergent production develops not only a creative way of thinking
but also an intellectual way of thinking. He relates them in the fol-
lowing passage:
. . . the area of divergent production is believed to
contain some of the most directly relevant intellectual
abilities for creative thinking and creative produc-
tion. . . . ^
At another point in the narrative, Guilford says that
. . . in divergent production of ideas, verbal or non-
verbal, from a given item (or from given items) of in-
formation we generate other appropriate ideas. In di-
vergent production, the answers produced are varied and
they are likely to be numerous. In divergent production
we have the kinds of freedom that is [sic] needed in
creative thinking.
3
6i
Because Guilford says that divergent production is related to
both creative and intellectual thought and production, he argues
that activities fostering divergent thinking should be included in
the curriculum. Because creative expression in the arts encourages
divergent thinking, Guilford implies that the arts should be an
integral part of the curriculum.
The simplest and most direct method for teachers to encourage
creative production would seem to be to ask students to create with
the needed physical materials available for creating. One account
of such an experiment is found in How to Survive in Your Native Land .
James Herndon relates that such a plan of action led to very little
student creation. Only when the two teachers became bored themselves
and decided to make their own film, did the class ennui change. Class
members quickly improvised a movie, acting out their own contributions
to their own twists and turns of the patch quilt plot.^ Among the
points Herndon and Ramirez, the other teacher, illustrated with this
exercise was that the students were capable of creating and that they
seemed to need a minimal framework within which to create. This
experience illustrates the need for the teacher to offer initially a
minimal structure.
Herndon's initial attempts to have students create provide an
excellent example of the confusion and frustration which overwhelm
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students when confronted with the task of creating anything they want
with anything they want. Getzels traces the roots of such frustration
to having a problem which seems so complex that it seems insurmountable
or insoluble. But Getzels does not say that all problems must be pre-
solved for the student, nor does he say that teachers should forego
presenting problems for student solutions. Getzels refers to a
challengeless curriculum as a major source of boredom in education.
His remarks relate directly to the causes of alienation referred to
by Friedenberg (discussed in Chapter II ). Getzels’ solution (using
R. W. White) to prevent or to lessen student frustration and student
boredom in school work is for teachers to present "more open ended
types of problem situations" which leave something yet to be discovered
Getzels advocates more problem solving situations in the school curricu-
lum.
Getzels perceives another advantage related to the use of a
problem solving method in the curriculum which directly relates to
integrated-creative-arts. He believes that a problem solving method
would aid the integration of primary and secondary thought. Getzels,
using R. W. White’s phrase, calls this the "envisaged new situation".
In short, the ultimate source of what we call the
"envisaged new situation" [integration of primary
and secondary-process thought] is the same as that
of dreams or play—in the primary process—but in
"cooperation" (the term is Freud's) with the secon-
dary process.
6
Primary-process thinking includes, among other things, the follow-
ing:
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...recurring dreams, and dreams of preternatural
vividness and intensity, precognitions, telepathy,
clairvoyance; unusual coincidences; falling in love,
...oneness with the universe.
.. total forlorness; and
fantasies of an arch-typal or mythological sort... 7
and other moments when the ego releases its control and allows the
«
psyche to become aware of thoughts, feelings, symbols and perceptions
in what Lawrence Kubie calls the "pre-conscious" area of the psyche®
or what Jung calls the primordial unconscious. There are many well
known cases of famous people who had "sudden pictorial ’revelations’"
or dreams from the primary-process: flashes from the fringe of con-
Q
sciousness
.
In order to tap such material, Ernst Kris believes that the ego
function of personality must relax its control so that the id may be
free to tap fantasies, dreams and other primary thought. But secon-
dary thought (thought in which the ego is in control) is still part
of the creative process because primary-process material must be
ordered, edited, and evaluated in a logical framework.
^
In his study discussed in Chapter II, Barron characterizes the
creative artist as one who can integrate and synthesize both processes.
Based on his studies, Barron tries to realign traditional Freudian
thought concerning creative artists. Barron concurs with Freud’s con-
cept that primary-process occurs mainly in childhood and that secondary-
process gradually becomes dominant. He links Freud's concept to Piaget's
concept of animistic thought in children which is gradually dominated
by scientific thought. Furthermore, Barron understands how "This temporal
sequence and its occasional reversal [in creative artists] suggested
6h
the concept of regression.” Barron understands why "Ernst Kris
introduced the memorable phrase ’regression in service of the ego...'”
But Barron says that the creative artists' ability to use primary-
process is
...not regression; it is progression with courage.
They bring their childhood along with them instead
of leaving it behind.
In the creative act we witness ... integration
and synthesis [of primary-process and secondary-
process]. The tendency toward centering [conver-
gence] goes hand in hand with the tendency toward
divergence. The whole self creates.
H
In paraphrasing the work of Ernest G. Schachtel, Tauber and Green
strongly underscore Barron's doubts regarding the traditional Freudian
ideas concerning maturation in general and the regression into child-
like behavior of artists. Tauber and Green say that:
The forces which are brought into play to effect
socialization or acculturation appear to go in a linear
direction. The infantile must be suppressed or eradica-
ted, and the adult must be encouraged or forced into
achieving adulthood. Our argument with this sketchy
statement of maturation rests on the recognition of an
oversimplified and distorted conception of maturation, 12
Such a remark leaves little doubt that these men agree with Barron's
statement: "To apply the concept of regression to artistic activity
seems to me to be misleading." 1^
But the essential agreement among the concepts presented in
Tauber and Green and those of Barron, Getzels, Friedenberg, Read
and Rogers does not stop here. Tauber and Green continue:
Thus, we show that the early referential processes
that are creative in nature unfortunately undergo serious
suppression, which not only limits creative thought and
action but also limits satisfactory pleasure and curio-
sity in ourselves and in others. If these early processes
did not have to undergo such suppression we might not only
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find ourselves more imaginative and creative but we
might also exchange our boredom and manipulation for
a genuine affection and concern for those around us.-^
The relationship of the integration of primary and secondary
process to problem solving provides some obvious conclusions when
applied to the teaching process in integrated-creative-arts. First,
a problem solving pedagogy is likely to encourage the integration
of primary and secondary process thought. Barron perceived such an
integration in creative artists. Second, since a problem solving
method encourages primary and secondary process integration, student
creativity and self expression would be fostered. Students might,
more likely, wrest psychic material from their preconscious or uncon-
scious thought processes as they engaged in creative expression while
at the same time they integrated such material into a logical frame-
work.
Problem Solving
Whatever else it may do, integrated-creative-arts pedagogy must
offer students the possibility of tapping primary-process thought
while encouraging their increased exploration, understanding and util
ization of the common, analogous elements of the arts. While the
eventual aim of a pedagogy for integrated-creative-arts is to insure
that students will be able to determine what art products they will
create and to be able to create them, Herndon has shown that to ex-
pect students to create completely on their own without a minimal
framework in the initial stages of such a program would be an open
invitation to frustration and failure. Therefore an alternative.
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suitable method to encourage divergent, creative production through
the common, analogous elements which will allow students to tap
primary-process thought must be found and used.
As seen earlier in this chapter, Getzels considered a problem
solving teaching method as the most likely way for a teacher to
facilitate student attempts at tapping primary-process. There are
numerous descriptions of varied problem solving methods. Muska
Mosston defines problem solving as a single problem which
...may have several solutions [divergence]; in fact,
many problems are designed to elicit multiple solu-
tions [divergence]... the series of problems is still
designed and presented by the teacher. But the pro-
cess of inquiry
,
exploration, discovery and judging
the merit of the discoveries are fully conducted and
executed by the learner. !5
The only difference between the problem solving method and the creativ-
ity method in Mosston is that, in the creativity method, students have
the added advantage of designing their own problems instead of relying
on the teacher to provide the problems.^ However, as illustrated by
Herndon’s experience, the creativity method produces an insurmountable
level of confusion and frustration for beginning students. Herndon's
minimal framework of a class film later allowed many ideas and solu-
tions to the various aspects of the problem he posed.
In his treatment of the subject, Getzels thinks that problem
solving has
...two salient points. (a) there is a group of prob-
lems, too often neglected by teachers and experimenters
alike, in which the problem is not given but is dis-
dovered or "becomes known"; and (b) there is a range
of problems involving various degrees of what is known
and unknown, requiring various degrees of innovation and
creativeness for solution.
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Getzels * category (a) of problem solving is the group that
seems most analogous to the "creativity method" of Mosston. Getzels'
category (b ) is the problem solving group that seems most analogous
to the "problem solving" method of Mosston while at the same time
allowing for greater subtleties within the category than Mosston.
It would be possible within Getzels* category (b) of problem
solving to present a series of problems which would acquaint students
with the common, analogous elements while gradually expecting greater
degrees of personal innovation, decision and creativeness. Such a
linear progression might take place in four steps. In the first
step, teachers would encourage students to create by solving prob-
lems using the basic concepts of the elements. At the second step,
teachers would encourage students to create by solving problems using
more complex concepts of the elements. During the third step, teachers
would encourage students to create by solving problems using any com-
bination of basic and complex concepts of the elements. At the fourth
step, students would create their own art works at will using any com-
bination of basic and complex concepts of the elements. In this stage,
students would create and solve their own problems (Getzels' category
(a), Mosston's creativity method, and Herndon's initial, unsuccessful
method.
The advantage to the above strategy is that the common, analogous
elements may be presented to students in sets of problems of gradually
greater complexity. At the same time, students will be weaned from
the teacher to permit them greater freedom in the problem making-problem
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solving process, to permit them greater freedom in ordering the
concepts, and to permit them greater freedom in their attempts to
tap the primary thought process.
A further advantage of using a problem solving method is .stated
by Jerome S. Bruner, who relates problem solving to intellectual
development. After a discussion of a study of the problem solving
method, he says:
Let me suggest in general, material that is organized
in terms of a person's own interests and cognitive struc-
tures is material that has the best chance of being acces-
sible in memory. That is to say, it is more likely to be
placed along routes that are connected to one's own way of
intellectual travel.
In sum the very attitudes that characterize "figuring
out" or "discovering" things for oneself also seems to
have the effect of making material more readily accessible
in memory.
While Rogers disagrees slightly with Bruner about the cognitive
results of such methods, he predicts greater changes in the psycholog-
ical makeup of students using such methods than those who do not.
Rogers says
:
The fairest summary seems to be that if we are solely
concerned with the teaching of teacher selected content
material, this approach is probably no better and no
worse than the ordinary class. If we are concerned
with the development of the person with initiative,
originality and responsibility, such an approach pro-
duces greater changes. 19
Individual and Group Problem Solving
The problem solving sequence advocated in this chapter is divided
into two major sections: the first, an individual section and the
second, a group section. The sequence of events within each section
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is the same. The sequence on an individual level is that the problem
is presented by the teacher and solved by the students. The solutions
are performed or presented to the class. The solutions are discussed
by the class. *
In group problem solving the individual changes, modifies or
reshapes personal ideas and solutions to help create a group solution.
This process affords the individual student an opportunity to expand,
reshape and re-ord6r the limits of personal experience and knowledge
through interaction with fellow equals and peers rather than an author-
ity figure. The sequence on the group level is that individual solu-
tions are combined to create group solutions; group solutions are pre-
sented or performed; the class discusses the solutions.
A three dimensional characterization of the pedagogical model
proposed thus far in this chapter is found on page TO.
Teacher Attitudes and Class Environment
As discussed above, the problem solving method anticipates di-
vergent production as earlier defined by Guilford. In turn, Guilford
directly related divergent production to creative production and
creative thinking. However, the conclusion that problem solving
yields divergence which in turn yields creative production would be
premature and precipitous without a brief consideration of teacher at-
titudes and classroom environment which act as the catalysts in unlock-
ing student creativity.
Charles E. Bish, who contributed a section entitled "Implications
for Teaching" found in Productive Thinking in Education , recognizes
Group
Individual
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certain teacher attributes which would establish and maintain an
environment for a creative classroom. They are as follows:
• •
. genuine regard for curiosity.
.
of any accomplishments, however humble,
or promises creative productivity .21
ready recognition
that characterizes
In its 1962 Yearbook the Association for Supervision and Curricu-
lum Development listed similar characteristics for a classroom situation
in which creativity is encouraged. Some of these characteristics were
the following:
openness to experience
.
. . teacher as a helper
teacher respects students
. .
.
process more importanthan product
. .
. teacher values spontaneity
.
valuing uniqueness
.
. . not threatening to be differ-
ent when there is acceptance and opportunity to expressdifference.^
Under the heading of "Psychological Safety," Carl Rogers further con-
siders these facilitating behaviors for a teacher or leader:
1) Accepting the individual as of unconditional worth
.
to have unconditional faith in him no matter what his
present state.
2) Providing a climate in which external evaluation is
absent not "What you are doing is bad" rather "I don't
like your idea."
3) Understanding empathetically
. . . see you and what
you are feeling and doing from your point of view . . .
and still accept you.^3
Within 'Psychological Freedom," Rogers also discusses the need
for symbolic freedom so that a student may be able "to think, to feel,
to be, whatever is most inward within himself .... Behavior may
in some instances be limited by society. But symbolic expression need
not be limited.
In addition to the teacher attitudes listed above, the teacher
who wishes to foster creative problem solving through the arts must
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allow sufficient time for the creative process to occur. The basic
process by Wallas (Dewey, Rossman and Guilford describe it more fully
or in different words) is preparation, incubation, illumination and
verification or elaboration. The problem is stated during the prepa-
ration stage. The problem solver considers the problem and tries to
connect the problem or its facets to his experience during the incu-
bation stage. Incubation may be an unconscious process occurring
instantaneously or taking much longer. The person writes the solution,
applies the solution, or makes the solution apparent and real during
verification or elaboration. This final stage of verification and
elaboration is the stage of cognition in which the secondary thought
process plays the important role. 2 5
As a hypothetical case, applying this model to a problem solving
example, the following may transpire:
Teacher
:
(preparation) Close your eyes and imagine lines, all
sorts of lines, different sizes, lengths, colors,
thicknesses
.
(incubation) Long pause.
(illumination) When you have imagined one that you
like in particular,
(elaboration) open your eyes and draw it with a crayon
on your paper.
In this model the student is becoming familiar with the problem
during the preparation, working on it during the incubation, arriving
at a solution during the illumination and refining the idea during the
verification or elaboration.
*'"* model for the creative process retires time for a person
to experience the process. The time needed by students to experience
the process vill certainly depend on a number of variables. However,
the teacher would defeat the entire purpose of providing the proper
’
atmosphere and a process to encourage experimentation if the teacher
expected all students to finish at the same time. Some students will
need reassurance that they are capable of solving the problem or that
the solution they have determined during illumination is worthy of
verification or elaboration. The teacher may find that the problem
was too difficult for some. At that point, the teacher should re-
phrase the problem into a series of problems to be solved one at a
time by those having difficulty. If, ln the example above, a student
said that he could not imagine a line, the teacher might ask the stu-
dent to look around the room and point out all the lines he sees. Then
the teacher might ask the student to close his eyes, to imagine himself
elsewhere, to look at all the lines he might see there, to choose the
line most appealing and to commit it to paper. 2^
At this point, it is appropriate to revise the foregoing dialogue
to illustrate how a teacher may incorporate some of the facilitating
behavior Rogers describes.
Teacher:
(preparation) "Close your eyes and imagine lines, all sorts
of lines, different sizes, lengths, colors,
thicknesses .
"
(incubation) Long pause.
(illumination) "When you have imagined one that you like in
particular . .
.
[pause]
(elaboration) open your eyes and draw it with a crayon
on your paper." (Mary Ann looks on John'spaper to see what he is drawing. Shedrops her green crayon and picks up an
orange crayon like John's. Teacher sees.)
Teacher:
"Each one of us has a beautiful line in-
side of us. A line like no one else's,
our own color, our own shape, our own
way of making a line."
Ralph
:
Teacher:
Teacher, can I use a line of words?"
"There are many different kinds of lines.
Choose one that suits you."
7U
If the teacher had accused Mary Ann of copying, she would have
destroyed the secure environment. Instead she bolstered Mary Ann's
faith in herself, and her confidence by reassuring her. If Mary Ann
kept her orange crayon, she would be more likely to draw her own line
And even though the teacher had not thought of a literary line as a
possibility
,
she did not tell Ralph that he was wrong when he thought
of a solution that she had not envisioned. Instead she accepted and
encouraged his individual insight and vision.
In summary, a classroom environment for the integrated-creative-
arts pedagogical model described earlier would be one in which teachers
would provide the following:
an atmosphere where individualism, unpredictable
behaviors, curiosity, willingness to attempt the unknown,
sensitivity and even divergency are nurtured and respected.
. . . imagination should be encouraged, and allowed
to move freely wherever it may go. A creative environment,
rich with a variety of objects, spaces and accompanying
hosts of sensory stimuli, may help to awaken imagery . . . .
. . . value judgments should not be placed upon the
creative process the created object or product or the
creator . ^7
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Within such a secure environment a problem solving method would
produce divergent thought with creative results. Such a model would
look like this:
Figure 2.
As one may see in this diagram, "creativity is thus a function
of knowledge, imagination and evaluation!'^ Charles E. Bish describes
the model as
moderate structure [which] provides security without
imposing arbitrary and rigid constraints upon the
work and play of the classroom. And security that
Group
Individual
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does not invite dependency is
conditions for the growth of
and action. 29
one of the essential
self-directed thinking
Such a secure class environment would provide an excellent atmos-
phere within which students would be free to experience the pedagogical
model characterized in Figure 1 of this chapter. A new characterization
would look like the following.
level mediate level dent
level level
Figure 3.
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Getzels believes that a problem solving method would aid
students to integrate primary and secondary thought processes. It is
precisely this integration which Barron found among creative artists.
Bruner points out that a problem solving method also aids memory
which is part of cognition, and Rogers points out the psychological
growth associated with problem solving.
Problem solving pedagogy would probably encourage personal,
creative expression, but views regarding the exact nature of problem
solving vary somewhat. Instead of asking students to create as Herndon
did, a four stage method for problem solving in the arts was devised
to help students acquire the cognitive and artistic skills and confi-
dence necessary for completely independent creation. Each of the
stages in the problem solving method requires students to produce di-
vergent, creative, personal and group solutions to the problems. In
such a way, students would also acquire the common method of thinking
in the arts as well as the common substance of the arts.
For these problem solving methods to encourage divergent thinking,
it is mandatory that a class environment welcome and expect personal
idiosyncracies
,
novel ideas and symbolic expression. Symbolic expres-
sion-^ would allow the naturally expressed feelings of youth in an
industrialized world to vent themselves in a constructive, self-fulfil-
ling fashion.
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CHAPTER V
PROBLEM SOLVING EXPERIENCES FOR
INTEGRATED-CREATIVE-ARTS
General Introduc t ion
The pedagogical strategies advocated in Chapter IV suggested
that the common elements of the arts (rhythm-line, melody-shape,
expressive quality, dynamics-size, density and form) provide the
basis for a series of problem solving experiences. Through a se-
quence of such experiences, participants work with the basic con-
cepts associated with the common elements on an introductory level.
On an intermediate level, participants are encouraged to develop and
expand the concepts of the introductory level. On the advanced level,
participants are encouraged to combine ideas of the introductory and
intermediate levels and to experiment more freely than before. On
the final level, the independent level, participants create their own
problems and solutions, developing their own art works based on these
problems
.
For each problem solving activity, the general procedure described
in Chapter IV followed this format:
1. Individual solutions of problems
2. Individual presentations of solutions
3. Discussion of the solutions
k. Attempts to combine the individual solutions in small groups
within the class
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5* Presentations of group solutions
6. Discussion of the solutions
The purpose of this chapter is to provide problem solving activ-
ities based on the common elements of the arts. Each set of activities
focuses on one of the common elements, and each set includes introduc-
tory, intermediate and advanced problems. Each set of problems includes
problems vith different emphases—integrated-arts
,
visual arts, language
arts, music, and movement. For example, in the introductory rhythm-line
problems, there are separate (but related) problems for integrated-arts,
visual arts, language arts, music, and movement. There are different,
complete sets of problems for rhythm-line on the intermediate and ad-
vanced levels.
There are some independent level problems
,
included merely as
examples because at this stage students should be posing and solving
their own problems
.
The following is an elaborated version of the pedagogical model
found at the end of Chapter IV and includes the various levels of
problem solving experiences.
Because teachers and administrators reading this chapter nay have
questions regarding classroom management, discipline, administration,
organization and evaluation of such a program. Chapter VI will deal
with these matters.
Warm-up and Relaxation
Creating in the arts probably will be a new experience for the
participants. Physical warm-ups may help rid beginner-level partici-
Group
Individual
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Intro- Inter- Ad-
Figure 3-
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pants of their selfconsciousness
.
1 Later on participants come to
enjoy such a beginning and recognize its value. A warm-up might in-
volve stretching in all directions with parts of the body within a
sufficiently large space so that one person does not touch another.
If students still seem selfconscious and tense, the leader might ask
them to close their eyes and to "shake out" their bodies. In addition,
the leader might ask students to lie down with their eyes closed and
take some deep breaths to a specific number of counts (five or six),
holding their breath for the same number of counts and then exhaling
for the same count. The leader may continue this exercise until the
class is breathing deeply without the leader's counting. If the class
still has trouble relaxing, they might tighten every muscle in their
bodies for six counts and then relax for six counts. The class might
repeat the deep breathing exercise detailed above
.
2
The warm-up and relaxation cycle might take five minutes or
longer, whatever time is necessary to relax participants. Whenever
possible, the leader should take part in the physical warm-up. This
is not a demonstration, showing the participants how to do something,
but rather an opportunity for the leader to become part of the group
in action and in spirit. Shaking out body parts results in some strange,
awkward, silly movements. When the leader willingly and actively par-
ticipates, he or she sets the tone for opening up, relaxing and free-
ing the participants .
^
While the leader may find it advantageous to participate in the
physical warm-up activities, he or she may find that relaxation exer-
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cises are more effective if the leader does not participate/ The
leader is then free to observe the participants and accordingly time
the flow of directions, suggestions, counting, and repetitions.
Purpos es of Problem Solving in the
Integrated
-Creative-Art. <5
The sets of problems that follow have purposes for those who
lead activities in the arts and for those who participate in those
experiences. For the leaders, the purposes are as follows:
1. To be able to utilize a common pedagogical methodfor the arts which reflects the common method ofthinking in the arts.
2. To comprehend the common content in the arts and
to use it in their work.
For students, the general purposes of the problems are:
1 * enable students to tap the primary process through
the encouraged, controlled use of imagination.
2 . To enable students to develop critical abilities..
3.
To develop a sense of personal worth and to appreciate
and to realize the worth of others.
b. To create, individually and in groups, using the common
elements of the arts.
5- To use the arts as vehicles for group and personal
symbolic expression.
6. To learn the common content of the arts through the
common method of thinking in the arts.
7- To become aware of the elements and vocabulary of each art.
8. To foster gradual independence from teacher-devised and
presented arts problems to student-devised problems.
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Introduction to Rhythm-line Problems
of the Introductory Level
In order to clarify the functions of the various levels of
problem solving, a short introduction will precede each level of
problems (introductory, intermediate and advanced) for the first
element of rhythm-line. Since the purposes of the problem solving
levels remain the same in each element, there is no need to duplicate
the introductions preceding the levels of the other elements. How-
ever, each section dealing with an element is preceded by a chart
which juxtaposes its introductory, intermediate and advanced level
concepts and vocabulary.
The text of the leader often is interrupted with references
related to the activity taking place with learning skills normally
not considered as part of the arts. The purpose of these references
is to illustrate the broad scope of the skills developed in creative-
arts problem solving activities.
On the introductory level, participants are given the prepara-
tory work of defining the element to be experienced. Participants
gain an understanding of their preliminary definitions, breathe life
into them or redefine them during the problem solving experience.
The media and materials of the problems are kept to a minimum for
two reasons. The first reason is that problems in learning to handle
audio-visual equipment, musical instruments, sophisticated art media
or gymnastic apparatus may inhibit or prevent the participants' self-
expression and discovery through contact with primary process material
and assimilation of it. The second reason is that more sophisticated
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equipment costs money. Therefore, the equipment needed to implement
this program has been kept to things commonly associated with the
classroom: paper, pencils, crayons, newsprint (newspapers or table
top paper will do as well), and found materials (sand, pebbles, cello-
phane wrappers). A large space, universally requested for movement,
may be the classroom with chairs stacked in a corner, the hallway,
the gymnasium or the schoolyard.
While lack of sophisticated equipment is an insufficient reason
for not implementing this program, one should not think that the
possession of such equipment makes the experiences impossible to adapt.
As an example, any group having access to musical instruments and the
ability to play them easily could go through the musical problems as
written and then repeat the problems using the musical instruments
instead of the self to create the sounds perceived as solutions. The
citations to the problems identify alternate, substitute and supplemen-
tary sources of problems frequently requiring more sophisticated media.
The purpose of the introductory level of problems is to encourage
the participants to experience the basic concepts dealing with rhythm-
line. No participant will be able to create in this single set of
problems all of the insights needed for a complete fundamental know-
ledge of rhythm-line. But a group of participants, if truly encour-
aged to seek and experience individual solutions, will find many di-
verse solutions defining rhythm-line. A class of participants, each
seeing and hearing the solutions of their peers, will judge, re-eval-
uate, expand and edit their own experiences and definitions during the
presentation and discussion stages of the class.
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The participants will have an opportunity to apply, expand and
test their newly organized concepts in the group solutions. I„ the
group presentations and discussion, participants will have an oppor-
tunity to re-define, re-evaluate, expand and re-edit their experiences
understanding and knowledge.
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CHART II
Rhythm-line Concepts and. Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts
.
1) The rhythm or durations of sounds define and divide time inlanguage and music.
2) Visual lines define and divide space.
3) The duration of movements define and divide time and theline of movements defines and divides general space.
Suggested Vocabulary.
fast rhythm curved near
slow silence wide far
quick accented thick right
moderate unaccented thin left
speed direction diagonal forward
tempo straight up backward
duration down general space
Intermediate Level Concepts.
1 ) Length in time can be measured in long and short sounds.
2) Length in space can be measured in long and short dis-
tances
.
3) Long and short distances in movement are generally co-
terminous with long and short lengths of time
4) Long and short are relative terms.
5) If one changes the speed of movement, long distances
can take a short time and short distances can take a long time.
Suggested Vocabulary.
meter foot antonym depth perception
duple iambic syncopation polyrhythms
triple trochaic up-beat irregular meter
simple dactylic down-beat front
compound amphibrach shading rear
measure anapestic center polymeters
Advanced Level Concepts.
l) Rhythm-line is the basic element of the arts, defining
and dividing space and time.
2) Each participant creates according to the level of his
or her understanding.
Suggested Vocabulary . By the advanced level, participants
have been exposed to most of the vocabulary of the element.
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Rhythm-line Introductory Level Integrated-arts Problem
.
Objectives
. l) To enable participants to create their ownintegrated-art works based on rhythm-line. 2) To enable participantsto tap the primary process through the encouraged, controlled use ofimagination. 3) To enable participants to develop critical, personalfaculties through processes of selection, h) To develop a sense ofpersonal worth and the worth of others.
_
Concepts
. l) The rhythm or duration of sounds defines anddivides time in music. 2) Visual lines define and divide time in
visual art. 3) Sound have rhythm and duration which define anddivide time in language, k) In movement, the durations of movements
define and divide time and the line of the movement in general space
defines and divides space.
Suggested Vocabulary ,
duration
rhythm
accented
unaccented
straight
curved
thick
thin
diagonal
up
down
near
far
right
left
general space
Preparation . Each participant should find or develop a defini-
tion of rhythm or line.
Materials .
paper crayons dictionary
pencils newsprint
Problem . ^ The leader says to the group "Close your eyes.
[Paused Try to imagine different kinds of lines. [Paused There
are many different kinds of lines floating through your mind. Search
for the line that interests you the most and put it on the paper in
front of you."
(During the preceeding section, participants have been encouraged
to tap the primary process which is an objective of the experience. In
addition, as mentioned in the introduction to this section, selection
skills, also an objective of the experience, as well as visuali-
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zation, memory and motor skills have been used. Dolores Durkin,
quoting from a Scott-Forsman brochure entitled "Interpretation—The
Heart of Reading" and from Thomas C. Barrett's unpublished paper en-
titled "Taxonomy of Cognitive and Affective Dimensions of Reading
Comprehension," lists these same skills as some of those necessary
for reading comprehension.^)
At this point in the integrated-arts experience, a participant
maices a choice from many possibilities. An illustration of a possible
choice follows.
Figure
The leader continues:
"Once you have a line of your own on
your sheet, study it carefully. [Pause.] Write some single words
beside your line that describe it or that say something about it.
List the words that you think of on the paper. [Pause.] When you
cannot think of any others, give your line to your neighbor on the
right so that your neighbor may write as many new words as you'd
like.”
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In a few moments the original owner reclaims the paper and
passes it to the neighbor on the left for new descriptive words. When
the adjacent neighbors are finished, the leader asks the owner to
study the words carefully. 8 "Circle the two or three words that de-
scribe the line the best for you. Put these words in an order that
makies sense to you. "9 As an example, the student who drew the line
above might pick "big, roundish, fat" from the words on the sheet. 10
"Say these words to yourself many times. Listen for the parts
of the words which you stress or accent more than the other parts.
A part of a word might feel as though it has a push to it or it might
sound a little louder compared to the other parts of the word. Say
the words to yourself again but this time instead of using the real
words use the sound BAH in place of the unaccented syllables." As an
example, "big, roundish, fat" would sound like "BAH
,
BAH
,
bip
,
BAH." 11
"Take a good look at your line again. Try different ways of
making your body or parts of your body FEEL like the line."
At this point, the participant experiments with many body posi-
tions and movements while lying on the floor and in an upright position.
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Finally the participant may come to a curved forward body position
with arms outstretched, elbows up and forearms curved downward as i
the following illustration. 12
Figure 6.
"When you find a way that satisfies you, use your line as a map
for movement across the floor in your body position."
The participant proceeds to move (walk, skip, hop, run) in the
curved body position in a curved floor pattern.
Say your BAH bip syllables to yourself a number of times. As
you repeat these syllables loud enough for you to hear, go through
your floor pattern and adapt the length and rhythm of your movements
to the rhythm of your BAH bip syllables." 13
The participant takes the sequence of accented and unaccented
syllables as a rhythm for her or his movements and as a measuring de-
vice for the curved floor pattern. The locomotion becomes long, long,
short, long; long, long, short, long as the participant moves in the
curved floor pattern in the previously selected body shape. (See
Figure 6).
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During this experience participants have been encouraged to
integrate primary process with secondary process material. To imagine
lines of different sizes and shapes, to let flash from one's inner re-
cesses a kaleidescope of colors, thicknesses, angles, twists and turns
and to pick and choose, to edit and rework from these inner images is
integrating primary and secondary process material.
"After you finish practicing your movements to your sounds, you
may wish to share all or part of your line-word-sound-movement compo-
sition."
The leader asks fellow participants to hold up the paper with
the line and the circled words for those who wish to perform.
Following the individual presentations a group discussion of the
works takes place. The discussion is a form of evaluation. The leader
and the participants focus their comments on aspects of the work they
9*4
liked and aspects they might change, giving reasons for both. Thus,
the leader s supervision, participants develop in a number of
different areas. They develop and use a vocabulary for the field.
They develop personal discrimination and personal taste gained from
'
their own understandings-all of which are constantly growing. They
compare their definitions and their creative and passive audience
experiences with their fellow participants. They use their develop-
ing vocabularies to express their ideas. Finally, participants ex-
perience the joy and exhileration of performance and receive first-
hand information on how their art works communicated their ideas and
feelings
.
Thus far, each participant has created a visual line, a rhythmic
line derived from the rhythm of a line of words, and movements which
apply the spatial dimension of line from visual art and the temporal
dimension of rhythm from music and language. In the second half of
this problem solving lesson, participants have an opportunity to apply
their understanding of the rhythm-line concept in a composition with
one or more of their peers
.
After the class is divided into pairs or groups, the leader
continues: "Each person now has a line, words to describe the line,
sounds from the words, and movements suggested by the line and word
sounds. Each of you share your own versions of rhythm-line. [Pause.]
Now with the others in your group find a way to combine the lines, the
words for them, the sounds for them and the movements for them. There
is a large piece of paper for each group to work on."-1'*4 When the
groups have finished, they perform and present their works and the
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class discusses the performanc es and presentations.
The group work section of the experience encourages participants
to re-evaluate, redefine and continually develop ideas by synthesizing
the different ideas of the group. This building and reformulation are
very essential parts of the problem solving. "The discord is the oc-
casion that induces reflection. Desire for restoration of the union
converts mere emotion into interest in objects as conditions of reali-
sation of harmony. "15 The group is delreloping taste by editlng „hat
blends, contrasts, complements and by deciding what should be added
or deleted. The resulting group solution provides a new definition of
the element. Furthermore, group work often results in longer or simul-
taneous statements of ideas which adds a greater complexity and chal-
lenge to the new conceptualization of the element. As an example, if
the participant with the curved line walked the line and were to com-
bine with a participant with a straight or sharp angle line and straight
position who hopped the line, any number of sequential, simultaneous
or partially simultaneous lines and rhythms might result. The ensuing
discussions provide the leader with many propitious moments to encourage
a foretaste of the concepts and vocabulary of the intermediate level
or some aspect of another element. The discussion provides the leader
with opportunities to build cognitive growth in the participants. Only
through this process can the leader come to grips with the cognitive
purposes of the problems.
Rhythm-line Introductory Level Visual art
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Concepts
. Lines define and divide space
Suggested Vocabulary
.
short
long
direction
straight
curved
thick
thin
right
left
length
width diagonal
Preparation ,
ition of line.
Each participant should find and develop a defin-
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
Problem. As a warm-up, the leader might have large sheets of
paper on the floor or on the wall and ask the participants to draw
lines while moving back and forth in a rhythm and movement which feels
comfortable
.
Leader: "On one of the papers in front of you, draw some lines
that seem interesting to you .... We all have had strong feelings in
our lives. Maybe the strong feeling or emotion was the result of an
event in our lives, something that happened to us. . . . Think of those
strong feelings and try to draw lines on your sheet that express those
feelings. ... On another sheet, draw lines for only one strong feel-
ing that you want to express. When you are done, write the strong feel-
ing on the back of the sheet."
The participants share their line drawings. For example if a
participant drew some dark, angular and ^nulti-directional lines, a
sample discussion of the work might go as follows:
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Participant one: "These are the lines I drew."
Participant two: "The lines go in all different directions.
They don’t look like they’re together."
Participant three: "Yes, they do. In the upper right hand
corner, all the lines explode from there."
Participant two: "Yes, but only there. From there they go in
different directions."
Participant four: "I don't like it. The colors are thick and
dark. It looks like a mess."
Participant five: "Mine is something like that. Were you
mad at something?"
Leader: "Participant four, do you think that Participant one
wanted us to like what she did?"
Participant four: "Well I still don't like it. . . .1 think I
would probably feel the same way.
. . . Maybe I’d put some red in it."
The class follows with different comments, group solutions, group
presentations, and discussion.
During the discussion which ensues, participants are encouraged
to discuss their symbolic treatment of their feelings. Thus, these
experiences provide a place in the curriculum which permits and en-
courages the discussion, presentation and experimentation concerning
emotions in a positive symbolic atmosphere. This process encourages
personal growth and the sense of worth in the participant and others.
By encouraging this kind of personal interaction, these experiences
help to diminish the alienation found in many learning situations cited
in Chapter II.
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Rhythm-line Introductory Level Language Art Problem
the words theyChoose ^2TTc^enabf
tlCip“ ts
V
to discern the rhythm of
pro=ess through the encouraged, con^0^“ imaginaUon^1"^enable participants to develop personal, critical faculti^ ^ iprocesses of selection. It) To enable p^tlc^s “ det^op a°sf„sepersonal worth and to appreciate the worth of others.
Concepts
. Words have rhythm. All sounds have duration.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
accented stress
unaccented rhythm
synonym
Preparation
,
tion of rhythm.
Each participant should find and develop a defini-
Materials
.
PaPer dictionaries
pencils
Problem.^ As a warm-up, the leader may have the participants
think of some emotions and a number of words that quickly come to mind
for each emotion.
Leader. Think of a strong feeling that you have had recently,
a Peeling that you can put into words. ... Write down the words on
paper. Say the words to yourself.
. . . Listen to the parts of the
words which you seem to stress more than the other parts of the words.
There seems to be a natural push on some parts of a word rather than
others. Sometimes the stressed parts of a word seem longer than the
other parts. ... If you are having trouble hearing or feeling the
stressed parts of the words, make every part of a word just as long as
the other parts. . . . Does it sound a bit strange? Say the words nor-
mally and you may hear where the stresses fall now.
"When you can hear where the stresses are in your chosen words,
say the words to yourself again, but this time use BAH for the stressed
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syllables and bi£ for the unstressed syllables. ... When you say thes
words in BAHs and bi£s
,
are there some words that sound like the mean-
ing of the words? Put these words in some sort of order so that when
you say them in BAHs and hips, their rhythm alone may help us to
understand your feeling. "16
The class continues with group solutions, group presentations
and discussion.
The leader may expect to find both works which add rhythms in
time one after another and to find works which use rhythms simultan-
eously. In both kinds of works different densities are stressed.
Form may be of an additive variety (A B C D) or of the kind- gained
from harmonies of rhythm (polyrhythms) as in a passacaglia.
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Rhythm-line Introductory Level Music Problem
Objectives . l) To enable participants to create their nun“' llnSS ^ COnVey thelr feeli
n
6s • 2) To enable participantsto tap the primary process through the encouraged, controlled useof
CilH ^ 3 r T° enable Par^ ictpunts to develop personal, critical
to dev f °Ue processes of selection. 1* ) To enable participantelop a sense of personal worth and the worth of others. ‘
Concepts
.
Rhythm defines and divides time.
All sound has duration.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
Long
Short
Fast
Slow
Tempo
Duration
Quick
Accented
Unaccented
Stressed
Moderate
Silence
Preparat i
o
n_ . Participants should find and develop a definition
of rhythm.
Materials
. None. The music teacher may want to keep a record
of student works by tape recording the compositions.
PO
rroblem
. Leader: Experiment for a few moments with some
long sounds using BAH and some short sounds using bip . ... Is there
a series of these sounds that reminds you of a particular feeling?
. .
.
Try to use BAH and bip without making your voice go up or down.
.... Imagine that you are a very nervous person talking to yourself
in BAH and bip sounds. Try it.... Now imagine that you are a very
calm person and carry on a conversation with yourself with those
syllables.... Imagine yourself as an excited person and carry on a
conversation in BAHs and bips with yourself.... Carry on a BAH and
bip conversation as though you were a very dull person. . .
.
Just be
yourself and carry on a BAH and bip conversation with yourself.
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The class continues with:
a. presentations
b. discussion
c. group solutions
d. group presentations
e. discussion
>
The group work in rhythm will provide the class with a few
examples of different rhythmic lines being sounded at the same time.
This use of poly-rhythms is a preview of rhythm on the intermediate
level but provides an excellent opportunity for the leader to bring
up concepts and vocabulary building toward an every more complex and
complete understanding of the concept. Participants may string together
their contributions in forms like A,B,C,D,A, or may use a rhythm simul-
taneously with others being used against it as in a passacaglia. Both
of these forms result in different densities which the leader can point
out
.
Rhythm-line Introductory Level Movement Problem
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J?Jectives . 1) To enable participants to create their own
enlh?
expositions using rhythm and line in time and space 2) To
onn^
le
1
?
)a
^
tlCipa
5
ts to taP the primary process through the encouraged
,'
e U
f
a ° lmagination. 3) To enable participants to developp rsonal, critical faculties through processes of selection. U) To
worth
e
o?
a
otoeis
antS deVel°P * 361136 °f personal "°rth «>a the
Concepts. Movement exists in time and space,
are the basic building blocks of movement. Movement
as does language and music; movement exists in space
Rhythm and line
exists in time
as does visual art.
Suggested Vocabulary ,
long
short
rhythm
duration
curved
straight
near
far
forward
backward
diagonal
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a definition
of rhythm and line. Participants must wear appropriate dress for free
movement and to expect to work in bare feet or in sneakers
.
Materials
. Participants, a large clear area in which to move.
A clock with a second hand which can be seen easily by all of the
participants
.
Problem .^ Leader : ’Without bumping into other people or
things
,
take some long steps around the room. Stretch way out! ....
Stop! Now take many short steps around the room.... Stop! Try mixing
up long steps and short steps. Go in different directions as you mix
long and short steps. Try going backward, forward, right, left and
diagonally. Work on your own combination of long and short steps.
"Close your eyes. In your mind's eye, draw an interesting line
on this floor and with your eyes open, do your long and short step
combination on your imagined line. If you try one line and do not
like it, try your combination of steps on another line that you imagine
until you find one that feels right for you."
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions
,
group presentations and class discussion.
The leader can expect to have a number of results similar to
the results of group work from previous problem solving sessions.
Some groups will simply find the succession of individual movements
which satisfies them. Other groups may attempt to have more than
one person moving at the s^e time in more of an ensemble presentation.
The leader can make comparisons of these works with the visual, language
and music works.
Introduction to the Rhythm-line Prnhi ems of the Intermediate Level
The problems of the intermediate level are designed to develop
the concepts which participants consolidated from their introductory
level personal and group solutions, presentations and discussions.
Hopefully, the participants have been exposed to a variety of ex-
penences
, solutions and opinions. If the leader in each problem
has understood the sequential development to take place during the
levels of problem solving, then he or she may have been prepared to
point out the personal and, most likely, group solutions which
utilized concepts to be developed on the intermediate level as they
came up during presentatations and discussions.
At the intermediate level, the leader encourages greater ex-
perimentation and development of ideas in order to have the class -
experience as much as possible concerning the element before the
participants proceed to the advanced level which presupposes a
comfortable working knowledge of the element through experience.
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Rhythm line Interm^Ute Level Inteirrrted-arts Pr^i.-
ment miSfVith a"d 1 '
ipants to develop a erpatpr 11y,H + , .
n ±lne * 2
' i0 enable partic-
rhythm-line through experimentations' rt
»°™ complex concepts in
tap the primary-proce4 3) ° enable Participants to
imagination ^ emoWons ™Wo C°ntrolled u,e of
critical faculties through processes of selwtion^
8
?^
0
T^enabl ^T*1 ’ipants to develop a sense of personal uorth and the worth ofrthert ^
sounds
S
T^iiTind
1
language)
in
”eaSUred ia lon8 and ^hort
long and short distances ’ (visual arts! long'a^s^rt dirt'cL^in"movement are generally coterminous with long and short lengths of time).
Suggested Vocabulary
,
long
short
accented
unaccented meter
duple
triple
simple
compound
measure
poly-rhythms
syncopation
up-beat
down-beat
foot
iambic
trochaic
dactylic
amphibrach
anapestic
antonym
synonym
shading
depth perception
irregular meter
compound meter
front
center
rear
poly-meters
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
large clear room
percussion instruments (optional)
metronome (optional)
Problem.
^
Leader: "Pick a number which is more than one and
less than five. Begin at the number one and count up to that number
over and over again. Make your counting regular like a clock. . . .
What happens to the feeling of each number as you count over and over
again? .... Write a few groups of your numbers on your paper in a
way that shows what happens when you count over and over. Think of
some words which follow the rhythm of your counting and write them
under your numbers. . . . Move to a line through space which follows
the rhythm of your counting. . . . Try two steps instead of one on some
numbers
.
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"Try the problem again. ... what happens if you pick a number
between four and ten? .... What happens when you count with a
larger number compared to your first number? .... How can you
divide the large number into different groups? .... Show the new
grouping on your paper. ... Can you add words to your new set of
numbers: words that somehow reflect how the new set of numbers
makes you feel? .... Move to a new line in space which reflects
the new set of numbers and how they make you feel.
. .
. Try the
movement to the new set of numbers again but now try to take more than
one step on a number of counts. ... Can you take some steps that
seem to begin before one count ends and after the other count begins?
Try to illustrate the feeling of the first or second or both
sets of rhythms that you develop or the feelings that they give you
with a visual composition of different kinds of lines."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. This sequence is rich with
varied rhythms, meters, words, movements and visual lines. The leader
is able to illustrate through the examples presented many of the words
and concepts of the suggested vocabulary. If available, percussion
instruments may be added to the group work to add emphasis to the
varied rhythmic lines in the language, movement and sound.
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Rhythm-line Intermediate Level Visual Art Problem
Objectives
, l) To enable participants to use line as a basis
..
.
eV
f °P
inS depth perception and perspective. 2) To enable par• S t0
^
the Prl"ary Pr°CeSS ^ough the encouraged" con!
to .
led
n
USe ° f lmaSination and emotions. 3) To enable participantsdevelop personal, critical faculties through processes of selection
worth of^thers!
1CiPantS t0 develoP a sease of personal worth and the
Concepts
. l) Length in space can be measured in
distances. 2) Long and short are relative terms.
long and short
Suggested Vocabulary
,
long
short
relative
perspective
depth perception thick
intensity thin
complementary color
shading
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
Many optional materials might be used with this lesson such as oils
and watercolors
,
but the lesson is effective with crayons.
Problem.^ Leader: "Giving yourself plenty of room on the
paper, draw an interesting line very lightly with a pencil. Do not
let the beginning and the end of the line join. Do not let the
line cross itself at any point on the paper. . . .
"Pick a few of your crayons which you think look good together
. . . . Put your chosen crayons in an order that looks good to you. . .
Decide which crayons in your group will make the longer lines and which
ones will make the shorter lines .... Turn your paper around and look
at it from different points of view. . . . Decide which end of the line
is the beginning. . . . Very lightly, make a series of long and short
lines with your chosen crayons in the order you have decided. As you
get closer to the end, make both the long lines and the short lines
shorter and shorter.
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"Go over your lines lightly with your crayons a second time
and make the lines nearer the beginning thick and then gradually
thinner as the lines get closer to the end. ... Go over your lines
again by bearing down hard with the crayons near the beginning of
the line and then less and less hard until you get to the end."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. This problem solving ac-
tivity is particularly useful in developing depth perception and per-
spective since it breaks down the various techniques used by artists
into simple, though non-representational steps. The leader can bring
out the feeling of depth which some of the works will achieve in the
discussion.
Rhythm line Intermediate Level Language Art Prohi
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Concepts
, l) Length in time can be measured in long and shortsounds, in accented and unaccented syllables.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
!ong feet
short meter
accented dimeter
unaccented trimeter
tetrameter
poly-rhythms
irregular meter
free verse
Materials
.
paper
pencils
(environmental sounds and musical instruments are optional).
Problem
. Leader. Think of something that concerns you very
much: an issue, a problem, a person, a feeling, something about your-
self or what you see around you. Write down all the words that come
to your mind on this important subject.
.
. Say the list of words
to yourself carefully.
. . . Determine which syllables of the words
are accented and which are unaccented. Place a line pointing down-
ward (') over each accented syllable and a straight line (-) over the
unaccented syllables. . . . Arrange these words in such a way that they
result in a regular or close to regular order of accented and unaccented
syllables in a few lines
.
"Try to arrange the rhythm of the words in a way that does not
have to be regular in any way as long as the rhythm helps to give us
the feeling of the word composition.
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The leader can point
out the relationship between different lengths of time and accented
and unaccented syllables and the feelings they convey.
Ill
Rhythm-line Intermediate Level Music Problem
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be polv ihvthm?c V 1 UnaCCented sounds - Like language, music canD y-r y i and polymetric.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
pitch
meter
divide
measure
long
short
accented
unaccented
duple
triple
compound
poly-rhythmic
poly-metric
up-beat
down-beat
syncopation
anticipate
suspend
attack
rest
phrase
Materials .
paper
pencils
_
, 2bProblem. Leader:
crayons percussion instruments
newsprint
"Make a series of sounds (stamps, taps,
clapping, body percussion, vocal sounds, scraping, scratching, whistling,
etc.) all as long as the other and on the same pitch. . . . Pick one of
these numbers: two, three or four.
. . . Make the same number of
equally long sounds as the number you just chose. . . . Make this same
number of even sounds over and over again but accent or stress the
first sound more than the others in each group.
"Draw what you are doing so that others may do the same thing
by looking at your drawing.
"Count your numbers over and over again but this time make two
sounds on any number you choose instead of one. Try drawing this
series of sounds so that others might be able to make the sounds from
your drawing."
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To the original number you choose in the beginning, add one of
the other two numbers (two, three or four) so that your two numbers
add up to an uneven or odd number. ... Use these two numbers as the
basis for your regular counting and try to accent or stress something
other than the first number in your two number sequence. ... Try to
add some places in your sounds when there are no sounds at all and
you have to think the numbers instead of saying them. ... Try to
break up one or two counts into many parts.
"Can you find a rhythmic pattern from all your experimentation
that can tell us something about you or the way you feel? Can you
draw that pattern on your sheet so that someone else can try your
feeling?”
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. During the presentations,
the groups will present many works which used rhythmic lines simul-
taneously. This gives the leader the opportunity to point out poly-
meters if they occurred and most certainly polyrhythms, density and
form of the compositions.
Rhythm-line Intermedi ate Level Movement Problem
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Suggested Vocabulary
.
l°n8 meter rear
short front angle
general space center spiral
Concepts
. l) Long and short distances are usually
Y„
1
lo
"S and short lengths of time. 2) Long distancesin short lengths of time and short distances can be donelengths of time to create different emotional effects.
Materials
. Participants need a large clear, area in which to
move.
per
Problem. Leader: "Move around the floor in many different
directions but in steps that are all the same length.
. . . Choose
a number from two to ten. Begin counting from one up to the number
you chose emphasizing the number one more than the other numbers.
Create an interesting line in your mind. . . . Imagine this
line on the floor of this room and move across the room in the series
of numbers that you counted above. . . . Move across the floor so that
you take more than one step on some of the counts.
"Move across the floor again to your line but try to use ir-
regular lengths or take the short steps more slowly than the long
steps which should be done very quickly. . . .
"From your experimentation, find the succession of speeds and
length of steps in the meters of your choice for movement. ... As
you practice your movements try to figure out why they feel right for you.
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions
,
group presentations and discussion. The leader will dis-
cover many unusual groupings of rhythmic patterns in time and succes
sions and combinations of floor patterns which are forerunners of
density
,
form, and melody—shape.
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Introduction To the Rhythm-line Problems of the Advanced T,yo1
The participants have explored the element of rhythm-line in
the introductory level. These experiences initiated participants to
the fundamental aspects of the element.
The knowledge which participants consolidated from the intro-
ductory level was used as a basis for more complex concepts and for
greater experimentation with the element during the intermediate
level.
The advanced level is the final level before participants are
asked to create their own problems and solutions. At this level,
participants are given more general problems which have them apply
their understanding of the previous levels in their own manner. The
concepts are broad in order to allow the participants to apply freely
their varied levels of understanding to the problems.
An unusual feature of this level is that participants are intro-
duced to the independent level of work by being asked to create, in
group work, a problem based on the element in question for the class
to solve for the first time. Participants thus learn how to create
art problems from their peers rather than being taught how to do so
from the leader.
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eVel C°ncepts
. l) Rhythm-line is the basic elementof t e arts, defining and dividing space and time. 2) Each partici-pant creates according to the level of his or her understanding.'
Materials
.
paper crayons newsprint
pencils dictionaries
Optional materials are watercolors, pastel crayons, colored tissuepaper, Orff percussion instruments, tape recorders, and overhead
projector.
Integrated-arts Problem
. Leader: "Create a composition so
that the same rhythm-line is represented in visual art, language
art, music and movement. Try to have your work convey a feeling
or feelings of yours."
Visual Art Problem
. Leader: "Create an art work using the
element of line which expresses a feeling or feelings of yours."
Music Problem . Leader: "Create a composition based on
rhythm which expresses your feelings."
Movement Problem . Leader: "Create a movement composition in
general space based on rhythm-line which expresses your feelings."
The class continues with presentations and discussion.
Leader: "In groups, try to create a problem based on the element
of rhythm-line for presentation to the class, preferably for individual
solution but possibly for group solution."
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The groups continue by presenting problems to the class for
solutions, presentation and discussion. The leader may expect a
wide variety of responses to any of the problems above. Each partici-
pant will have a different depth of insight and understanding which he'
or she brings to the advanced level. For one participant polyrhythms
may contain the very depths of rhythmic feeling. For another partici-
pant polyrhythms may feel like so much noise. Each participant must
be cut free to create from whatever his or her perception of the ele-
ment is after this level.
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CHART III
Melody-shape Concepts and Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts
.
1) Melody is created by adding pitches (high to low audible
requencies ) to rhythm, the basic building block in language and
music. & &
2) Shapes are created when one joins lines, the basic buildingblock in visual art.
3) In movement, one may join lines to create shapes in general
space and add high to low dimensions in self space which are an-
alogous to pitches in melody.
Suggested Vocabulary
pitch
frequency
high
low medium
melody
triangle
circle
square
rectangle
sentence
shape
two dimensional
three dimensional
positive space
negative space
volume
area
holes
intonation
inflection
melody
glissando
appogiatura
cambiata
anticipation
suspension
self space
general space
floor pattern
sequence
level
open and closed
body positions
Intermediate Level Concepts .
1) High, medium, low, near and far are characteristics of
melody-shape.
2) Melody-shape can be developed and varied.
3) Two dimensional characterizations can be made to look
three dimensional or become three dimensional.
h) A verbal idea can be developed by having the meaning,
sounds and rhythm of words build to a climax.
5) Development of a melody includes changes of pitch and
rhythm
.
6) Movements like words can be developed to a climax.
Suggested Vocabulary .
two dimensional range shadow whole step
three dimensional phrase circle half step
high sentence sphere scales
low vocalization square modes
medium variation cube speechsong
deep development recede tone row
shallow exposition regress graph
near recapitulation climax countermelody
far pitch tempo
range shading speed
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UHART III cont'd.
Advanced Level Concepts
.
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,
iS created addinS Pitches to rhythm and by
^ t0 make shapes in visual art and movement.
J) High, medium and low movements in self space and the joinedfloor patterns are the melody-shape of movement.
3) Each participant creates according to the level of his orher understanding.
Suggested Vocabulary
. By the advanced level, students should havebeen exposed to most of the vocabulary of the element.
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general space and high to low dimensions in selfspace which are analogous to pitches in melody.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
pitch medium
frequency melody
high triangle
low circle
square
rectangle
sentence
shape
self space
floor pattern
glissando
appogiatura
inflection
intonation
melody
Preparation. Participants should find and develop a definition
of melody and shape.
Materials
.
paper crayons dictionaries
pencils newsprint a large room for movement
Problem
. Leader: Compose a short sentence that expresses
something that you feel very strongly.
. . . Analyze the rhythm of
jour sentence ( 3AHs and bips ) to see if the rhythm helps to convey
your feeling. ... If the rhythm does not convey the feeling, reword
the sentence until it does. . . .
"Say the words of the sentence to yourself as dramatically and
with as much expression as possible for a number of times, listening
to your voice each time you say the words. . . . Repeat the sentence
using BAH and bip in place of the long and short syllables but with the
same expression and rhythm in your voice as when you were reading. . . .
Exaggerate the highs and lows of your voice with the rhythm. Make more
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of a 'song' of the sounds.
.
"With a paper and pencil or crayons now draw the shape of the
melody a number of times while you sing it to yourself a number of
times. If the beginning and the end of the line are not Joined, Join
them in a way that is characteristic of the feeling of the line and
of the sound at the end of the line.
Look at the line that you have drawn. ... How can you move
to that line with your whole body? ... How can you move to that
line using only a body part or parts? ... Can you combine your
whole body movements in general space with your body-parts movements
m self sPac e? ... Try moving to your line forward, backward, side
to side, high, medium and low in space.
"Write the original line of words under the line(s) that you
drew then put them up around the room."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader can expect
works which are additive and works which use more than one melody
shape at a time. But some groups may also use a form which combines
one line against another in a fugue-like form.
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^Introductory Level Visual Art Problem
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Shapes are created when one joins lines in visual
Suggested Vocabulary
,
shape
two dimensional
three dimensional
triangle
circle
square holes
rectangle
positive space
negative space
volume
- Preparation
,
of shape.
Participants should find and develop a definition
Materials
.
pencils
paper
newsprint
2fi
Problem
. Leader:
crayons
scissors
paste
Draw random lines on your paper with your
pencil.
. .
. Look carefully at your paper when you are done.
. .
Look at all the shapes that you have made.
. . . Emphasize the shapes
of your choice by coloring them in with crayons of your choice.
Maybe you can emphasize them even more by cutting all of the edges of
the shape but one and folding out the colored shapes from the rest of
the paper."
"What happened when you cut our parts of shapes from the rest
of the paper? . . . Why did you choose the shapes which you colored
in? . . . Why did you not choose the other shapes? . . . What is the
difference between the lines you drew this time compared to the lines
you drew for rhythm-line?"
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will find many
unusual shapes mixed with the commonly recognizable geometric shapes.
Cutting the shapes in part to stand out from the paper gives the shape
a three dimensional effect which is a prelude to the intermediate level
concept of shape.
Melody-shape Introducto^vel Languaga Art p^1a„
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
pitch
intonation
high
low-
medium
sentence
phrase
inflection
glissando
melody
speech song
Preparation ,
of melody.
Participants should find and develop a definition
Materials
.
pape
^
a writing surface for each studentpencils dictionaries
newsprint
Probl_em. 9 Leader: "Please gather in a circle around the
room. . . . Each person will think of a short sentence or question.
The person on my right will say her sentence and each person after that
will say the sentence in a way that has not been said before.
Now, the next person will say his sentence for each of us to say in a
unique way." The process continues until each person's sentence has
been restated by each member of the class.
Think of a new sentence of your own. . . . How many different
meanings can you give it by changing the inflections of your voice?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will find a
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variety of meanings gained from the varied modulations of voice,
some statements will foretell the relationship between loudness and
emotional content.
I
Melody-shape Introductory Level Music Problem
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‘ Mel°dy is seated by adding high to low pitches( udible frequencies) to rhythm. s
Suggested Vocabulary
,
pitch
frequency
high
low
medium
melody
intonation
glissando
appogiatura
notes
Preparation ,
of melody.
Participants should find and develop a definition
Materials
.
paper crayons
pencils newsprint
ProMem. Leader: "Compose your own sentence on a topic that
concerns you a great deal. . .
. Extract the rhythm from the sentence
using BAH for accented syllables and bip for unaccented syllables.
. .
Try different melodies of your own to the rhythmic line until you find
a melody that contains some of the feeling of the sentence you wrote."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. The leader can expect
to hear a number of contrapuntal works with random dissonances. Dis-
sonance, consonance, counterpoint may be discussed.
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Level Movement Problem
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Suggested Vocabulary ,
shape
floor pattern
high
medium
low
self space
general space
sequence
level
open and closed body-
positions
direction
Preparation. Participants should find
of self space and shape.
and develop a definition
Materials
. Participants need a large clear area in which to move
Problem . 31 Leader: "On a high level, try reaching out in dif-
ferent directions with your arms,
. .
. with your legs,
. .
. with your
head.
. . . On a low level, try reaching in different directions with
different body parts.
. .
. On a medium level, reach out in different
directions with different body parts. ... Try to explore two levels
at the same time with different body parts. ... Try your movements
with open body positions and with closed positions.
. . . Which do
you feel is more appropriate to your movements?
. . . Why?.
. .
For your sequence of movements through self space, create a
floor pattern in which the beginning and the end are joined. . . .
Perfect your movements in self space and general space until you
satisfied with them."
s
are
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solution, group presentations and discussion. The leader will flnd
a large variety of movements in self space while participants are
moving to floor patterns generally more complex than those used in
rhythm-line. Opportunities will arise to point out varied densities
and forms in the group ensembles. Possible examples of expressive
qualities (force and flow) and of size will appear in the presentations
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
two dimensional
three dimensional
high
medium
low
deep
shallow
near
far
range
phrase
sentence
vocalization
variation
development
exposition
recapitulation
pitch
shading
shadow
circle
sphere
square
recede
regress
climax
tempo
speed
whole step
half step
scales
modes
speechsong
tone row
graph
countermelody
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
dictionaries
paste
large clear room
newsprint
tape
/"Y—.j- • -i ,
' scissors i oiOptional materials are tape recorders, Orff instruments, variousfound materials and sounds, rhythm instruments, watercolors
,
pastel
crayons, clay, wire, aluminum foil, large body stockings, boxes of
various sizes.
32Problem. Leader: "I am going to hum a pitch. While I hum
the pitch, I want you to hum the pitch too. When you think you have
the pitch, let your voice wander from the pitch in any direction
it wants to and back as many times as it wants to. [Pause, leader
hums.] We are going to try that again but before we do, choose one
of the numbers two, three or four. ... As you join me in humming
the pitch, count in a steady regular fashion, in your imagination, to
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the number over and over again. When you think that you are doing
both things, counting in your mind and buying, then let your voice
begin to wander while you count to yourself. [Leader begins buying.]
You have created a melody, what does it feel like? Try to
make up some words to it that express the feeling you get from it.
"Try to draw the shape of your melody and the feeling of your
words as well as write the words on your paper.
"Try to move to your melody and shape in the spirit of the words
as well.
"Now that the melody is part of you, sing the melody to your-
self. The, change it, vary it, develop it; finally return to your
original melody .... Try to represent this new composition with a
new shape
,
new words and new movements
. . *
Try your composition a third time by anticipating some of the
notes in your melody and suspending (holding over) other notes in your
melody. Try to fill in between some of the notes with intervals
(leaps in a scale) by swooping or scooping up or down to the note
(glissando).
. . . What new words, shape and movements does this com-
position feel like to you? . . . Which one of the three compositions
feels best for you? Why?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The group work should pre-
sent a number of examples of additive forms (ABA, ABACA etc.) and pos-
sibly some works which present, develop and restate ideas much like a
first movement form. The leader should take the opportunity to point
these sections out as well a3
in a contrapuntal style
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any which pose melody against melody
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
two dimensional
three dimensional
shading
shadow
sphere
square
cube
recede
regress
chiaroscuro
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
Optional materials include
Problem. ^ Leader:
newsprint scissors
tape
paste
clay, found materials and molds.
"Draw a shape on your paper by making a
line with a beginning and end that are joined.
. . . Look carefully
at your shape and determine the best way that you can make your shape
seem to become or really become three dimensional."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. The leader will find
many varied solutions to this problem. Some will fold the paper,
others will cut it. Some will crumple it up and others will glue it
or rip it differently.
Meldoy-shape TnW^Into Level Ujnj^ *-n „,
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Suggested Vocabulary
.
develop sentence
phrases climax
Materials
.
pencils
paper
newsprint
catharsis
denouement
Problem
.
5 Leader: "Listen to the sounds of many words as you
say them: words that describe, words that show action, names of
things all kinds of words.
.
.
. Choose words from this group by the
sounds that you like in them rather than by their meanings.
.
. .
Make a list of these words.
. . . Put these words together in phrases
or partial thoughts.
. .
. Put the phrases together in sentences or
complete thoughts.
. .
. Do you like the rhythm of the phrases in
your sentences a3 well as the sounds?
. . . Arrange the phrases so that
you like the rhythm of the words as well as the sounds of the words
;
let your phrases build toward the most important one and relax. .
Give your writing a title."
tions
,
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
gronp presentations and class discussion. The leader will find
a wide variety of solutions from the very subtle to the very dramatic.
13U
The group work will provide many opportunities for works of varyin,-
density in dramatic content and may provide many suggestions for
creative dramatics.
Melody-shape Intermedi nte Level Munir Ptwm
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
tempo
speed
development
variation
whole steps
half steps
glissando
scales modes
pentatonic scale
polyphony
counterpoint
imitation
retrograde
inversion
form
ostinato
Materials
. Optional instruments for maintaining pitch.
Problem
. Leader: "Make your voice swoop from the lowest
to the highest note that you can sing,
. . . from the highest to
the lowest.
. . . Pick the place in your voice where singing seems
the most comfortable and hold this note for a long time. .
. . Some-
times wander off the note a little higher and a little lower. . .
Wander further and further away from the note mainly in one direction,
up or down, until you get to the highest point or the lowest point in
the melody.
. .
. Gradually return to your comfortable note.
"Try developing your melody by changing the rhythm or the
tempo.
. . . Try changing segments of your melody and then return to
your original melody."
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and class discussion. The leader win
hear many different levels of development and risk taking from the
original themes. Many interesting combinations of density will re-
suit in the group work.
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
shape
floor pattern
self space
general space
tempo
speed
phrases
development
variation
retrograde
body positions
Materials
. Students need a large clear room in which to move.
Problem . ^ Leader: "You have created a floor pattern in
general space which included movements in self space on various
levels. You may use the same movements or a new floor pattern in
general space with new movements in self space.
. . . Whichever move-
ments you choose, build them to a climax at some point before the
beginning of the line and the end of the line join."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. The leader can point
out the differences in size and expressive quality, as well as density,
between the climactic section of the works and the other section and
how this provides a beginning, middle and end.
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level o?
e
unde^tanding?
h PartlClpant creates recording to his or her
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
tape
scissors
clay and
instruments (optional)
Intsgrated-arts Problem. Leader: 'Create a composition in which
the same melody-shape is represented in visual art, language art, music
and movement."
yA?.ual Art Problem . Leader: "Create an art work using shapes."
Language Art Problem
. Leader: "Create a composition based on
the melodic content of words in a sentence or a number of sentences
or lines."
Music Problem
. Leader: "Create a composition based on the
element of melody."
Movement Problem
. Leader: "Create a composition based on a
joined floor pattern and movements in self space."
The class continues with presentations and discussion.
Leader
:
a problem based on the
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In groups, try to create
element of melody-shape for presentation to the class, preferably
for individual solution but possibly for group solutions and unusual
combinations." The groups continue by presenting problems to the
class for solution, presentation and discussion.
As in the advanced level of rhythm-line, the leader will use
many different levels of understanding and insight which the partici
pants have of melody-shape. These different levels of understanding
will become apparent in the problems which the groups pose to the
class
.
CHART IV
Express ive Quality Concents and Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts
.
Tlmbl
f
e °r tone quality in music, tone or mood in language,ooior in visual art, force, and flow in movement are analogous.Colors have an emotional quality to them,
j Aside from their denotative meanings, words have consonant
and vowel sounds which help convey the emotional meaning or create
a mood or set a tone in a language art work.
4) Every sound has a characteristic tone quality which dis-tinguishes it from every other sound.
5) The force and flow of movements determine their expressive
content.
Suggested Vocabulary ,
tone quality
timbre
mood
consonant
vowel
alliteration
tone
color
force
flexion
flow
dynamics
complementary
assonance
onomatopeia
atmosphere
repetition
nasal tone
head tone
extension
chest tone
jerky
smooth
even
uneven
tense
relaxed
strong
weak
Intermediate Level Concepts
.
chan6inS the timbre, the force and flow, the color, andthe tone, the meaning of a composition changes.
2) By adding white, one tints a hue. By adding gray one
shades a hue.
3) By adding more of a complementary hue to the original hue,
the original hue is made less intense.
4) The sounds ot words take on a character of their own from
the vowel and consonant sounds that they contain.
5) A composition may be based not only on rhythm and melody
but also on tone quality.
6) A movement sequence may be based on expressive quality
(force and flow) as well as movements in self space and general
space.
Suggested
shade
tint
hue
saturation
chromatic
Vocabulary
.
achromatic
harmonics
intensity
complementary
value
rhyme
alliteration
onomatopeia
consonant
vowel
assonance
repetition
contrast
timbre
tone quality
phrasing
force
flow
sequence
dynamics
CHART IV cont’d.
Advanced Level Concepts
.
1) Timbre or bone quality is a characteristic of sound2 Tone or mood is characteristic of language.
3 Color is c . j.racteristic of visual art.
S
®rce and flow is characteristic of movement.
6 ) F^h
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racteristlcs Perform similar functions,
her understanding^"*
Cre&teS a° C°rdlne t0 the level “is or
Suggested Vocabulary
,
exposed to most of the
By the advanced level, students have been
vocabular of the element.
Excessive Quality Introductory We! mtegrat.d.^.
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Suggested Vocabulary ,
tone quality-
timbre
mood
consonant
vowel
alliteration
tone
color
force
flow
dynamics
Preparation. Participants should
of one of the following: tone quality,
force or flow.
find and develop a definition
timbre, mood, tone, color,
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
39
newsprint
felt markers of varied colors
(optional) •
Proolem. Leader: "Quietly sing one pitch which is comfortable
for you. You do not have to sing the same pitch as your neighbor.
On your pitch sing oo, oh, ah, eh, ee. .
. . Did you feel any differ-
ences between them? Sing the same syllables again on your pitch but
this time put a finger in each ear while you sing.
. . . Doesn't one
of the syllables feel different than all the others you sang?
"Think of a movement in self space that you will be able to re-
peat many times. . .
. Sing the five syllables to yourself again but,
as you do, repeat your movement with your sounds. Let each syllable
change the force and the flow of your movement.
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"Are there words you know that use these sounds? Write a word
for each sound.
..
.
. Try singing your words to your pitch.
.
.
. Try
singing your words again and length ng them by singing more than one
Pitch for each word. ... Can you move to each word in a way that em-
phasizes the sound of each word as you sing it and still have the move-
ment fit the meaning of the word?
"Try to write the words in different colors and shapes. Are
there different colors and shapes which fit one word and not another?
... Can you change the color or shape of the word to emphasize its
sound or meaning?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. Many participants
will feel a ringing feeling in their heads when they sing one of the
syllables of the exercise. They are encouraged to use this syllable
for their music work and to find words which use it. The group pre-
sentations will provide many interpretations of force and flow in the
ensemble work but will also provide examples of dynamics-size and
density.
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Expressive Quality Introductory Level Visual Art, ^
works gMnfcIS; to t0 create thelr «™ art
tap the primary process through tt»
° enable participants to
imagination and emotions T o J T ,' rontrolled use of
sonal, criticai facalt^ tT^lZTparticipants to develop a sense of worth and' the worth of others
Concepts
. Colors have emotional qualities to them,
wheel fffnfls I^iablZ
' Na,neS ° f COl°rS °n c^ons or a color
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
felt markers or
watercolors (optional)
Preparation
.
color
.
Students should find and develop a definition of
Problem
. Leader: "Think of a strong feeling in you.
.
. .
Take a piece of paper and with a pencil, draw lines or shapes on the
paper so that they express your feelings.
. .
. With the colors you
chose, color the spaces made by the lines in a way that expresses
your feelings."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The discussion may bring
out some strong feelings associated with color. Group works will pre-
sent chromatic compositions of color.
11*5
introductory Level Language Art PrnhUn,
m to create * sh°rt
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th= words are reinforced by the
process through the encouraged
, contraile^us^of
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PartlClp“ts
Cor cpts. A:- ie from their denotative
consonant and vowe. sounds which help convey
or create a mood or set a tone in a language
meanings, words have
the emotional meaning
art work.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
consonant
vowel
alliteration
onomatopeia
assonance
repetition
mood
tone
of tonfor
a
mood?
n ' Partlclpants should find develop a definition
Materials
. Paper, pencils, dictionaries.
i^l
Problem. Leader: "Think of a strong feeling in you and write
down many single sounds which describe this feeling. ... If you had
not known the meanings of these sounds, which ones would you think
sounded like the feeling that you have? Which words have sounds which
describe your feelings?
. . . Try to write a short composition using
these sounds to communicate your feeling."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. Many participants
include the loudness or softness of a sound with its meaning.
Groups might be able to achieve a better effect if group members were
to place themselves around the room during their presentation.
Expressive Quality Introductory Level Musir Problem
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Suggested Vocabulary
.
tone quality timbre head tone
tone color nasal tone chest tone
Preparation
. Participants
of tone quality or timbre.
should find and develop a definition
Materials
. Paper, pencils.
Ii2Problem
. Leader: "Think of a strong feeling in you.
.
Compose your own melody to express that feeling.
. .
. Use the syllabi
oo, oh, ah, eh, ee, to sing to your melody.
. . . What combination of
syllables or what single syllable when sung to your melody express (es)
the feeling that you have? . . . How is the feeling changed in the
melody by using other syllables?”
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will find many
examples of form, density and dynamics for discussion particularly in
the group presentations. Contrapuntal or more than one simultaneous
line are frequently presented in group work.
gessive Quality Introductory Level Movement. Ptwhi^
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Concepts
. The force and flow of
pressive content.
movements determine their ex-
Suggested Vocabulary
.
force even
flow uneven
jerky tense
smooth relaxed
strong
weak
flexion
extension
Preparation ,
of force and flow.
Participants should find and develop a definition
Participants need a large, clear area in which to
Leader: Think of a series of emotions which you
can feel.
. . . Try to find a series of movements which test fit
these emotions.
. . . Keep the same basic shape of the movements but
alter their flow (jerkiness, smoothness) and force (tension, relaxa-
tion). . . . How has the meaning of your movements been changed?"
Materials
move.
Problem. b3
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Some groups will try to
organize on the qualities of the movements. Both ideas provide in-
sights into form.
Expressive Quality Intermediate Level Tntegrated-arta
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’ the meaning Of a composition changes.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
shade
tint
hue
saturation
chromatic
achromatic
harmonics
intensity
complementary
value
rhyme
alliteration
onomatopeia
consonant
vowel
assonance
repetition
contrast
timbre
tone quality
phrasing
force
flow
sequence
dynamics
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
watercolors (optional)
newsprint, and
a large, clear room
Problem.
^
Leader
:
"Experiment with a number of different
movements in self space. Make the movements on different levels
(high, medium and low).
. . . Take your movements through general
space in a floor pattern which you create so that the beginning and
the end of your floor pattern join. . . . The second time through
your floor pattern, change the force (strong, weak) and flow (jerky,
smooth) of your pattern extremely.
"Go through your two phase floor pattern again and add a set of
words that sounds and feels like your two phase pattern. . . . Try
your two phase pattern again with the words and add the appropriate
pitches for the oo_, oh_, ah, eh_, e^e vowels in your work. . . . Draw a
representation of your two phase movement and sound work on paper in
the colors you think most suited for them."
The class continues with presentations, discussions, eroup solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The difference between the
first section and the second section in the two phase compositions may
be very little. The leader can stress the importance of exaggeration
to make stark contrasts.
Expressive quality Intermediate Lev„1 v,-...-, Probl
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
shade
tint
hue
intensity-
saturation
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
Surrounded by another
compl ementary
value
contrast
context
watercolors
felt markers (optional)
newsprint
Problem. 14 5 Leader: "Take a crayon which is red, orange,
yellow, green, blue or violet.
. . . With light, up and down motions,
scribble this color across the paper.
. . . Divide your paper in four,
imaginary parts. ... For the first section, go over your original
color with a white crayon with light, up and down motions. ... Go
over the second section in light, up and down motions with a black
crayon. . . . Color the third section with as much of your original
color as you wish. ... In the fourth section, add as much of the
complementary color to your original color as you wish.
"Make some shapes on a new paper and, using the ideas you just
experienced, color these shapes in different ways."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussions. The leader can ask what
151
difference the surrounding color has on the original color. A3 an
introduction to the next elemental visual art problem in size, the
leader can ask the participants to hang their works on the wall and
stand at different distances from them to determine the effect on
color and size.
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Suggested Vocabulary ,
alliteration
rhyme
onomatopeia
consonant
vowel
assonance
repetition
Materials
.
paper
pencils
newsprint
dictionaries
felt markers
(optional
)
Problem . ^6 Leader: Write a short, one line sentence that
has some vowel and consonant sounds in common between the words of
the sentence.
. . . Write a short second sentence with generally the
same rhythm but with a different common vowel and consonant in the
line. . . . Can you write three or four lines with a different common
vowel and consonant in each?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The different common vowels
and the different common consonants will help create different moods.
The leader can direct the attention of the class to determine what
these moods are in order to use them more effectively in the group
work.
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Expressive Qualities Intermediate Level Music Prohipw
selection processes. 1+) To enabl
of worth and the worth of others.
primary process through the en-
, critical faculties through
icipants to develop a sense
of expressive quality.
and emotions. 3) To
create compositions
Suggested Vocabulary
.
repetition
contrast
timbre
tone quality
harmonics
glissando
slur
attack
Materials • Rhythm instruments and oscilloscope (both optional).
feel and which contrast one another.
. . . Use the most appropriate
of the oo_, oh_, ah, eh_, ee_, syllables for each emotion and compose
contrasting melodies for your contrasting emotions and syllables. . .
Can you sing these two melodies with syllables and add a section in
which you sing any succession of syllables to any melodic line which
contrasts with the first two? . . . Now return to your original pair
of melodic lines, syllables and feelings. . . . How did the third
section feel compared with the first two?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will have to
emphasize the importance of exaggeration if some of the participants
are to create effective improvisation sections in the middle of their
compositions. This feeling of exaggeration can be carried into the
Problem. ^ Leader: Think of a couple of emotions which you
group work for even greater effect.
Expressive Quality Intermediate Level p-,^ „
15 **
HHEsX£i“- r=~ •
omm^T ' Movement sequences may be based on the expressivequality of movements in self space and In general space. .
Suggested Vocabulary
.
phrasing flow
contrast sequence
repetition dynamics
force
Materials
. Participants need a large, clear area in which to
48
move.
Problem. Leader: "Move from one point in space to another
with great force,
. . . with little force.
. . . Move from one point
to another in a jerky way, ... in a smooth way, ... a hesitating
way. Move from one point in space to another mixing great force with
jerky and smooth movements.
. . . Make your movements with the same
force and flow in self space as in general space. . . . Piece together
a composition which contains' different sequences of force and flow in
self space and in general space from what you have done."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. There will be many oppor-
tunities for the leader to point out various forms based on the re-
peating and contrasting movements. The group ensembles will provide
even more elaborate examples of form and density.
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to develop a sense of worth and the worth of others.
Concepts
2) Tone or mood
of visual art.
These character!
creates according
— of his or her understanding.
Materials
.
pencils
paper
crayons
newsprint
watercolors (optional)
instruments (optional)
Integrated-arts Problem
. Leader: "Using variety and contrasts,
create an art work based on color."
La.ngua.ge
_
Art Problem
. Leader: "Using variety and contrasts,
create a language art work based on the mood that language creates
or the tone of the language."
Music Problem
. Leader: "Using variety and contrasts, create
a composition based on the element of tone quality."
Movement Problem . Leader: "Using variety and contrasts, create
a movement composition based on the force and flow of movements in
self space and general space."
The class continues with presentations, discussions, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
Leader: "In groups, try to create a problem based on the element
of expressive quality for presentation to the class, preferably for
-*-20individual solution but possibly for group solutions." The groups
continue by presenting problems to the class for solution, presentation
and discussion. Each of the problems above calling, as they do, for
variety and contrast win provide the leader with many opportunities
to point out aspects of form and density. Both the elements of form
and density depend on the other elements.
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CHART V
Dynamics-size Concepts and Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts .
Dynamics. (loudness and softness) in music and language areanalogous to size in visual art and movement.
• ^
successive^ changing repetitions of size and shape cangive the illusion of motion or depth.
3) The meaning of language is affected by the loudness and
soltness with which it is spoken.
music
L°UdneSS and softness help express the emotional content of
5) The size of movements in self space and general space helpsto convey the emotional content of movement.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
loud succession
soft depth
large motion
small overlap
diminish syllables
increase haiku
volume crescendo
dynamics diminuendo
Intermediate Level Concepts .
1) Dynamics-size can alter one's perception of a work by em-
phasizing something through size or loudness.
2) Changing tints, hues and shades when combined with changing
sizes can give an illusion of depth.
3) There are many degrees of loudness and softness used in
language
.
M Varying degrees of loudness and softness can alter the emo-
tional content of music.
5) Varying degrees of size can alter the emotional content of
a movement sequence.
Advanced Level Concepts .
1) Dynamics (loudness and softness) in music and language art
perform analogous functions as size in movement and visual art.
2) Each participant creates according to the level of his or
her understanding.
Suggested Vocabulary . By the advanced level, students have been
exposed to most of the vocabulary of the element.
_^nainic
_
s
_ _
si
_
ze
.
Introductory Level Integrated-arts Problem
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Obj ec tives . l) To enable participants to create their ownintegrated-art works based on the analogous interpretation of dyna-
mics-size. 2) To enable participants to tap the primary process
through the encouraged, controlled use of imagination and emotions.
3) To enable participants to develop critical faculties
through the use of selective processes. b) To enable participants
to develop a sense of worth and to appreciate the worth of others.
Concepts . Dynamics (loudness and softness) in music and
language are analogous to size in visual art and movement.
Suggested Vocabulary .
loud diminish
soft increase
large volume
small dynamics
Preparation . Participants should find and develop a defini-
tion of dynamics or size.
Materials .
paper crayons
pencils newsprint
50Problem . Leader: ’’While you are in a stationary position,
create some movements which you can repeat in that position. . . .
While keeping everything else the same, can you Inake the movements
bigger, as big as you possibly can? . . . Make the movements smaller
and smaller until they are as small as they can be.
’’What words do your large movements suggest? . . . Your small
movements? . . . Try your words to your movements. . . .
’’Can you compose a melody, suggested by your movements and still
suitable for your words?
"Try whispering your words when your movements are as small as
possible. As your movements get louder, sing your words louder and
louder until you are making your movements as large as possible and
singing as loud as possible.
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"What shapes do your movements suggest to you?
. . . Draw the
shapes with crayon and paper .... Draw your shapes aeain but, this
time, try to show the different sizes of your shapes and the different
loudnesses of your melody on the paper.
. . . Perform your composition
as you have it on your paper.
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and class discussion. The leader can use
the drawings of the participants as examples of notation. The leader
can stress the need for the clarity of the notation for the group
work in dynamics-size.
Dynamics size Introductor^Level Visual Art Problem
160
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Concepts The successively changing repetitions of size andshape can give the illusion of motion or depth.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
large
small
succession
repetition
depth
motion
.
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a definition
of size.
Materials
.
paper crayons scissors
pencils newsprint
Problem. 51 Leader: "Pick a shape that interest you
;
.
. .Try
repeating the same shape on your paper but make it smaller and place
the repetitions within one another and within the larger shape.
On a clean side, try making the repetitions larger than the original
size of the shape you use; . . .qn a new sheet with larger or smaller
repetitions of it change the color in different ways when you
change the size. . . . What feelings or illusions do these give you? .
"What happens when you cut out some different sizes and shapes
or some different sizes but the same shape and arrange them in dif-
ferent ways
. What happens after you color them?
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. If the participants do
not notice that one color will look different in different fields of
solid colors (red will seem different in a field of blue compared to
a field of green or orange, etc.),then the leader can point out the
illusion. The phenomenon can serve as the basis for group combine-
tions of size and color.
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Dynamics size Introductory Level Language Art Problem
• l) To enable participants to experience the ele-
ment of dynamics-size by creating a poem and reading it in variedlevels of dynamics. 2) To enable participants to tap the primary
process through the encouraged, controlled use of imagination and
emotions. 3) To enable participants to develop
. critical
faculties through processes of selection, h) To enable partici-
pants to develop a sense of worth and to appreciate the worth of
others
.
Concepts . The meaning of language is affected by the loudness
and softness with which it is spoken.
Suggested Vocabulary .
loud syllables
soft haiku
Preparation . Participants should find and develop a definition
of dynamics.
Materials .
paper dictionaries
pencils
52Problem . Leader: "Write a short poem (haiku, 5, T, 5
syllables) about something that you like or dislike very much. . . .
As you say your poem to yourself, listen to the way your voice goes
up and down. ... Do the words help convey their meanings by the
sounds in them? . . . Try to make your voice louder and softer in
different places. . . . Does the change in loudness help convey your
meaning or does it change the meaning?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentation and discussion. Even though this problem
deals with loudness and softness in language, the leader will find
that participants will change the melody and use the tone of language
as well in order to convey changed meanings. Such instances give the
leader an opportunity, however brief, to review some past elements
and experiences.
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Dynamics
-size Introductory Level Music Problem
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Suggested Vocabulary
.
1°U(^ crescendo
s°ft diminuendo
volume
dynamics
of dynfScs
ratlQn ' ParticiPants should find and develop a definition
Materials
. Percussion instruments (optional).
Problem. 53 Leader: "Think of something which you like or dis-
like strongly.
. . . Sing your own melody to express your feeling.
Can you express that feeling more definitely or more clearly by making
it loud or soft or by combing loud and soft passages in the melody?
//hat happens when you add the oo
,
oh
,
ah
,
eh
,
ee syllables in your own
fashion to the loud and soft passages?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The group presentations
will provide the leader with many opportunities to illustrate differ-
ent forms and densities as well as tone colors and dynamics. Of par-
ticular interest will be the many melodic lines which participants
can use at the same time to convey complex feelings or moods.
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Dynamics-size Introductory Level Movement. Prohi^
Objectives . l) To enable participants to refine the emotionalcontent of movements in self space and in general space by chanrinfthe sizes of the movements. 2) To enable participants to tap the
'
pimary process through the encouraged, controlled use of imaginationemotions. 3 ) To enable participants to develop personal critica 1
'
faculties through processes of selection. U) To enable particlesto develop a sense of worth and to appreciate the worth of others.
goncepts
. The size of movements in self space and in generalspace helps convey the emotional content of movement.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
large
small
Hr .PParat i°n • Participants should find a definition of size.
Materials
. Participants need a large, clear area in which to
move
.
Problem. ^ Leader: "Express some of your strong feeling in
self space and move them through general space. . . . What happens
when you make those movements larger, . . . smaller? Pick the sizes
for your movements that most intensify the feeling which you are try-
ing to convey."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations, and discussion. During the group and in-
dividual presentations, the leader may ask the participants to change
the area of the room in which they perform their works (closer or
farther from the audience) in order to determine what effect distance
has on size of movements.
Dagiamics-si ze
.
Intermediate Leve l Integrated-arts Problem
Objectives
. 1 ) To enable participants to create art works
p] ^
experiment with and develop the element of dynamics-size
T
ena
j
e ParticiPants to tap the primary process through theencouraged controned use of imagination and emotions. 3) Toenable participants to develop critical faculties through selec-
;orth
PrT! SeS - } T° 6nable Participants to develop a^sense ofw and to appreciate the worth of others.
Concepts
. Dynamics—size can alter
work by emphasizing something through si
reverse
.
one's perception of a
ze or loudness or the
Suggested Vocabulary
.
crescendo gradually louder
gradually softer accent
Materials
.
paper
newsprint
pencils
watercolors
(optional)
diminuendo
sforzando
crayons
dictionaries
Problem. ^ Leader: "Experiment with different arrangements
of size and color.
. . . Based on the experiments which you did.
create another art work which arranges sizes and colors in some
order . . . .
What words would you use to describe the order of your
work? . . . Write the words under your order. . . . Sing the words
to yourself. ... Do your sounds follow the order of sizes you
created? . . .
Try to make movements in self space and in general space
which fit the sizes of your shapes, your words, and your sounds."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solution, group presentations and discussion. The participants
Will present works which represent smaller and softer gradations
of size and sound to larger and louder gradations. The leader
can emphasize the idea that small and large, soft and loud are
relative terms
.
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Dynamics-size Intermedi ate Level Vi rw - ,t Prob] em
based
~
^
eCtiVeS
' T° enable Participants to create art worksn experiments with and the development of size. 2 ) T->na e participants to tap the primary process through the en-
enah^
6
’
^
onblolled use of the imagination and emotions. 3) Toable participants to develop personal critical faculties throughprocesses of selection. U) To enable participants ^develop a
"
ense of worth and to appreciate the worth of others.
with J°
nCepts
'
.
ChanginS tints, hues and shapes when combined
changing sizes can give an illusion of depth.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
large
smaller
depth
Materials
.
paper
newsprint
56
.larger
succession
motion
small
repetition
perspective
pencils crayons
watercolors (optional)
Problem. Leader: "Make a series of shapes going from
small to large or large to small and then the opposite.
. . .
Color or paint the series in tints, shades and hues to emphasize
the progression of sizes in your arrangement.
iry another series of shapes and sizes. . . . Can you com-
bine the first and second series to produce a work that is satis-
factory to you?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. Some participants
will use lighter tints for smaller sizes and others will use
darker shades for smaller sizes. The reasons for these uses will
be of interest to the class.
Dynamics-size Intermediate Level Lavage Art Problgm
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large to small and loud to qnft o'* m„
development of
tap the primary process through'the encouraged Controll^ tC
personafcrit?Lr?
ti0
^
:
3) "° enable to ^eve'p
M To onahi
tlcaP facultles throuSh Processes of selection,
of others.
6 partlCipants to develop a sense of worth and the worth
Concepts
. There are many degrees of loudness and softness
or comparisons
^ ^ ^ t0 W°rdS Which denote
-lues
Suggested Vocabulary ,
loud
soft
comparison
Materials
.
paper
dictionaries
57
louder
softer
analogous
pencils
loudest
softest
newsprint
Problem
. Leader: "Write as many words that relate to loud-
ness or size as you can. . . . Arrange these words in order: largest
to smallest or smallest to largest, softest to loudest or loudest
to softest.
. . . Write the words again but with the written size
of the word in keeping with its meaning.
. . . Say the words in a
loudness or softness in keeping with their meanings. . . . Now,
reverse the sizes and the loudnesses of the words so that the small-
est are written largest and the softest are said the loudest.
"Try to create a short poem which relates to size or loudness."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The group presenta-
tions will provide some fanciful, dramatic springboards for
presentations do not. The partici-
discussion if the individual
pants will have many examples of works which do
which are still poetry. Participants who do not
a poem can use one of their size-word sequences
not rhyme and
wish to complete
from the exercise.
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Dynamics-size Intermediate Level Music Problem
o
pjectives . l) To enable participants to develop their
1 n
? f ^n^CS personal creations and experimentswhich manipulate dynamics. 2) To enable participants to tap theprimary process through the encouraged, controlled use of imagina-tion and emotions. 3) To enable participants to develop
critical faculties through processes of selection. 4) To enableparticipants to develop a sense of worth and the worth of others.
Concepts . Varying degrees of loudness and softness can alterthe emotional content of music.
Suggested Vocabulary ,
softest
loud
gradually louder
crescendo
softer
louder
gradually softer
diminuendo
soft
loudest
sforzando
pp, p, mp, mf,
f, ff
Materials
. Percussion instruments (optional).
£” O
Problem . Leader : ’’Create a melody in which the focus of
attention occurs after half way through the melody. ... Sing your
melody so that you begin loudly and become softer. . . . Sing your
melody by beginning softly and becoming gradually louder until the
focus of attention and then becoming softer to the end. . . . Try
your melody again with sudden louds and softs. . . . Sing your
melody all soft and all loud. . . . Combine these various ideas in
the version which you think feels best for your melody."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations, and discussion. Both in the
individual presentation and in the group presentations, the leader
will find many diverse examples of the use of dynamics which con-
vey different feelings. These examples will provide a rich source
for discussion.
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Dynamics-size Intermediate Level Movement Problem
v: under
-
Ulate the size of movements. 2) To enable participant
XSTjittS: parti ra6ed ;
faculties through selective processes"^ AAIlabL^A™1 CrUicaldevelop a sense of worth and%£ "Si of others PartlClp“t' *>
contenrSrf^ov °f movement alter the emotionalnsent oi a mo ement sequence.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
large full body
small postural
sequence gestural
Participants need a large, clear area in which to
Leader: "Develop a series of movements using just
parts of your body which builds to a focus of attention after half
way through the series.
. . . Develop a series of movements using
the whole body which builds to a focus of attention after half way
through the series. . . . Try both series again but begin by making
your movements very small in self space and in general space, becom-
ing gradually larger until the focus of attention and then becoming
Materials
.
move
Problem. 59
smaller again.
. . . Reverse this procedure by starting with large
movements in general and self space, becoming smaller until the focus
of attention and then becoming larger again. . . . Try both series a
third and foTirth time with all large and all small movements. . . .
From your experiments, devise the combination of whole body,
body parts, large and small movements which work to a climax and then
return to the beginning. . . . What feeling does your work communicate?"
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The leader can point
out that the works presented by participants had a beginning, middle
and an end. The discussions of which parts
parts were different will afford the leader
were alike and which
opportunities to discuss
form and will give participants directions which they can explore dur
ing their group solutions.
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SC -
rs.ts.rrs
controlled ^e
?
of?te°i^inatiS^7eS?Jons ^B^o enab^^t^’
*
sSection
deV
M°?
perEO"al faculties through processes of
the worth If others?
partlclp“ts to develop a sense of worth and
Concepts
. 1 ) Dynamics (loudness and softness) in music and
art
8
"!? Lrt ?
nal°gT fUnCtl °nS as slza in riovement and ,“li
her * understanding?
10158^ Cr6ateS accordln8 to «*e level of his or
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
watercolors and
percussion instruments (optional)
space for movement
Integrated arts Problem. Leader: "Create a composition using
the same differing or opposing levels of dynamics-size in visual art,
language art, music and movement."
Visual Art Problem
. Leader: "Create a composition using differ-
ing or opposing sizes."
Language Art Problem
. Leader: "Create your own language art
work which requires differing or contrasting levels of dynamics for
its proper interpretation."
Music Problem
. Leader: "Create your own composition which
uses different or contrasting levels of dynamics to help convey your
message .
"
Movement Problem . Leader: "Create your own movements for self
space and general space which uses differing or contrasting sizes of
movements to help convey your message."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
ITU
The leader will have numerous opportunities in the problems
above to discuss the two additive elements of density and form.
These discussions, following numerous other references to these two
elements after previous presentations, will make density and form
relatively familiar subjects to participants. This familiarity
helps the participants to explore more readily the problems of the
two elements when they are experienced.
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CHART VI
Density Concepts and Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts
.
me.„ti
)
>,
DenSlty ln/ W°rk is directly related to the number of el»nts being varied simultaneously or more than one manifestation 'nfthe same element (rhythm-line, melody-shape, express!^ quaintdynamics-size) being varied simultaneously. ' q y ’
2) Density depends on the number and variety of the elementsappearing simultaneously in a work (clusters of varied 'shapes
c usters of varied sizes, masses of crossing lines, many variedcolors or different combinations of these).
V
Density in lansuase genrally depends on the variety of
rhythm and speed, the variety of tone sequences and pitches aswell as loudness and softness.
M Density in music depends on the variety of tone quality
melody, rhythm and dynamics.
5) Density in music frequently depends on a number of simul-taneous sounds even if there is little variety in tone quality,
melody, rhythm and dynamics.
6) Density in movement depends on the varied complexity of
rhythm-line, shapes in general and self space, expressive quality(force and flow), and size.
7) Density may also depend on the simultaneous movements of
many body parts or many people
.
8j Density depends on the other elements for its manifestation.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
simultaneous
harmony
density
texture
homophony
clusters
masses
varied
grouping
polyphony
sequence
rhythm
tone
pitch
found
sounds
loudness and softness
harmony
simultaneity
body sounds
Intermediate Level Concepts .
1) Density may be varied and contrasted by creating clusters
of action followed by inaction.
2) Density may be varied, contrasted and developed as a compo-
sitional element.
3) Density depends on the other elements for its manifestations
Suggested Vocabulary ,
clusters chord blocks
texture rough
harmonic density smooth
voices dissonant
consonant
pulse
stage grouping
progression
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CHART VI cont'd.
Advanced Leve.1 Concepts
.
1) Density in a work is directly related to the number of ele-ments being varied simultaneously or more than one manifestation
oi the same element being baried at the same time.
2) Density is a compositional element which may be varied con-trasted and developed.
3) Density depends on the other elements for its manifestation,
4} Each participant creates according to the level of his orher understanding.
Suggested Vocabulary
. By the advanced level, students have been
exposed to most of the vocabulary of the element.
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Density Introductory Level Visual Art Problem
Objectives . 1) To enable participants to experiment withcolors, sizes, shapes and lines in order to vary Se densitysections of an art work. 2) To enable participants to
^
hr
°^
Sh the use ° f Pagination and emotions 3)participants to develop personal critical facultiesthrough processes of selection. U) To enable participants todevelop a sense of worth and the worth of others.
+h*
nC
!
Pt
--' l)
.
Density depends on the number and variety of
^
etatB a^earing simultaneously in a work (clusters of variedshapes, clusters of varied sizes, masses of crossing lines manyvaried colors or different combinations of these). 2) Density de-pends on the other elements for its manifestation.
Suggested Vocabulary
,
clusters
masses
simultaneous
varied
grouping
Participants should find and develop a defini-
crayons
newsprint
scissors
paste
Preparation ,
tion of density.
Materials
.
paper
pencils
Problem
. Leader: Experiment with lines, shapes, colors,
and sizes. . . . Combine and vary them in different ways to make
the space on your paper more dense in places and less dense in
others. . . .
"Make another work based on the ideas you learned from your
first work and have the work try to convey feelings that come from
using varied densities."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Many participants will
use the contrasting feelings from density like messy, clean; crowded,
empty; squashed together, and free. Group work on newsprint can pro-
vide examples of changing densities in layers among other solutions.
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The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The leader win
find that many participants have a fairly developed understanding
of density since it has been discussed continually in the course
of the previous problems. Croup solutions provide even greater
opportunities to express extremes and sublties in the element which
the leader can point out.
Density introductory Wei Integrated-arts P-rAi..
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to tap the primary process through the^ncoirlged co^troUefS^f
8
enlw
"31 C
t
ritlCal faculties
' trough process^o^s'Sctton
able par rerpents to develop a sense of vorth and the of
Concepts
. l) Density in a work is directly related +n thpnumber of elements being varied simultaneously or more than one^manifestation of the same element (rhythm-line, melody-shape ex-
Den^+v
e
fl
qual
ry ’
dynamics -size ) being varied simultaneously! 2)nsity depends on the other elements for its manifestation!
Suggested Vocabulary
.
simultaneous density
harmony texture
p
reparation
. Participants should find and develon a defini-tion of density.
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
6l
newsprint
a large, clear area
for movement
Problem
. Leader: "While you are in a stationary position,
create some movements you can repeat in that position.
. . . Vary
the size of the movements.
. . . the rhythm.
. . . the shape.
. . .
the force and flow. . . . What words do your original movements sug-
gest? . . . Say the words while you do the movements.
. . . Create
a melody suggested by your original words and movements .... What
colors, shapes and sizes are suggested by your movements, words and
music? . . . Draw them on your paper. . . .
"Try to vary the melody, words, and visual art work you created
just as you did your movements. . . .
"Try to create an integrated-art work which has sections con-
taining many changes and variations and other sections which have
fewer changes and variations going on."
Density Introductory I,Pye l Language Art, em
es, pitches, loudness and softness in
l personal creations in language.
° tap the primary process through the
of imagination and emotions. 3 ) Tolop personal critical faculties
ion. 1*) To enable participants to
icipants to experiment with
tone sequences and pitches as
2 ) Density depends on the other
s on the variety of
Suggested Vocabulary
.
sequence
pitch
harmony
rhythm
loudness and softness
simultaneity
tone
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a defi-
words with different rhythms, tones and meanings.
. . . Vary the
order of the words to change the rhythms
,
tone sequences and mean-
ings.
. . . Change the highs and lows of the words while changing
ihe loudness and softness of the words .... How can you make
time less dense with your words?
. .
. Can you put your words to-
gether in a poem of varied densities that expresses a feeling of
yours?"
Materials
.
paper
pencils
dictionaries
Problem. 63 Leader: "Choose a number of different words:
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations, and discussion. Group work in
this problem will result in some interesting harmonisations of
works as in music. The group work will also provide the leader
with interesting examples of form.
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Density Introductory Level Music Problem
sition^ised
i
orthe
1
illLnt
a
of
e/ar^ClpantS t0 create a =°mP°-
r
t h tone yd
participants to tap the primary process thro^h th»
Concepts
. 1) Density in music depends on the variety oftone quality, melody, rhythm and dynamics. 2) Density in mu- in
°n a "Mber °f si™“aneoui sou^e"
dynamics n
V
“i6t? ln tone 1uality. melody, rhythm and
manStstation.
7 PendS °" the °ther elements for lts
Suggested Vocabulary
.
harmony simultaneity
texture polyphony
homophony chords
density
body sounds
counterpoint
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop defini-tions of density and harmony.
Materials .
paper
newsprint
6U
pencils
percussion
crayons
instruments
(optional)
Oh
Problem. Leader: "With your voice as an instrument,
aided by sounds that you can make with your body, experiment with
varied tone colors ( oo , oh , ah , eh , ee ) and dynamics. . . . How
can you make time less dense with your sounds, pause, more
dense with your sounds?
. . . Design a composition with varied
densities of sound which conveys a feeling of yours."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. There will be
many examples of contrapuntal style in the group presentations
as well as a number of works which add one idea to another in
time. Both groups provide examples of form for the leader to
emphasize in discussion.
18U
Density Introductory Level Movement Problem
.
_
—^--
7
-
X) To enable participants to create a move-ment composition of varied density after experimenting withrhythm-line
,
melody shape, expressive quality, and size inpersonal and in group work. 2) To enable participants to tap
e primary process through the encouraged, controlled use ofthe imagination and emotions. 3) To enable participants todevelop personal critical faculties through processes of selec-tion. 4 To enable participants to develop a sense of worth
and the worth of others.
Concepts . 1 ) Density in movement depends on the varied
complexity of rhythm-line, shapes in general and self space
expressive quality (force and flow), and size. 2 ) Density may
also depend on the simultaneous movements of many body parts
or many people. 3) Density depends on the other elements forits manifestation.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
simultaneous harmony contrast
groups clusters
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a
definition of density.
Materials . Participants need a large, clear area in which
to move.
Problem. ^ Leader: "In general and self space, try a
series of movements of different rhythm-lines, shapes, levels,
of varied expressive quality and size. . . . Can you move one
body part with a different force or flow than another body
part? . . . How can you make time and space less dense with
your movements? . . . Design a composition with varied densities
of movement in time and space."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. Some of the in-
dividual solutions will have a form based on the sequences of
185
density which the leader can point out. Group work will pro
vide many interesting mixtures of density for discussion.
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Density Problems for the Intermediate Level^
„
o f concepts
sitional element. 2) To enable partLipan?s to ?an tbe'
0
^
0
: .process through the encouraged, controlled use of the Ima'-in-i'''
participants to develop a sense of worth and th^orth of
Concepts. 1) Density may be varied by creating clustersOf action followed by Inaction. 2 ) Density depends on toe otterelements for its manifestation.
Suggested Vocabularv.
clusters
density
rough
consonant
texture
voices
smooth
polychordal
harmonic
chords
dissonant
polyrhythmic
Materials
.
paper
newsprint
tape recorder
(optional)
pencils
watercolors
(optional)
space for movement
crayons
dictionaries
Problem.
^
Leader
:
"Somewhere on your paper, draw (paint)
a cluster of dots, lines or shapes.
. .
. Somewhere else on your
paper, draw (paint; a different cluster of dots, lines or shapes.
. . . If you have the space and if you want to, draw a third and
fourth cluster of dots
,
lines or shapes .... Join each cluster
with another cluster by means of dots, lines or shapes that are
not dense at all.
' Stand back from your work. Look at your clusters and how
they are joined. . . . What words come into your mind for each
cluster and the way it is joined to the next one. . . . Take an-
other piece of paper and write these words in clusters just like
the original art work you made. Each visual art cluster should
remind you of a word cluster. Put the word clusters in the same
places on the new sheet in which the visual art clusters were
placed.
. . . Join the clusters with words which remind you of
the joints between the visual art clusters.
Treat the word sheet and the visual art sheet as a plan
for your movements in self space and in general space. ... De-
vise a series of movements suggested by your plans. Do not forget
the joining sections.
Add the sounds suggested by your visual art, language art
and movements works. Do not forget the joining sections."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The leader has
two points on which to focus the attention of the class during
the discussions. These two areas are the clusters and the parts
which join the clusters. Each solution will suggest some sort of
organization or form.
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Density Intermediate Level Visual Art Problem
.
Objectives . l) To enable participants to experiment withvariations in density as a compositional tool. 2) To enable n- r
trol^d
the priraary Pr°cess through the encouraged con-lie use of imagination and emotions. 3) To enable participants
M To
V
enahl
PerS
°+
1
?
ritical 1 unities through processes of selection
of others!
PartlClpantS to devel°P a ^nse of worth and the wor^h
Cgncepts
. l) Density depends on the number and variety ofmes, shapes, colors and sizes used in an art work. 2) Densitydepends on the other elements for its manifestation.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
dense smooth
texture fine
rough grainy
pebbly contrast
sandy similar
silky
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
glue
scissors
found materials (buttons, sand, small stones,
cellophane, etc.)
Cry
Problem. 1 Leader: "Begin with a line and make it become a
more complex, dense series of lines. . . . Make a shape and make it
become a more complex, dense series of shapes.
. . . Use a color and
make it become more complex and dense. . . .
"Using the experimentation you just did, create a visual art
work that uses your ideas and this time see if you can add some of
your found materials to help complete the feeling of density. . . .
"What feelings does your work seem to communicate?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and discussion. The individual and
group solutions to this problem will provide a number of unusual
solutions because the participants will be using found materials
which create textures of varying density. These solutions will
provide many sources for discussion.
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Density Intermediate Level Lianguage Art Problem
Suggested Vocabulary
.
vowel
consonant
rhythm
speed
tempo
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
Problem. 68 Leader: "Write a series of words with many dif-
ferent vowel and consonant sounds and rhythms.
. . . Write another
series of words with many similar vowel and consonant sounds and
rhythms.
. . . Put these words into separate groups that make sense
after one another for a number of times.
. . . Read the words from
the different sounds and rhythms group faster than the words from
the similar sounds and rhythms group which you should read slowly.
What is the result?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu
tion, group presentations and discussion. A dramatic effect may be
achieved by having members of a group perform two times. The first
time the group is together and the second time the group members
separate to parts of the room to do their parts. This procedure also
emphasizes the concept of space with density.
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Density Intermediat e Level Music Problem
Objectives . 1) To enable participants to develop conceptsof density including harmony by experimenting with varied densitiesm music. 2) To enable participants tn *v <-J-pan .s o
. personal critical
to tin tn
° 6 processes of selection. 3) To enable participantsap the primary process through the encouraged, controlled use o?'the imagination and emotions, k) To enable participants to developa sense of worth and the worth of others. ^
Concepts , l) Density depends on the variety of tone qualitymelody, rhythm and dynamics. 2) Frequently, density depends in anumber of simultaneous sounds. 3) Density depends on the other ele-ments for its manifestation.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
harmony counterpoint polytonality
polyphony polyrhythms
Materials
. Percussion instruments (optional).
Problem . 69 Leader: "Pick one of these syllables: oo, oh,
.§^1’
.
e
^.> §.?_• • • • Sing the syllable you choose on one pitch. .
Break up the time by singing the syllable in fours (o<d, oo, oo, oo)
on the same pitch over and over. . . . Keep the same pitch and
syllable but change the rhythm; gradually make it more and more com-
plex. . . . Make the pitches as different as the rhythm.
. . . Fre-
quently change the syllables you are singing. . . . Change the loud-
ness and softness. . . . Gradually return to your original loudness.
. .
.
your original syllable, . .
.
your pitch, your original four
count .
"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu
tions, group presentation and discussion. The leader will have many
opportunities to point out examples of density becoming more complex
as more development of rhythm, melody, tone quality and dynamics oc-
curs. Group solutions provide even more opportunities for such
examples
.
Density Intermedia te Level Movement Prnhi
of denaity^ln^personal Sd^ro,\"
P
*J
1
>
Clp“t* to d aval°P concepto
element. 2) To enable part?c?™„^ l with the
through the encouraged, controlledlse o^the^mlri naUon” ''"i
3
faculties through processes
pants to develop a sense of
ggncepts . 1) Density in movement depends on the variPri6X1 y of ^hythm-iine, shapes in general and self space, ex-
L ,. Ve (lualltles and size. 2) Density also may depend on’the
Den^
aTUS ™°vements of many body parts or many people. 3)enoity depends on the other elements for its manifestation.
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Suggested Vocabulary
,
simultaneous
pulse
leap
crawl
front
center
back
right
left
floor patterns
movement sequences
Materials . Participants need a large, clear area in which to
? ?
al I"aterials are colored tissue paper, streamers, largeswaths of coiored cloth.
70Probl em . Leader: "Create a simple movement in self space
which you can repeat easily.
. . . Change the size, the force and
the flow of the movement as you move in general space to a regular
pulse first and then to a more complex rhythmic line.
. . . Now
simplify things to their original state one at a time: a simple
floor pattern, regular pulse, original size, and original movement
in self space."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will find many
examples of statement, d evelopment and restatement which foreshadows
the idea development or sonata in form. Group adaptations will pro-
vide opportunities for many novel combinations.
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participants to tap the primary process through the use of ima ^V-'and emotions. 3) To enable participants to dfve^ personal
^
t n ^ f ^rOUgh Processe s of selection. U) To enable participants
To
te
, ^
heir OWn art Problems in group work for class solution-
of others
PartlCipantS to devel°P a sense of worth and the worth
Concepts
. l) Density in a work is directly related to the
fetation
bein
?
Varied simultaneously or more than one mani-statio of the same element being varied at the same time. 2) Dens-ity is a compositional element which may be varied, contrasted anddeveloped. 3) Density depends on the other elements for its manifes-tation
.
Materials
.
paper newsprint
pencils a large, clear area for movement
crayons found materials
Integi
_ated-arts Problem
. Leader: "Create your own composition
using contrasting densities so that they are represented in visual
art, language art, music and movement."
Visual Art Problem
. Leader: "Create a work that compares
or contrasts densities."
Language Art Problem
. Leader: "Create your own language art
work, comparing and contrasting densities in language.
"
Movement Problem
. Leader: "Create your own movement work,
comparing and contrasting densities in self space and general space."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
Leader: "In groups, try to create a problem based on the ele-
ment of density which will have us cluster in unusual ways in indiv-
idual or group solutions." The groups continue by presenting problems
to the class for solution, presentation and discussion.
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As in the next element of form, a prime consideration for
the leader is to emphasize the many different ways that density
manifests itself through the other elements in time « H^ and space during
the moments for discussion.
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CHART VII
Form Concepts and Vocabulary
Introductory Level Concepts
.
of thi am $ l^ZuTCtUTS inPOSed °n the ° th-
nf .?2/
0rm
.
is Pff=eived as repetition and contrast of elements oro different manifestations of the same element.
3) Form depends on the use of the other elements.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
repetition
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
variety
alternate
choreograph
song form
rondo
round
ostinato
passacaglia
imitation
Intermediate Level Concents
.
.
Compositional elements (rhythm-line, melody-shape, expres-
sive quaiity, dynamics-size and density) or many manifestations
of the same element may be changed gradually, varied and developedfor more subtle and dramatic expression.
^ ) Form depends on the use of the other elements.
Suggested Vocabulary
.
sonata
variations
exposition
development
recapitulation
chaconne
ode
strophe
antistrophe
epode
through composed
cadenza
improvisation
Advanced Level Concepts .
1) Form can be additive, developmental or a combination (rondo,
variations or through composes, sonata form).
2) Form, like density , depends on how one uses the other ele-
ments .
3) Each participant creates according to the level of his or
her understanding.
Suggested Vocabulary . Participants have been exposed to most of
the vocabulary for form before reaching this level.
J
Form Introductory Lev.l_ inteRrated_arts Pr„h1 „„
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S ng'repetUions InT'T^ *° "“** thelr °™
integrated-arts elements. 2) To erabl^Irtl * •
°f preferred
primary process through the encouraged L!
^
a"ts to ^ap the
ation and emotions. 3) To enable +• •
trolled use of the imagin-
critin«i fani,u.
*
'
? Participants to developcal faculties through procpq<?M 4. • n „
participants to develop"! “
other eSr; f the^rt
°
D the
as repetition and contrast of elements or of "dire
FOr
?
1S p,
;
rcolved
of the same element.
.3) Form depends on the
Suggested Vocabulary
.
repetition variety
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
alternate
antiphonal
call and response
choreograph
song form
rondo
round
ostinato
passacaglia
imitation
Preparation ,
tion of form.
Participants should find and develop a defini-
Materials
.
paper crayons dictionaries
. _
pencils newsprint found materials
Optional materials might include a tape recorder, watercolors clayOrff instruments, scissors and paste.
73Problem. Leader: "Experiment with your own rhythm-lines,
melody-shapes, expressive qualities, dynamics-sizes and densities.
. . Create your own melody.
. . . Add your own words to the melody.
. . Add your own movement shapes in self space and general space. • •
Create another melody, . . . words, . . . shapes,
. . . move-
ment composition.
. . . Plan your own composition made of your two
creations but you must use one or both of them twice.
. . . Can you
represent your sound, words and movement composition visually on
paper?
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"If you called your first creation in this exercise A and
your second creation B. what is the plan of your total composition
in A's and B's?"
The class continues with presentations and discussion, group
solutions, group presentations and dicussion. The leader must keep
m mind that form is an element which, like density, depends on the
other elements to manifest itself. Some participants will choose
varying expressive qualities, dynamics-size or rhythm-lines out of
preference. They should be allowed to do so as long as they use or
impose the element of form on their choices.
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Form Introductory Leve l Visual Art Problem
their own*
3
art works by repeatii- •
t0 design and create
art. 2) To enable paJtlciS to Ll°tZT^ the elements of visual
encouraged, controlled usp nf -s • .
"ie Primary process through the
participants ?o d°ielop llrllZ' cr?tiH T f“tl&nS 3 > enabie
of selection. It ) To enable Mrti f
ti °al facultles throuKh processes
and the worth of others.
' oipants to develop a sense of worth
Other elSr;f art^the individ^ imposed on the
Suggested Vocabulary
,
repetition
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
variety
alternate
imitation
Preparation
,
tion of form.
Participants should find and develop a defini-
Materials
.
Paper crayons scissors
pencils newsprint paste
Optional materials might include felt markers, watercolors and clay.
ProMem. ^5 Leader: "Experiment with some lines, shapes,
colors, sizes and densities.
. .
. Create a work which repeats and
contrasts one or more of the elements .
"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The leader will find count-
less points of discussion. Since form depends on the manipulation
of previously expreienced material, form provides a review, in a
sense, ol the elements. A participant cannot express form without
using at least one of the other elements. Works of varied density,
another element which depends on the other elements to manifest it-
self, are inevitable results of the group problem solving.
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.
Foim Introductory Leve l Language Art Prohlpm
JsssiSw
-rESsirsE3r:: 7cess through the encouraged, controlled use of the iemotions. 3). To develop personal critical facunLs thJSu^°n ^cesses of selection h) Tn on ,Ki . . . dixie rough pro-
of worth and the voith of others
PartlCipants to d^lop a sense
Concepts
. l) Form is a desigu or structure imposed on the
CPfvVlementG ° f lansuage art by the individual. 2) Form is pereived as repetition and contrast of elements or of different muni
same eiement
- 3> <» «* s-vss
Suggested Vocabulary
,
repetition
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
variety
alternate
antiphonal
call and response
imitation
song form
rondo
round
ostinato
passac aglia
Preparation
of form.
Participants should find and develop a definition
Materials
.
paper newsprint
pencils dictionaries
Problem . ^ Leader: experiment with the rhythm, melody, tone,
dynamics and density of words. . . . Write your own word composition
by repeating and contrasting one or more of the elements as they are
found in your words."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Many important points
will come up for discussion. The leader must be aware of the fact
that form implies the manipulation of elements which have been ex-
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perienced in previous problem solving activities. Some participants
Will contrast tone, some will contrast rhythm or another element
Of special interest will be the group worts which will stress a
variety of repetitions and contrasts of elements.
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Form Introductory Level Music Problem
encouraged, controlled use of -
P ^
J
rimary Process through the
enah ip imagination and emotions. 3) To
processes of selection ^To P°r,Tal CrU1Cal faculties through
sense of worth^fthe 'worth of t0 d^l0» a
ofh £
2ncepts . 1) Form is a design or structure imposed on theer elements of music by the individual. 2) Form is npmoi,, has repetition and contrast of elements or of different manifest 1
same eienent
- 3 > on
Suggested Vocabulary
,
repetition
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
variety
alternate
antiphonal
call and response
imitation
song form
rondo
round
ostinato
passacaglia
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a definition
of form.
Materials
.
PaPer crayons
pencils newsprint
Optional materials might include found sounds, tape recorder, Orff
instruments and percussion instruments.
Problem
. Leader: "Experiment with rhythm, melody, tone
quality, dynamics and density.
. . . Compose your own music by repeat-
ing and contrasting one or more of the elements."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Some participants will
choose to repeat and contrast more than one manifestation of the same
element. Some participants will repeat one element and contrast with
another (rhythm and melody). The group solutions will include wide
varieties of solutions including varieties of density.
Form Introductory Level Movement Problem
through processes of selection 4 ) To f lP Cal faculties
a sense of worth and the worth 'of others
partlClpants t0 d
-alop
Concepts 1) Form is a design or structure imposed on theother elements of movement by the individual. 2) Form is perceiveds repeti .ion and contrast of elements or of different manifestationsthe same element. 3) Form depends on the use of the other elements
Suggested Vocabulary
,
repetition
contrast
form
design
sequence
pattern
variety
alternate
choreograph
imitation
Preparation
. Participants should find and develop a definition
of form.
Materials
. Participants need a large, clear area in which to
move and optional found materials
.
Problem.? 8 Leader: "Experiment with rhythm-line, shape in
self space and shape in general space, expressive qualities of force
and j.low, size and density.
. . . Compose your own movement composi-
tion by repeating and contrasting one or more of the elements."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Participants will respond
with a variety of movement compositions repeating and contrasting
the elements of movement. The group compositions repeating and con-
trasting various elements in ensemble work with different densities
in time and space should be of interest to both the class and the
leader.
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Form Intermediate Level. Integrated-arts Prnhiom
P,M
,
ective
_
s . l) To enable participants to create thnir-
To
r
enabr
ed C°nCept ° f development or variation in form™ 7)able participants to tap the primary process tVl " I?
aged, controlled use of the inagination and emotions f) tenable"
of selection \Tto°P P^
Sonal crltlcal faculties through processes
and tit of others
PartlCip“ts t0 P°p - sense of worth
Concepts . 1) Works of art frequently contain sections in which
use ofthHthlTe^nts^ ^ deVel0ped ' 2) depends on the
' ‘
Suggested Vocabulary ,
sonata form
variations
exposition
development
recapitulation
chaconne
ode
strophe
antistrophe
epode
through composed
improvisation
cadenza
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons found materials
newsprint dictionaries
Optional materials might include a tape recorder, watercolors, felt
markers, cal Orff instruments, scissors, colored tissue paper’ paste.
Problem . 1 9 Leader: "Write a two line poem on a topic that con-
cerns you. . . . Compose a suitable melody for your words.
. . .
Create movements which express the feelings of the words and music. .
,
Slightly change the words, music and movements so that the feeling
and meaning changes slightly. . . . Change your sequence slightly for
three or four times so that the meaning and feeling changes a little
each time. . . . What happens? . . . Can you represent your original
work and its changing meanings and feelings in a visual art work?
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. The participants will
provide a wide selection of ideas which have been developed. The
leader can point out the different interpretations of developmental
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relationships in the arts from the presentations
tions provide even greater opportunities for the
ment in form in the ensemble works of
The group presenta-
discussion of develop-
varied densities.
20h
Fom Intermediate Level Visual Art. rm
Objectives , l) To enable participant* + „ „ . _
work based on the concepts of development and v -
G ^eir
,
own art
To enable participants to tap the primary proce^^hiouK^th
0 "111 * ^
of'otL^r
16 participants to *-i°pT®Lr:nrrth
Concepts. l) Works of art frequently contain
elements are changed, varied or developed. 2) Form
of the other elements
.
sections in which
depends on the use
Suggested Vocabulary
.
repetition change
contrast vary
Materials
.
paper tape
pencils scissors
crayons paste
newsprint
Optional materials include felt markers. watercolor;
colored tissue paper, assorted found materials.
Problem.®® Leader: "Draw (paint) a shape on
develop
pattern
Repeat the shape, but not exactly as before. Change something about
it. . . . Keep repeating and changing something about the shape until
you develop a totally different shape. . . . Use this idea in an art
work of your own."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. "Some of the shapes will
be radically different from the original shapes which participants
used. The leader may use this idea to emphasize the concept of degrees
of development. Group solutions will provide examples of density,
color# depth perception, perspective as well as repetition and contrast.
Form Intermediate Level Language Art
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Wi ^ue amer elements.
contain sections
2) Form depends
Suggested Vocabulary
.
variations
imitation
ode
strophe
antistrophe
epode
lyric
couplet
rhyme
scheme
free verse
call and response
antiphonal
development
Materials
.
paper
pencils
crayons
newsprint
dictionaries
percussion instruments
(optional)
Problem.^ 1 Leader: "Compose a short line of words which has
an interesting sound or rhythm. ... Can you develop, gradually
change the idea, the rhythm, the sound of this line in each succeed-
ing line that you write?.
.
."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. There will be different
degrees to which word meanings, rhythms and tones will be developed.
The ensemble work will produce some interesting concurrent or con-
trasting development of ideas for the leader to point out.
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Form Intermediate Level Music Problem
Objectives
, l) To enable participants to create th^irsitions based on the concent- nf ^ e own compo-
2) To enable participant St™ daveloPment and variation in music.
counsel
.contnonea^e^rt^^^i^ar^u^rl,^--
cesses'of'selection
0 fadud«- through prL
worth and the ™ttof ’othet Partl™ 3 to da-ddP ™e of
^
£°ncePts 1) Compositions frequently contain sections in which
use of the
r
oth ’ Tied “d devei°Ped - 2) depends on thel er elements
.
Suggested Vocabulary ,
sonata
sonata form
variations
exposition
development
recapitulation
chaconne
through composed
cadenza
improvisations
Materials .
paper
pencils
crayons
go
Problem. Leader:
newsprint
percussion and
Orff instruments (optional)
'Crea.te a melody using any combination of
oo, oh, ah, eh, ee. As you repeat
,
keep changing the melody a
little each time so that it becomes more and more different from the
original. . . . When you are very far from your original melody.
repeat the original and stop."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. Some participants will
try to develop a melody dense with tone qualities, rhythms and dynamics.
Others will use a simpler line and add changes more gradually in each
succeeding version. The differences are worth noting for the leader.
The combinations will be of interest.
Form Intermediate Level Movement Problem
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^ ana. emo—
p personal critical
To enable participants
m sections in
2) Form depends
Suggested Vocabulary
.
repetition
contrast
development
change
vary
exposition
recapitulation
cadenze
improvisation
Materials
. Participants need a large, clear area in which to
move.. Optional materials include percussion instruments and found
space and general space.
. . . Repeat the series but during each
repetition, change something which has not been changed before so
that your movements become more and more different from the original.
. . Repeat the original series and stop."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion. While individual solu-
tions will vary in the elements which change and the degree of
development, group solutions provde even more of an opportunity for
diversity in the ensemble work, in the successions of movements in
the use of space and time.
materials
.
On
Problem
. Leader: Create a series of movements in self
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«
_ „
Fo_rm Problems for the Level81*jntegrated-arts
,
Visual Art * Av» 4* m » ,2 1 .guage Art
, Music and Movement Problems
works °slng“he
3
ilement°of
r
form .^2 )^enlble
0
"TV'"'
imaginati*^
Pr°cess trough the encouraged, controUe^useVttePon and emotions 3) To enable participants to develop
0 itical faculties through processes of selection. M Toenable participants to create their own art problems in group work
^voitT "d f
1
^
5
' 5 > T
°,
enable Participants to develop a senseof wor h an o the worth of others.
Concepts . 1) Form is the organizing element imposed on theother elements by repeating them, contrasting them, and frequentlyby developing them. 2) Each participant creates according to thelevel of his or her understanding.
Materials
.
paper newsprint
pencils dictionaries
crayons room for movement
Optional materials include tape recorder, Orff instruments, percus-
sion instruments, watercolors, felt markers, clay and found materials.
Integrated—art s Problem . Leader; "Create your own art work
which repeats, contrasts and develops analogous ideas in visual art,
language art, music and movement."
Visual Art Problem . Leader: "Create your own art work which
repeats, contrasts and develops elements of visual art."
Language Art Problem . Leader: "Create your own language art
work which repeats
,
contrasts and develops the elements of language
art
.
Music Problem . Leader: "Create your own composition which re-
peats, contrasts and develops the elements of music."
Movement Problem . Leader: "Create your own movement work
which repeats, contrasts and develops the elements of movement."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
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Leader: "In groups, try to create a problem based on the
element of form using the ideas of repetition, contrast and develop-
ment which the class can try to solve individually or in groups."
The groups continue by presenting problems to the class for solution
presentation and discussion.
There will be many levels of understanding of form.. Form, of
all the elements, is the element which controls the other elements.
Most clearly, form illustrates the organizing intent of the creator
of a work of art. Each participant will manifest that control and
understanding in an individual manner.
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Problems for the Independent Level
The following independent level problems are included only
as examples of the infinite possibilities for integrated-arts prob-
lems. Independent level problems may be long term projects taking
weeks for their completion, particularly for some older participants.
If a leader does not want to devote all of the meeting time for in-
dependent projects, they may be continued out of class.
' header. Pick a color that you like in crayons or
watercolor. Think about the many things and people you like. What-
ever and whoever you like the best put them on one side of the sheet
m the color you like. Whatever and whoever you do- not like, put
them on the other side in the color you like the least.
"Can you write the words that you associate with each side in
their proper colors? Arrange these words in a poem about what you
like and do not like.
What sounds and movements can you create in sequence to renre-
sent what you like the best and least?"
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
Story Telling and Abstract
. Teacher: "Pick a topic or subject
that concerns you very much. Choose the actual words, sounds, move-
ments and visual imagery that describe your subject. Put these to-
gether in an integrated-art work.
"Take the same topic and instead of using the actual words.
pick the consonants and vowels or fractions of words the sounds of
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Which communicate your feelings. Do the same thing with the sounds,
visual imagery and movement. Exaggerate them, use bits and pieces
of them to be exaggerated and emphasised to convey your feeling."
The class continues with presentations, discussion, group solu-
tions, group presentations and discussion.
Summary
212
The introduction of this chapter reviewed the strategies for an
integrated-creative-arts pedagogy developed in Chapter IV. It has
been the purpose of this chapter to provide problem solving experiences
based on each of the common elements of the arts (rhythm-line, melody-
shape, expressive quality, dynamics-size, density, and form) developed
m Chapter III and on each of the three levels: introductory (to
introduce the concept), intermediate (to develop the concept), and
advanced (to provide greater opportunity for consolidation of ex-
perience and experimentation). Notes regarding related, supplementary
and substitute material were provided in the footnotes when applicable.
Chapter VI contains suggestions for possible problems in teach-
ing and administering a program, suggested by the experiential problem
solving of this chapter.
Chapter VII will contain a summary of the dissertation and
recommendations for further study.
footnotes
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Viola Spolin, Improvisation for the Theater (Evanston.
Northwestern University Press, 1963), p. 1*0.
111 .
:
2Donald Lightwood. Creative Drama for Primary Schools (London:
s°n Ltd., 1970), pp. 13-15; Marion North, Body MovementChildren (Boston: Plays, Inc., 1972), p. 65 . Lightwo^dTcon-tams many relaxation games for varied groups.
%ancy Larrick, ed. Somebody Turned on a Tap in These Kids (New
York: Dell Publishing Co., 1971), pp. 86-88.
^Karel
,
Avenues
, p. iv.
^Adapted from a class experience with Robert Fleming and Gladys
Andrews Fleming during a course called Creative Teaching at Vircinia
Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia, 13 June 1972.
^Ellipsis points will be substituted for pauses in the text of the
problems after this problem.
^Dolores Durkin. Teaching Them to Read
,
2nd ed., (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 197*0, PP- 396-397 (hereafter cited as Durkin, Teaching Them)
.
O
°At this point, the participants have had an opportunity to react
to three different lines and to cull from the primary process three
sets of words for the three lines.
9This section provides an example of judgment and classification
skills considered important in the development of reading compre-
hension in Durkin, Teaching Them
, p. 396-397-
^This procedure edits and organizes primary process material which
is secondary process thought. Details the main idea, vocabulary
building (through part to whole and whole to part comparisons),
visualization, comparing, interpreting, recognizing connotations
and denotations of words, classifying, inferring sequence, and mak-
ing evaluations are considered reading comprehension skills in
Durkin, Teaching Them
, pp. 396-397-
^Participants have been experiencing some of the fundamental con-
cepts of linguistics as this stage: pitch, juncture, stress and
supra-segmentals . At the same time they have been encouraged to
use auditory discrimination considered an important language skill
in Durkin, Teaching Them , p. 279-
l2The participants are asked to follow directions and to make compari-
sons which come under the headings of skills of comprehension and
skills of interpretation in Helen Fisher Darrow and Virgil M. Howes,
Approaches to Individualized Reading (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, i960 ), p. 6l.
1,
iS who farned throush «» *««*
the visual a„d
r‘j
^
longer than those without th~ >,« + •
-tain thei learning any
nell theorises thal tte aadiMo^of' Patrick A '&= :Ijrsaisi*«a,sr5J=r
^Dewey, Art
, p. 15.
l6Natalie Robinson Cole. Children’s Art From Deep Down Inside (New
Cole' ^
e
J°
hn
.
Day C°mpany
’ 1966)
’ PP- ll-23'l^r^Fte~citid as
stiiver^T^T?—
’ C°le ’ S eXercise ^es lines with paints and
smut
6
: z ?ms s:™- Her exercise may be an *>
17
^
1
!
ad
^
a
.
LeVi:* "The Poetic Language of Childhood,” in Somebody
?£-
- —
—h.ese Kids , ed. Nancy Larrick (New York: Dell
rtu,
as
^
lng Co
;’ 1972), pp. 32-35. Lewis illustrates that childrenplayful use of rhythm m language is a natural phenomenon. Her
observation is oorne out in a book of play chants in MaureenKenney, Circle Round the Zero (New Bedford, Mass.: by the author
63 East Clinton Street, 197 I+).
’
j» gAs an example a student initially might choose the words: angry
mad, hate, upset (BAHbi£, BAH, BAH, bip BAH). Later, the student
might rearrange and edit the words to: mad, hate, upset (BAH, BAH,
bi£_ ^AH ) because the words seem angrier in this order. 'This prob-
lem is an example of a rhythmic interpretation of sound symbolism
and sound and meaning correlation associated with consonant and
vowel sounds as in James A. Smith Creative Teaching of Reading
and_ Literature in the Elementary School (Boston: Allvn and Bacon.
1967), pp. 43-U4.
John Paynter and Peter Aston. Sound and Silence (London: Cambridge
University Press, 1970), pp. 96-101 (hereafter cited as Paynter
and Aston, pound and Silence ). In this section, Paynter and Aston
include creative exercises in rhythm and its notation for any
available assortment of instruments.
20There is no source in movement which provides an example of rhythm-
line as defined in Chapter III of this text. A source which pro-
vides a lesson in the related areas of space and time is Frances
Weber Aronoff
,
"No Age Is to Early to Begin,” Mus i c Educators Jour-
nal 60 (March 197M: 22. Among many others, separate, excellent
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21
Dimondste^rChildren ^ be found in Geraldine
Publishing Co7Tl?iTri^^V^ IPttT (NeW Y°rk: Macn^lan
Dimondstein, Children -
ment for Children fRM,Hn„ ™ . 1 'illiom, Basic Move-
1970), pp. 190=196 102 lin
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,
Movement
. OillLm’s h ,T
Cltei aS °illiom
’ Basic
lesson concepts for three lewl nf
advantage of structuring
Ideally suits them for use wltt the
proflcle^ -Aich
preceeding the independent level, ^ef"^e£. PrOWe“’
a°bed s^eef n
“ C“8 t0 flashli «ht= tor students and
cent of rhvth t
eb -ent lesson using light to develop the con-
James A. Smith CreativeV^h
31
’
^
f°Und in Doroth>r Hlck°k and
(Boston: Allyn’a^ Bacon. 197^)”^^ ' 77^6
E1°mentanf Schno1
jtb r'h- rrwnts?
pencils
overhead projector and drawing on it with grease
22A participant creating an imaginary line or shape in successive
1 ers o e joined on the sheet might help develop the rhythm-
inn 'u
COnC
f
Pt
n
and 1S described in Normal Laliberte and Richey Kehl
~°
'
ayS
-~~
e Fun Wlth an Alligator and 100 Other TnvolvL Artc^ec_ws (Blauvelt, New York: Art Education Inc ~ 1969) p. 38(hereafter cited as Laliberte and Kehl, 100 Ways). Cravon’«srmt^drawings in chosen colors with a line becoming progressivelv thinnermight also accomplish the same end and is described in James A.
b
’{
-
eablve Teaching of the Creative Arts in the Elementary(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1967), p. 85. String painting mightalso develop the rhythm-line concept and is found in Mary E. Platts
—
ate:—A Handbook of Activities to Motivate the Teachin g- of E.le-
—
e
- -
bar
y
Art ( Stevensville
,
Mich.: Educational Services Inc., 1966)
p. ^6 (hereafter cited as Platts, Create )
.
2 ?
-'A group of similar projects may be found in Karel, Avenues
, p. 127.
2kA related. exercise in rhythm may be found in R. Murray Schafer,
Ear Cleaning (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1967, p. 22(hereafter cited as Schafer, Ear Cleaning ).
25
'Suitable substitute or supplementary problems for the intermediate
level are found in the middle grade problems in Bonnie Cherp
Gilliom, Basic Movement for Children (Reading, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1970 ), pp. 190-196, 102-110.
26Advanced level problems, easily adapted by the teacher for a specific
art and a specific common element, may be found in Barbara Mettler,
Materials of Dance as a Creative Art Activity (Tuscon, Arizona:
Mettler Studios, i960), p. 291 (hereafter cited as Mettler, Materials )
.
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sional clay^culpting' wi
t
h“mnt
eS
°l
problems relating three dimen-
Art for the of ch , 1 )
t
'0und in '-'handler Montgomery,
Publishing Company, 1968) pp «> Q1 Tbus ’ °hl0: Charles E. MerrillArt). Problems based on visLl <herffter citea as Montgomery,Sally Monsour, Marilyn Chambers Cohen’3n a"dpra°vement "»y be found inRhythm in Music and L n„ a for chn.lrl te Patricia Eckert Lindell,
Publishing Company, 1966) p—76" (herea fj m°Y ’ Calif ' : Wadsworth
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CHAPTER VI
CLASSROOM AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Introduction
Chapter V contained problem-solving activities on the
introductory, intermediate, and advanced levels for the six common,
analogous elements (rhythm-line, melody-shape, expressive quality,
dynamics-size, density, and form). Within each element of the arts
at each level, there were problems to be solved in the areas of in-
tegrated-arts, visual art, language art, music, and movement. At
the end of the chapter, a few independent level problems were pro-
vided as examples.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. Its first purpose is
to provide guidelines and insights for implementation of the problem-
solving activities from the previous chapter. The second purpose
of this chapter is to provide suggestions and insights for the adop-
tion of the problem-solving activities as the basis of an arts program
(
-
3
*’
"their possible adaptation into part of an ongoing program.
Classroom Management
Space, Time and Materials
. Space, time and materials are needed
to solve the problems of the previous chapter. The need for space
varies with the different kinds of problems to be solved. The space
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for movements should be large enough so that participants do not
bump Into one another when they are moving rapidly and using large
body movements. Some children, accustomed to a confined classroom,
loose all control when confronted with boundless space . 1 The area
'
used can be sectioned off and gradually increased in size until par-
ticipants are comfortable with more room. Suitable spaces might be
a gymnasium, parking lot, playground, lobby, hallway or an auditorium
stage. However, the space should be cleaned before using so that
participants will not hesitate to use the ground level during their
experimentation
.
If leaders choose the optional materials of clay or paints for
some of the problems, the space should he an area in which paints,
water or clay can he spilled or splattered and easily cleaned. A
plastic drop cloth will be needed over a carpeted area; if available, or
area with a tile or concrete floor might be used. Participants
should have ready access to a sink. They should be advised well
in advance of any special clothing like sneakers or old clothes which
will be needed for movement or painting.
If the class will be making sounds louder than usual, leaders
will want to discuss the situation with adjacent neighbors beforehand,
perhaps find a more suitable area, or engage in the activities at a
specific time that would not disturb the other classrooms.
The leader should be the judge regarding the time of day during
which a class problem-solving activity should take place. Each class
is different and has to be treated so. However, once an activity is
begun, it should be seen through the six stages of individual solu-
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t.ons, presentations, discussion, group solutions, group presentations
and discussion. This process may run fro, forty-five minutes to an
hour or two sometimes longer. On the independent level, activities
and projects may take weeks for solution-time both in and out of class
Hie materials mentioned in the problem-solving activities have
been limited to those commonly found in the classroom. Participants
Vill be familiar with the conventional use of paper, pencils and
crayons and can develop more fully the use of these materials with
these activities. Thus, neither the lack of sophisticated materials
nor the lack of instruction in the use of them are deterrents to the
successful solutions to the problems. Furthermore, since participants
are encouraged to rely almost entirely upon themselves to solve prob-
lems, they constantly discover new potentials within themselves. For
the leaders who wish to use more sophisticated materials or to explore
reiatea activities, ample alternatives or supplementary problems were
cited in the footnotes in the last chapter.
Leadership. Some problems may arise during problem-solving
sessions. As the leader works with activities, he or she comes to
know what to expect and how to handle the situations. However, as
in any group, crises arise for which there are no preformulated solu-
tions; therefore, at times, the leader must rely on personal judgment.
In my experience working with these problem-solving activities,
I have found that two fundamental, related principles serve as guide-
lines when leaders are confronted with dilemmas and questions. First,
the leader should not pre-empt the choices of participants. Second,
participants should be primarily responsible for assessment, judgment
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and evaluation of their work and progress. These prineiples should
he applied during all six stages of each activity. To give the
reader some idea of typical interactions, examples of how a leader
might apply these principles follow.
After the leader has asked the participants to imagine lines
and to choose one to commit to paper in the rhythm-line integrated-
arts problem, the participants that I have worked with usually have
a host of questions originating from their fears of being wrong:
"What do you mean?" "Is a green line right?" "Can I draw any kind
of line?" "Does the line have to go across the sheet?" "Can I have
a crooked line?" "Her line is different from mine."
By applying the two principles stated above, the leader could
answer the questions by saying: "Find the line that you like the
best and put it on your sheet. "If that is the way you see your
line. . ." "Put your kind of line on the sheet." "You can make the
kind of line that seems most interesting to you." "Each of us has
our own unique line."
These answers sound easy, but my work with students of all
ages, teachers, and specialists helped me realize that it takes a
number of sessions to deal with these insecurities. If the leader
interferes with participants' self evaluation, then most participants
will continue to seek the external approval and help of the leader
rather than developing their own internal judgment. For example, as
soon as the leader answers the question of "Is this line all right?"
with, "Yes, that line is fine," then the leader temporarily has
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shattered the process of internal evaluation. In such a situation,
the leader immediately will suffer the consequences with a sea of
hands going up and a throng of voices asking, "How about my line?"
"Is my line as good as hers?" "Isn't my line better than his?"
Therefore, as one can realize, it is important for the leader to
maintain a consistent practice of encouraging participants to evaluate
themselves
.
Frequently, to avoid frustration, leaders demonstrate what they
want participants to do. However, it is better to refrain from pro-
viding an example and to deal with the frustration. If the leader
were to demonstrate examples or choices, then he or she would be pre-
empting the participants' choices, short circuiting the processes of
judgment, the processes of weighing this possibility against that
.
2
Fate would have to provide the participants with extraordinary gifts
for divergency, tenacity and will in order to solve problems for them-
selves and to exercise their own judgments after the authority figure,
the leader, suggested examples or possible solutions.
However, if some hostile feelings emerge from the seeming lack
of direction, the leader might use a technique of demonstration in
which the volunteers (peers of the participants—not the leader)
solve the problem while the class observes. The role of the leader
during this demonstration is to point out and reinforce the divergent
responses of the volunteers who are modeling the type independent
creative thinking desired.
Some leaders would like to present models or established works
of art (sometimes called masterpieces). Without a doubt, such models
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present a sense of the craft; however. It is essential that they
be provided only after the problem-solving. In this manner, a master-
piece becomes only an example of how another person solved the same
problem.
/
Facilitation
. Generally there are two kinds of facilitation
needed as a group engages in these problem-solving activities and
develops increasing competence and confidence.
During the introductory level the facilitation emphasis rests
on group process and reinforcement of divergency. At this level,
the leader walks around and through the room, reassuring the partici-
pants with gestures and presence. It is useful to have a signal for
attention and quiet. Shaking a tambourine or other instrument is a
pleasant sound and cuts into the group’s noise. The leader raising
his or her hand when quiet is desired also works well if participants
raise their hands to spread the signal. By its nature, group work
demands that participants reconcile differing interpretations of the
same idea within a single product. A leader supports this amalgama-
tion by moving through the class, encouraging the group work, making
contact with participants, posing sub-problems to reach a more sophis-
ticated level, reassuring them and giving them continued confidence
in their insights, experimentation and abilities.
The second kind of facilitation centers on increasing the com-
plexity and quality of the work being done. After the beginner level
the leader can encourage the participants to build more complex works.
The leader might be called in to help analyze a difficulty and to
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break it up into sub-problems for the group or individual to solve.
Thus, the leader encourages increasing competence and a more sophis-
ticated development in the arts.
In the group presentations, the leader insures the attention
*
of the class by making the sign for silence and attention before the
presentations
. Groups choose where to present their works and tell
the audience where to assemble. In the beginning, the audience's
attention is often sporadic because groups get excited about their
own upcoming presentations and want to keep working and changing
during others' performances. Because audience interaction and reac-
tion is part of the human process of communication that feeds all
kinds of information to the performers, it is important to insist
that the audience be attentive.
During the facilitation process, participants will display
countless sounds, movements, words, and visual images which have
special meanings for geographic, ethnic, economic, social and age
groups within our society. Leaders should acquaint themselves with
the unique meanings that their participants attach to special sounds,
movements, words, and visual images and use these meanings to promote
personal worth and dignity in such a way as to promote pan-ethnic
empathy
.
Discipline . My experience with the problem-solving activities
indicate that discipline problems become minimal compared with more
traditionally convergent educational activities. The same result was
reported by teachers using the problems of Chapter V in their own
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classroom setting. However, a leader must flrmly estabUsh ^^
rules to achieve an effective interpersonal environment.
If a class member chooses not to participate in some phase of
the problem-solving sequence, or in all of it, the person should be
free to make that choice. For some students, fear of external evalua-
tion, unattainable personal standards of achievement, or some other
blocking mechanism may make non-participation an attractive choice,
ouch participants will learn for themselves from each succeeding class
:hat they have nothing to fear and that they have as much to offer in
their own way as anyone else. To force such a person to participate
may cause more problems than it solves. One of my participants chose
not to take part for the first three weeks of classes. At the end
of the third week, after hiding under the teacher's desk, standing in
out-of-the-way corners and not being forced to participate, he volun-
tarily assisted me in lidding the newsprint examples of group work
while the groups performed. From that point on, he was a regular,
willing class participant.^
Anyone not wanting to participate might be asked to distribute
paper or crayons, hold newsprint, pull shades, and help without the
pressure of solutions, products and performances. All the while the
facilitator should be sensitive to these individuals’ needs. If en-
couragement to participate is needed, the facilitator should supply
it. The non-participant who is constantly a helper is not discovering
his uniqueness and creative potential, but is seeking acceptance by
being subservient to others. Without help from the facilitator, he
or she may never explore his or her problem-solving potential.
Discipline problems may arise because some participants
finish solving parts of a problem a little before or after the
others. Because the activities have been broken do™ into a
series of sub-activities to aid the problem-solving process,
there should not be a very great difference in the amount of
time needed. If groups finish before others, they can help
straighten out their work area or can rehearse their presentation.
Whenever participants finish before others, they are responsible
for maintaining the same environment which they had in order to
enable their peers to conclude the problem.
Frequently a presentation will not go as the participant
planned. A bell will ring; a participant will not be able to
control his giggles; a book will fall off a desk; participants
will feel that their work was poorly rehearsed and needed more
i/ime. The leader can ask the participant or the group to try
again. This second opportunity to express themselves or to re-
vise their work should remain an option for all. If more Comdex
levels and insights are to be achieved, this opportunity must
be offered and encouraged.
Discussion of the Works . During the discussion of the works
the leader should encourage the use of vocabulary which stresses
concepts of the elements; the segments of the solutions which
serve as stepping stones to future arts concepts; self-examina-
tion; and comparison with past solutions. For instance, in the
introductory level visual art problem, the leader may ask a
230participant who used the terms horizontal and vertical to illus-
trate a few examples in the art work being considered even
though the terms were not in the suggested vocabulary and the
leader had not thought of them before. In the same discussion,
if a participant connected lines to make shapes, the leader can
use the opportunity to point out that shapes are made of joined
lines. If a participant repeated the same lines in the visual
art exercise that he or she used in the integrated-arts exercise,
then the leader can ask the participant how the second line was
different from the first or if there was anything the participant
would like to add or subtract to the second line and still have
it feel right. It must be emphasized again that this discussion
is vitally important to help the participant achieve more com-
plex levels and insights and to encourage artistic growth.
At the same time that discussion of solutions acquaints
participants with the vocabulary and the concepts connected with
an element, the discussion is a time for many personal state-
ments of like and dislike, love and hate, anger and joy, despair
and hope. These disclosures are the emotional expression which
the arts traditionally have contained and conveyed. As stated
in Chapter II (Integrated-Creative-Arts Rationale), there should
be a time and a place in the curriculum for these expressions
to be channelled and vented, and the leader should encourage
such self-disclosure.
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During the stages of problem-solving, presentation and
discussion, participants should feel the freedom of symbolic
expression. Participants should experience what Rogers calls
"psychological safety." He says that the conditions which
promote this safety are:
1. Accepting the individual as of
unconditional worth.
2. Providing a climate in which
external evaluation is absent.
3. Understanding empathetically
.
5
Grou£ Work. In the group work which follows the discus-
sion of personal solutions, there are two obvious pitfalls.
The first is that some participants transfer roles from out-
side the classroom into the creative-arts activities. Thus,
a tall, burly second-grader who is a leader in rough-and-tumble
playground activities with the boys who enjoy the same thing
becomes the tacitly recognized leader of creative-arts acti-
vities when he works with the same members of the playground
group. In such a role, he can inhibit or pre-empt the group's
choices with his own. Consequently a leader needs to create
groups in a random fashion to minimize this problem.
The second obvious danger in group problem-solving is
that if the group is too large, some participants contribute
too little. If a decision not to participate is the partici-
pant's voluntary choice, it should be respected. If peers
do not allow one person or more to participate, ways should
be found to handle that peer pressure. An effective way is to
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breaK up the class into pairs for group work. When participants
work well in pairs, the leader might work with groups of three.
For most group work, groups of four or five should be the upper
limit to insure that all participants have opportunities to
make significant contributions. Once a class is accustomed to
group work, groups of varied numbers-partlcipants choosing
their number can be used simultaneously.
In the group solutions, the leader will find many precursors
of a more advanced level. For instance, in the introductory
level rhythm-line music problem, it is quite possible that
groups will present solutions which use more than one rhythm at
a time. The polyrhythms are foreshadows of counterpoint or poly-
phony in melody-shape: the intermediate level exercise in rhythm-
line. If a group .repeats one rhythm in the background with
other rhythms in succession above it, this is not only an example
of polyrhythms, but also of ostinato, density, and a rhythmic
interpretation of the passacaglia form. All of this is material
to which the leader adds emphasis and develops artistically and
conceptually taking the group as far as it can go.
External Evaluation of Participants
. One of the great
historical issues in a.ny of the arts is how one discerns good
art from bad art and how one differentiates between a charlatan
and a creative genius. Entire journals dedicate their existence
to these problems in the form of critical studies of the arts and
the philosophy of criticism. One of the better known researchers
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in the field of creativity, William J.J. Gordon believed that
since the arts were traditional sources of creative activity,
all he needed to do was to determine which were the best,
original, contemporary art works; then study the artists who
created them; and the great mystery of artistic creativity would
be unraveled. However, an insurmountable difficulty arose be-
cause it was impossible to determine that painting one of
artist x was truly great or creative, thereby making painting
one and artist x worthy of further study. Therefore, Gordon
turned to inventors whose styles of creativity could be studied
more easily. It was from these studies of inventors that Gordon
devised his system of synectics, a group, metaphorical means of
triggering creativity .6
Ironically teachers and others have been trying or forced
to do what Gordon found to be impossible: they try to label
student works as creative, artistic, non-artistic
; A,B,C; good,
fair to poor. In school systems across the country, teachers
are asked to grade the work in arts. It must be emphasized that
the entire process outlined in Chapter IV (Pedagogical Methods
for Integrated-Creative-Arts) and the purpose of Chapter V
(Problem-Solving Experiences for Integrated-Creative-Arts) are
destroyed if leaders grade participants or assign judgmental
labels
.
If an external evaluation system is a precondition for
the consideration and the implementation of the problem-solving
of Chapter V, another suitable program designed for such a
purpose should be sought rather than subverting the purposes
of this problem-solving.
Systems of external labelling endanger or undercut the
climate of psychological safety described by Rogers. Such a
climate promotes the leader as an authority of the "straight
and narrow." To demonstrate progress and development, a part-
icipant must behave and produce according to the teacher’s
standards. Such a climate promotes getting the "right answer"
instead of self development and expression. External labelling
smothers the self searching, the self development and the self
examination which the problem-solving of Chapter V, the ration-
ale of Chapter II, and the method of Chapter IV promoted.
For the problem-solving suggested in Chapter V self-
evaluation is recommended. Participants may keep portfolios
containing their personal solutions. Such a portfolio of
past solutions, products, and group contributions gives the
participants foundations for self criticism, self examination
and personal evaluation. These records of artistic growth
over the course of problem-solving activities serve as data
for participants to assess their own growth and development.
And it is reasonable for .leaders or teachers to request parti-
cipants to write out an assessment of their development.
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.Program Management
Initiating an Integrated-c reative arts Pro^ Teachers,
administrative personnel, or parents who wish to adopt the prob-
lem-solving activities of Chapter V are bound to encounter some
difficulty if they attempt to do so without one another's sup-
port. Some parents question the value of such a program since
few have been exposed previously to anything similar. Teachers
forced by administrative fiat to adopt such a program usually
do not understand fully what their function is and they might
resent their new function. Administrators, unsympathetic to a
new program adopted by teachers alone, may be reluctant to defend
or support a program, the values of which are not apparent imme-
diately.
Support
. Consequently, an integrated-creative-arts program
needs the combined support and understanding of parents, adminis-
trators and teachers in a school or school system. In addition,
a consultant or supervisor may be needed for successful implemen-
tation of such a program. Teachers may need some released time
to evaluate their progress, regroup, and adapt the program for
future use. All of these require community, administrative and
teacher support to succeed.
Pilot School . In Project MOPPET, a program of somewhat-
similar intent, a single school was used as a pilot school for
the demonstration of a creative-arts program.^ With a suppor-
tive administration, parents' group and teachers, a pilot school
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was found to provide many valuable experiences and to demonstrate
the g f*f*ec "t ivenes s of q, progpfljn m
Teachers who wished to take part in MOPPET were offered in-
service training to experience the program and its equipment and to '
be able to use both in the classroom. The arts specialists (move-
ment, language, music and visual) and a curriculum consultant who
had been a classroom teacher helped devise the curriculum and were
willing participants in its implementation
.
8 However, without the
help of specialists, classroom teachers are quite capable of implement-
ing the program after they have personally experienced the activities
and the creative process. The cooperation of specialists should
be sought to add depth to the program.
In-Service Staff Development. Training leaders
,
whether they
be teachers, specialists, curriculum coordinators, community people,
professionals, or the like is not an impossible task. I used almost
exactly the same problem-solving exercises as those found in Chapter V
as the basis for a series of in-service workshops for a group of
teachers, kindergarten through the sixth grade, a junior high school
foreign language specialist, and a specialist for children with
special needs.
A number of important developments became apparent to me or
were reported to me by the teachers taking part in the in-service
workshops. These developments are listed below.
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1) The problem-solving activities provided teachers with
new insights into one another and positive contacts and cooperative
ventures with one another.
2) The problem-solving provided teachers with non-threatening
ways of having their students reveal themselves and learn to contri-
bute constructively to group activity.
3) The teachers reported that the participants in their class-
room looked forward to the time of day when problem-solving activities
would take place.
*0 Teachers had very few disciplinary problems during the
problem-solving activities.
5) Teachers began to use the problem-solving method in areas
outside the arts.
In summary
,
using the problem-solving activities of Chapter V
as the basis of an in-service series of workshops seems to accomplish
two purposes. First, it helps prospective leaders to rearrange their
knowledge of the various fields through actual, creative experiences.
Second, the newly arranged knowledge through experience provides
leaders with an empathetic basis of experience and knowledge from
which to lead similar problem-solving activities.
Scheduling
. The problem-solving activities would be presented
at best by a number of cooperating teachers and arts specialists who
mutually agree on a coordinated calendar for the various elements and
levels. If the experiences take place faster or more slowly than
anticipated or if members of the team think that more problems should
be devised and experienced before a group goes to the next level, the
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team should make mutually agreed upon adaptations.
Evaluation of tHe ^rogram. Currently, peopie concerned with
the various roles the arts can play in education are looking for
ways to evaluate educational programs in the arts. One of the leaders
in this field of evaluation is Robert Stake who espouses a responsive
model of evaluation. In such a model, opinions about the program
are gathered from a variety of sources: teachers, in-service leaders,
administrators, parents, students, custodial help, local artists and
so on. The various points of view are summarized and presented as an
evaluation report.
9
Stake also has described an adversary-advocacy model. Certain
people (perhaps teachers, participants or outside evaluators) are
given specific directions; half are to find everything that is posi-
tive about the program; the other half are to enumerate all that is
wrong. In this way, evaluation may provide a more total reaction to
such a program, and the information is useful for the improvement of
the program.
Summary
This chapter provided some basic guidelines for classroom manage-
ment and program management. In classroom management, two principles
were provided the leader: the leader should not pre-empt the choices
of participants and the participants should be responsible for eval-
uation of their work and progress. Some typical applications were
offered. Classroom discipline, discussion, and group work were con-
sidered with some examples from experience. Important thoughts on
,external evaluation and labellins were discussed with some suggestions
for leaders.
Under the topic of program management, suggestions for the in-
itiation and support of a program were considered along with the
notion of a pilot school as a demonstration model of the program.
Results of a series of in-services, staff development workshops using
the problem-solving activities of Chapter V were reported along with
thoughts on scheduling. The section closed by recommending respon-
sive models of evaluation developed by Robert Stake.
2^0
Giinom c^es the usefulness of boundaries for space in Basic
~^n 7 . p - i6; Dimondstein cites the importance of thelhildeotablishmg a relationship with space as important for thechild s general behavior in Children Dance
, p. 67 .
2
p
C
^
it
i
C the dem°nstration technique of teaching movement is
PrepIration^rChn^
6 Speaks 0ut About Professionaleparation, in C ildren’s Dance, ed. Gladys Andrews Fleming(Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical^Education, and Recreation, 1973 ), pp. 78-79 .
^This incident was a personal experience of the author
of 1973 with a second grade participant.
in February
ii
.Sharing an experience is blossoming—the maturing aspect of pri
vate experience according to Tauber and Green, Prelogical Ex-
perience
. p. 73. „
—
^Rogers, "Toward a Theory," pp. 78-80 .
William J. J. Gordon. Synectics (New York: Collier Books, 196l),
^Alfred D. Kohler, MOPPET . .
. How to Do It (Woodbridge, N.J.:
Woodbridge Township School District, 1973), p. 83.
8Ibid., pp. 53-63 .
^Robert Stake, ed., Evaluating the Arts in Education (Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1975), pp. 13-30.
1 QRobert Stake in conversation with Dr. Mary Beaven and Dr. Mary
Quilling has outlined this model as reported by Dr. Mary Beaven
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
opening chapter of this dissertation delineated two major
problems in the arts programs in schools. First there is no common
method of teaching the arts which reflects the common method of
thinking in the arts: the creative process. 1 Investigation indi-
cated that the arts, with the exception of visual art, are used
generally as a medium for performance. 2 Second, there was no common
content for the arts which used the common method of the arts.^
Investigations of experimental arts course descriptions in Massachu-
setts verified this assumption. 4 A rationale to integrate the arts
through the creative process and a unifying content was needed.
Therefore, the stated purposes of this dissertation were:
1) to provide a method of using the creative urocess in the
arts
2) to provide a course of study which integrates the elements
of the arts
3) to provide a rationale for the above.
Chapter II provided the rationale for integrated-creative-arts
in two separate sections. In the integrated-arts section, the his-
torical and theoretical interest concerning the large body of combined
art works (ballet, opera, song, musical theater) was considered, in-
2hl
2k2
eluding Wagner, the „ost famous theoretieian and practioner.5 Con-
temporary work integrating the arts, (art works, theoretical works,
research works) were considered.
The second section of this chapter delineated a rationale for
creative-arts
. The results of experimental creative-arts programs
indicated that such programs provided a viable means of preventing
the alienation of students. Barron's positive personality profile
of the creative artist provided the incentive for arguing that more
creative-arts activities he included within the school curriculum. 6
From the literature of the field two writers provided the
clues to the common, analogous elements of the arts. John Dewey-
considered the common substance of the arts to he matter, form and
expressiveness. T Meriam P. Gelvin refined these elements much further
to pattern-rhythm, line, expressive qualities, density and form. 8 By
using a slightly different approach this work arrived at the common,
analogous elements of rhythm-line, melody-shape, expressive quality,
dynamics-size, density and form. Rhythm-line was the basic element
which differentiated time and space. Melody—shape added pitches to
rhythm (movements through levels in self space), or closed lines for
shape. Expressive quality was tone quality in music; color in visual
art; tone in language; force, flow, and emotional quality in movement.
Dynamics-size was the degree of loudness and softness in music and
language, and size in visual art and movement. Density was the number
and frequency of the other elements—changed, varied or used simul-
taneously in a work. Form was the structure or design in space and/or
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time given to the other elements.
Chapter IV developed the framework for a pedagogical method
to utilize the common, analogous elements of the arts in a curriculum.
Chapter V (Problem-Solving Activities for Integrated-Creative- *
Arts) began with some suggested warm-up and relaxation recommendations
which might prepare the participants for problem-solving activities.
The problem-solving activities were grouped according to the six
common elements of the arts. Within each element problems were
separated into introductory, intermediate and advanced levels.
Chapter VI (Classroom and Program Management) provided sugges-
tions and guidelines for leaders and program managers in facilitation,
discipline, program establishment, in-service training and evaluation.
Recommendations for Further Study
While this dissertation has provided solutions to the problems
delineated in Chapter I, there are numerous areas which suggest further
study:
1) A grade by grade curriculum guide for use in the classroom
is needed which reflects the rationale, method and content of the
integrated-creative-arts program.
2) Development of more evaluation tools are needed for integrated-
creative-arts programs.
3) An evaluation is needed of the psychological, creative, in-
terpersonal and artistic effects on participants of an integrated-
creative-arts program.
2M
and visual images of specific populations. Further study is needed
to determine what these symbols are and how they are used.
3) Since this dissertation provided activities for use with very
few extrinsic tools, a revised curriculum is needed for schools with
9
the financial resources to purchase more sophisticated media for an
integrated-creative-arts program.
In-Service Teacher Training , l) Since my experience with teachers
and the problem-solving activities dealt only with integrated-creative-
arts, a study is needed to determine if teachers transfer the method
and content to other curriculum areas.
2) My experience in using the problem-solving activities of this
dissertation with teachers suggests that the activities help build a
spirit of cooperation. However, a research study is needed to determine
the team building effects, if any, on teachers in in-service workshops
using an integrated-creative-arts program.
Evaluation , l) There is a dearth of evaluating tools in arts
education. Therefore, more evaluation tools need to be developed for
integrated-creative-arts programs
.
2) While previous creative-arts programs subjectively have ob-
served personal changes, an evaluation is needed of the psychological,
creative, interpersonal and artistic effects on participants of an in-
tegrated-creative-arts program.
3) My experience suggests that a disciplinary improvement takes
place in participants of an integrated-creative-arts program. However,
21*5
a research study is needed to determine whether the observed discipli-
nary improvement of participants is due to novelty, the personality of
the leader, or a real change caused by the integrated-creative-arts
program.
It) My work has not considered the factor of achievement motivation,
therefore, a research study is needed to determine what relationship, if
any, exists between achievement motivation theory and an integrated-
creative-arts program.
5) Since creative-arts has been an effective teaching tool for
populations with special needs, a research study is needed to determine
the effects, if any, on people with special needs of an integrated-
creative-arts program.
6) Since there was some disciplinary improvement observed in the
behavior of juvenile delinquents noted in Chapter II, a research study
is needed to test Schiller’s hypothesis that an aesthetic education
provides a civilizing, moral development of a non-superficial nature
in a setting like a prison or a detention home.
7 ) While creative-arts activities have been used for some time in
different learning environments, applications and studies of effects in
new environments such as retirement homes, church schools, and therapeatic
situations are needed for integrated-creative-arts.
2U6
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Andrews, Gladys. Creative, Rhythmic Movement for Children
.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1954. .
A classic in the field of movement with an excellent
.
section on "Resources and Bibliography."
Canner, Norma. And a Time to Dance . Boston: Beacon Press, 1968.
A poignant photographic essay of movement for children with
special needs.
Clark, Carol E. Rhythmic Activities for the Classroom . Danville:
The Instructor Publications, 1969. A brief readable work for
the classroom teacher which also touches on related activities
with music and other subject areas outside the arts.
D'Amico, Victor and others. Art for the Family . Garden City:
Doubleday, 1954.
An excellent book which encourages creative art work for all
ages and shows how to create in various visual media. It can
be used in the classroom with ease. It has many black and
white examples of art work as well.
Feldman, Edmund Burke. Becoming Human Through Art . Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1970.
A review of art elements that form the basis of
an adaptable curriculum for the classroom teacher and art
specialist
.
Gilliom, Bonnie Cherp. Basic Movement Education for Children .
Reading: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1970.
An excellent, easy to understand rationale and series of
graded lessons in movement which might be used by the
classroom teacher and physical education specialist.
Gray, Vera and Rachel Percival. Music Movement, and Mime for
Children . New York: Oxford University Press, 1962.
A brief easily understood work with much usable material
for the classroom.
Hickok, Dorothy and Smith, James A. Creative Teaching of Music
in the Elementary Schools . Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1974.
Many helpful suggestions along traditional lines
as well as attempting to integrate music with other areas
of the curriculum including the arts. Some sit-
uations for children to create in sound.
Improvisation
. London
:
Hodgson, John and Ernest Richards.
Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1967.
*
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step-by-step activities fordramatics in an upper grades student group.Adaptable for earlier grades. & p
Humphreys, Louise and Jerold Ross. Interpreting Music through
^vement . Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196UThe works of traditional composers with opportunitieslor creative movement interpretation.
Itten Johannes. Translated from the German by John Maass.
Resign and Form . New York: Reinhold Publishing Corp., 1963A clearly presented exposition of the "Basic Course" at the'Baushaus which might easily be adapted for school use
2U8
Kepes, Ryorgy, editor. Education of Vision
. New York: George
Braziller
, 1965 .
While most of the articles in this work are of interest.
Visual Education for Science and Engineering Students"*
(pp. 208-219) by Robert Preusser of particular interest
to those concerned with visual arts in the technical schools.
King, Nancy. Theatre Movement: The Actor and His Space . New York:
Drama Book Specialists, 1971.
An excellent book containing many exercises which might be
used or adapted for class work in mime and movement occa-
sionally combining with other arts.
Kohler, Alfred D.
,
et . al. Project MOPPET . Woodbridge Township
School District, Woodbridge, N.J., 1972.
An excellent graded curriculum emphasizing and juxtaposing
creativity in each art particularly through the use of media
and external tools. Accompany g "how to do it" pamphlet
for curriculum implementation. *
Krause, Joseph H. The Nature of Art . Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, Inc. 1969.
Chapter VI on color in this work excellently illustrated and
explained, contains much in the visual arts useful to both
specialist and classroom teacher.
Laban, Rudolph. The Mastery of Movement . London: Macdonald and
Evans, 1971-
A legendary work in movement which spells out in systematic
language a course in movement for life-time study with three
mime plays at the end.
andis
,
Beth and Polly Carder. The Eclectic Curriculum i n
^ngrican Music Education: Contributions of Dal orn,,
,
jjodaly and Orff. Music Educators National Conference,
Washington, 1972.
Reviews contributions of the gentlemen in title, relates
activities in language and speech. Intended for music
educators
.
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Lotchaw, Marjorie and Egstrom, Glenn. Human Movement
. Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1969 .
An overall view of movement in schools with graded activitiesm Part Two* More interesting to the physical educator al-
though understandable to classroom teachers
.
Lowenfield
,
Victor and W. Lambert Brittain. Creative and Mental
Growth . London: the Macmillan Co.
, 197 0~!
~ ' ' —
An excellent graded book providing a creative visual arts
curriculum through the grades with an excellent rationale
and bibliography.
Majjhat'tanville Music Curriculum Project
. Purchase: Manhattanville
College
.
A revised music curriculum for the classroom including per-
sonal creation in sound by students. Suitable for class-
room teacher and specialist.
Marsh, Mary Val. Explore and Discover Music . Toronto: Macmillan
1970.
An excellent, fresh look at creative activities and the ele-
ments of music while providing appropriate examples from
music literature.
Monsour, Sally and others. Rhythm in Music and Dance for Children
.
Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing, 1966 .
A section on elements of dance as well as a section on sound.
Montgomery, Chandler. Art for Teachers of Children . Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
,
1973.
Provides an excellent background in creative visual art
as well as outstanding, imaginative, creative exercises
with the other arts . Easily adapted for almost any grade
level
.
Ocvirk, Otto G. and others. Art Fundamentals Theory and Practice .
Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown Co., 1968 .
A well organized text with a clear exposition and examples
of the elements of art as seen by the authors. Unless
adapted, suitable for upper grades.
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Paynter, John and Peter Aston. Sound and Silence
. London:
Cambridge University Press7 1970.
An excellent work with many creative projects and examplesfrom the culture. The projects include sounds from many
sources and frequently use the other arts. Appropriate for
music educators.
Schaefer, R. Murray. . . .When Words Sing . New York: Associated
Music Publishers, 1970.
A compact, well written, highly informative book packed
with new perspectives in the teaching of music related
to the other arts. Three other books by author in print.
Smith, James A. Creative Teaching of the Creative Arts in the
Elementary School . Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1967 .
An excellent work with creative activities in all the arts.
Smith, James A. Creative Teaching of the Language Arts in the
Elementary School . Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973.
Many creative projects in Language Art.
Spolin, Viola. Improvisation for the Teacher . Evanston: North-
western University Press, 1969 .
Often quoted work, with many creative dramatics exer-
cises which frequently include language, movement and sound.
May be adapted easily for school use. Special
section dealing with children and theater.
Wampler, Martha Maybury (Smith) and others. Orff Schulwerk :
Design for Creativity . Bellflower: Bellflower Unified
School District, 1968 .
An excellent adaptation of Orff's ideas in an American setting
with practical projects and related arts activities (excepting
visual arts) generally intended for the pre-primary and primary
grades
.
Ward, Winifred. Playmaking with Children . New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts
,
Inc., 1957*
An excellent book containing much on creative dramatics,
making plays from outside sources for students from kinder-
garten through junior high school. some sections dealing
with creative movement and therapy.
Wheeler, Lawrence and Lois Raebeck. Orff and Kodaly Adapted for the
Elementary Schools . Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown Co., 1972.
Many related arts exercises with music lessons in the
Orff and Kodaly techniques.
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